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PRINCIPLE AND METHODS FOR MEASUREMENT OF SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT BY
DETECTION OF NATURAL GAMMA RADIATION
Guttorm 0 Endrestjzfl

SUMMARY
The underlying principles for snow cover determination by use
of terrestrial gamma radiation are presented. Several of the methods
that have been proposed to exploit the effect are discussed, and some
of the more important error sources for the different methods are
listed. In conclusion as estimate of the precision that can be obtained by these methods is given.

*
*

*

Introduction
One basic method currently in use in several countries for measuring
the water equivalent of snow is based on the attenuation by the snow cover of
natural gamma radiation emanating from the earth [1, 2, 3, **]. The measurements typically take place from an air craft flying 50 to 300 m above the
ground along routes up to about 10 km long. The gamma rays are detected by
one or more spectrometers inside the plane. Several different ways of employing this attenuation to measure snow cover have been proposed [5]. In the present paper a short account of underlying principles and a description of the
different methods will be given, and some error sources are indicated. It is
meant as an introduction to the topic and does not contain any independent experimental results.
Sources of natural gamma radiation
The terrestrial gamma radiation that will exist results mainly from the
radioactive disintegration of potassium-liO, bismuth-2lU and *hallium-208.
Thallium-208 is one of the last steps in the thorium series of radiactive elements [6], and it emits gamma rays with energies in the interval 0.3-2.6 MeV,
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the principle peak being about 2.6 MeV. Bismuth-2llt is a link in the uraniumradium series, and the gamma rays that it produces by disintegration fall mainly between 0.6 and 2.U MeV, with a photo-peak about 1, ' MeV. In addition to
these two, radioactive potassium-UO with a peak at about 1,5 MeV gives the
principal contribution to the gamma ray activity in earth and rocks.
The concentrations of the different elements differ widely from one
place to another, but roughly they are bracketed by the following numbers t5ls
Uranium:
Thorium:
Potassium:

(1 - 100) • 10? %
(l - ho) • 10 %
(0.1 - U) %

In addition to these terrestial gamma ray sources gamma radiation is
also produced in the atmosphere. Both the thorium and uranium-radium series
contain radon, the most important in this connection being radon-222 in the
uranium-radium series. Its daughter nucleii emit gamma radiation in the interval 0.3 - 1.8 MeV.
Cosmic radiation is a third source of gamma rays.
tains a wide spectrum of energies.

This radiation con-

Atmospheric and cosmic gamma radiation is in this connection considered
as an error source and have to be subtracted from th" gamma ray counts.
Theory of the gamma radiation method
The gamma radiation field surrounding a spatially limited source will
have an intensity determined by •'-vro main factors:
.
.

A geometric factor depending on the distance from the source;
Attenuation and scattering of the radiation by matter between the
source and detector.

The geometric effect is of little importance for snow cover measurements
because it is independent of the snow and because the intensity of the radiation
from a large area source is independent of height if absorption is neglected.
In calculating the absorption three different physical effects are included and only two of these correspond to actual removal of the gamma ray.
The three effects are [ ]
Photoelectric capture;
Pair production;
Compton scattering.
The first two of these effects lead to the ionization of an atom or production
of an electron-positron pair respectively and thereby to the abosrption of the
photon. Compton scattering on the other hand is just scattering of the gamma
ray off an electron. The ray will therefore not disappear but reemerge at a
lower energy and usually a different direction of propagation.
The radiation that is detected from a point source can then be written
as follows:
-ur
N = K'S'B* ~
—
(1)
UTT r

Here, N is the number of gamma rays detected per time unit, r is the
distance between the source and detector, S is the strength of the gamma raysource, y is the linear absorption coeffisient of the material between the
source and detector, B is the socalled build-up factor, and K is a constant
that depends among other things upon the design of the detector. In the
definition of y all the three effects that lead to absorption or scattering
of the gamma rays have been counted. Because some of the scattered radiation
will reach the detector, the build-up factor B is included. It is the ratio
between the actually detected radiation and the radiation that would result
if all interactions with matter led to the disappearance of the gamma ray [8].
B has to be computed by using a more detailed theory. Equation (l) is valid
only if there is just one type of absorber between source and detector. For
the case of several different materials one has to replace yr in (l) with
?y.r. where i enumerates the materials, y., r. are the absorption coeffisient
and pathlength of the ray in the i'th material* Relation (l) also holds exactly only for one gamma ray energy because both y, B and possibly K depends on
energy, y usually decreases as the energy increases. For observations done
with gamma ray energies within a certain interval, it is usually sufficient to
replace y, B and K with some mean values. The effective value of y will then
depend upon the order in which the different materials are encountered, because the soft gamma rays are attenuated faster than the hard ones.
Measurement of the snow water equivalent by means of natural gamma
radiation depends then on the attenuation of the radiation flux emanating from
the ground by the snow cover. The value of y for water is about 3 m* [3].
Gamma rays will therefore be reduced to about 30$ of their original intensity
by Penetrating snow deposits equivalent to ^0 cm water. Oblique penetration
will lead to an even larger attenuation. There is also a certain amount of
absorption in the atmosphere, where the effective value of y is about
0.0037 m . To avoid statistical problems connected with samll count rates and
to be able to take into account false signals from atmospheric radon and cosmic
rays, there exists a certain practical limit to the amount of snow cover that
can be measured. Tne method seems to be inapplicable for snow deposits equivalent to more than 50 or 60 cm of water.
Different methods of measurement
The fundamental process of attenuation of the gamma ray flux by a snow cover
can be used in several different ways for snow deposit measurements [5]. It
is possible to distinguish between two main approaches:
a) Methods that demand measurement of the gamma ray flux at two
essentially different times to be able to compute the difference
in snow cover between the two times. The flights are typically
done in the autumn and winter.
b) Methods that depend solely on data that can be obtained in a
short interval of time.
This differentiation is used because the methods that fall under category a) have to take into account the variation of other external parameters
besides snow covering. These parameters include e.q. atmospheric radioactivity
and soil moisture. Increasing soil moisture will reduce the intensity of the
radiation just above the ground and so disturb the measurements. In practical
applications it seems that methods that belong to category a) are by far the
ones that are most often used.

The standard method in category a) is to make measurements along one
course of the same altitude in the autumn before snowfall and in the winter.
It is possible to count all gamma rays above a certain minimum energy, e.g.
50 keV, or to count only the part of the radiation that falls within an energy
window centered around the photopeaks of potassium, bismuth or thallium. If
the snow pack is considered to be everywhere homogeneous and the gamma ray
sources are distributed evenly in the ground, the following expression is
found for the ratio between the radiation detected with and without snow:
V

wD)

N

(2)

Here N is the count rate with snow water equivalent D, N is the count
rate without snow and p and p are the linear absorption coeffisients for air
and water respectively. These could be averaged values. H is the altitude of
the air craft. E is an exponential integral defined by [9]:

dx

(3)

Formula (2) is valid only if the build-up factor B is the same at the
two points in time or if the difference can be incorporated into the definition
of y . It is assumed that the count rates are corrected for cosmic radiation
and atmospheric radioactivity, u depends on the density of the air which can
be different at the two times. (!) is also derived under the assumption that
the detector is spherically symmetrical so it presents the same area to radiation from all directions beneath the horizon. If the detector surface had the
shape of a plane with vertical normal, E ? would be replaced by E_ in expression
(2). Such a configuration would mean that radiation coming from areas directly
beneath the plane would count relatively more than radiation from more distant
areas. It is also possible to imagine a detector that is spherically symmetric
for radiation within a certain angle 6 from the vertical direction, but detects
no rays coming from outside of that cone. For this case the function Ep(q)
must be replaced by E_(q) - cos 0 • E o (q/cos 0) in equation (2). If y , u »
H and possibly 0 all are known, these"1 formulas make the right hand side of (2)
a known function of D. If N /N is measured, D can be determined.
Methods that are covered in category b) can usually be placed in three
different groups. These are:
1. Covering of the same course twice at two different altitudes. If
the detector has a spherically symmetric characteristic, the ratio
between count rates at altitudes R. and Hg will be:

E

2

that can be used to determine D. If D is large this ratio will be
a slowly varying function of D, so the method can be used confidently only for relatively small snow water equivalents.

Using two independent measurements of the gamma ray flux obtained
by detecting radiation coming from two different angle intervals.
In this case one can imagine several different ways of selecting
angles, "but one method is as follows: Detector 1 counts rays
that make an angle less than 0 from the vertical direction,
detector 2 count rays outside of this angle. Then the ratio
between the count rates in detector 1 and 2 is given by:

Ns.l

(lJ H

a

- 1

(5)

,D)/cos 0]

cos 0

Measurement of the gamma radiation from two photopeaks where the
sources have a known relative strength. This can be radiation
from one isotope with two different modes of disintegration or
radiation from two different isotopes in a series in radioactive
equilibrium. Measurement around the peaks 1 and 2 gives the following relative count rate:

V

-a

(6)
E

2

where the indices 1 and 2 indicate the respective peaks, and u
is the linear absorption coeffisient for the ground, a is a s
factor that depends on the relative rate of production of the two
gamma rays and it can also depend on the detectors.
For the methods 1 and 2 above it is possible to use the total gammaflux or just the radiation around a photopeak. By using only part of the
radiation, however, one can encounter problems with statistical fluctuations
because the count rates become small. This is true especially for method 2
because in that case selecting radiation only between certain angles has already diminished the intensity.
Error sources
For methods in category a) and for the first method in category b)
tracking errors can lead to errors in the results because the snow pack or
strength of gamma ray sources might not be equal along the two courses. Experimental results {l] indicate that this effect in most cases will give an
error of some mm in the water equivalent. All methods are prone to errors in
the determination of the altitude. Such errors will always be interpreted as
a variation of the snow cover, and an error in altitude determination of AH
will give the following error in the water equivalent:
».

.

f

(7)

We have the typical value p /v s 0.0012 so |AH| = 10 m leads to |AD| » l cm.
These errors are of a statistical nature, and will tend to get considerably
smaller for averaged results.
Methods in category a) will also be inflenced by seasonal variations
of the gamma ray intensity at ground level. The detected gamma ray count is
inversely proportional to the aborption coeffisient for the ground, y » and
if this changes significantly, large errors can occur. The possible ^changes
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in u will depend very much on whether the ground is composed of rock or soil,
and in the latter case ground measurements of the intensity can be important
for correcting the snow pack determinations. The radiation from the ground
is also influenced by seasonal changes of radon in the earth. The diffusion
coeffisient for radon depends on the condition of the soil, and since radon
has radioactive daughters, concentration changes give rise to changes in-',
source strength. It is also possible that radon can be trapped in the snow
and so give rise to false sources.
One error source stems from the existence of radon in the atmosphere.
This increases the background radiation level and corrections in count-rate
have to be made. Changes in the atmospheric radon concentration can take
place fairly quickly, and local weather conditions play a decisive role in
this connection. Methods that use gamma radiation with energies about one
photo peak w?ll have a great advantage if natural conditions give rise to
large radon fluctuations. The potassium-^O and thallium-208 peaks should
be especially suitable, since then the radioactive daughter element of radon,
bismuth-2ll*, is avoided. Also methods that employ comparison of two peaks
could be useful, because they combine the insensitivity towards atmospheric
radon with the possibility of using just one flight. The larger statistical
errors that plague these methods, can however, make them inferior to other
methods especially for large snow deposits.
It seems that variations in the eosmic background in one position is
so small, except for its dependence on the pressure, that it will give rise
to relatively small errors for all of the methods.
One source of errors that will influence all methods is variations
in the thickness of the snow cover. In this connection it is important to
distinguish between two types of variations. One type is the variation of
snow pack on a scale large compared to the distance seen by the detector at
any one time. The other type is fluctuations on a considerably smaller scale.
A detector with spherical symmetry will receive 90% of its signal from an area
beneath the plane with dimensions about 3.5 times the altitude. If the counting periods are sufficiently short, it will be possible to detect snow depth
variations -that occur on about this scale. Small scale variations, e.g.
resulting from accumulations due to wind and topography, will not be detected.
In that case the measured snow pack will be some kind of mean value for the
area. Because the attenuation of the radiation is exponential the methods
will not measure the arithmetical mean. The radiation from areas with small
snow covering will dominate so much that one always underestimates the thickness of the snow cover. The errors due to uneven distribution of snow will
generally vary slightly when the altitude is varied. Above a certain height,
however, the errors will stabilize because then the variations occur on distances much smaller than the altitude. The factors that determine the errors
in that case is the magnitude of the thickness variations and the relative
areas with small and large snow cover thickness. Calculations based on such small
scale fluctuations show that errors in the measured mean value of the snow
water equivalent can be in excess of 10$ for rather realistic snow cover variations. It is very difficult if not impossible to eliminate this error source
by observations from the air. To estimate the magnitude of the error, ground
measurements of the snow pack variations seem to be necessary.
Conclusions
The analysis shows that in areas where the problems with variation of
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soil moisture and concentration of radon in the atmosphere are small, the
method using measurements at two different times and total count cf camma
rays is probably best. If the variations are not small, selecting gamma rays
in an interval around two photopeaks, or using measurements at two different
altitudes might be advantageous. Under all circumstances the results indicate
that unless the conditions are rather favourable, errors in the aetennination
of the snow water equivalent of less than about 10$ could be difficult to obtain.
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AERIAL GAMMA SURVEY OF SNOW COVER AND SOIL MOISTURE
M.V.Nikiforov, N.N. Fegoev, A.N. Stroganov
Abstract
This paper presents general concepts of the gamma method
and considers the questions of designing an airborne observation network and planning gamma surveys over large areas.
A description of the equipment and measurement techniques
used in the Soviet Union is given. Estimates of errors from
various sources are presented, as well as results of comparison between the aerial mtasurements and the ground ones
used as controls.
Introduction
Aerial gamma surveys of snow cover and coil moisture are based on the
effect of attenuating gamma radiation from natural radioactive elements
in the soil by soil moisture and snow. Many problems of the gamma method
theory have been solved for 15 years since the method invention/* 1 _7, as
well as equipment and techniques have been designed to measure snow and
soil moisture on agricultural lands, and accuracy of the method has been
investigated/"2,3 J» Aerial gamma surveys of snow cover have been used on
an operational basic in plains and foothill areas of the Soviet Union
since 1970.
. The first operational gamma surveys of soil moisture
on agricultural lands were conducted over an area of about I million
square kilometers in 1978.
Recently the problems of information and economical optimization of
flight line network and surveying conditions have been solved and the
work has been begun on extending this method into mountainous areas/"4,5./.
I, General concepts
There are two groups of problems to be considered theoretically. The
first group is related to the development of physico-mathematical model
reflecting the structu3?e of gamma field generated by the soil in the
surface atmosphere, and the relationship between the parameters of this
field and the snow and soil moisture characteristics. The second group
of problems is related to designing of a flight line network and planning
gamma surveys over large areas.

I
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I.I. Surface gamma field
The theory of gamma surveys in plains and foothills areas developed in
the Soviet Union is based on the phy&ico-mathematical model of homogeneous radiative-absorptive half-space of the soil coated with a uniform
layer of inactive absorbed. Non-uniformity of snowpacks, roughness of the
terrain, spatial variations of soil radioactivity and other deviations
from the model adopted are considered as small disturbances causing
permissible errors.
In principle, several methods of snow survey are oorsible within the
framework of this model, these methods being divided into two croups
accordinp,1 to physical laws and moasuremuit techniques used f3 -7. The
first group applies a well-known absorption method. The intensities of
soil gamma radiation are measured twice - before cnowing and during snow
surveying. Attenuation of gamma radiation between the two measurements is
completely attributed to gamma quantum absorption by snow. Snow cover
water equivalent is determined from a well-known relation. The second
group of snow survey methods applies the effects of changing the spectralangular characteristics of the observed gamma field by snow cover. Snow
attenuates differently gamma radiation of soil which has various energies,
and the intensity ratio of two gamma spoctral peaks properly chosen is
a single-valued function of the snow cover water equivalent. This is also
true for the intensities of radiation of one energy that are measured,
howeverm at a different angle to the vertical. The second group of methods
does not require double measurements as the absorption method does, but
their sensitivity and noise stability are considerably lower. A quantitative relationship between the intensity of gamma radiation in the coil
0
and the flight altitude O
, snow water equivalent S j
and relative weighted moisture of the soil W
is adequately given by
the equation:

where Joo

is the value of D a t < 5 = h = W = 0 ( zero level of gamma

field)\
s coefficient taking account of the difference in the absorptive
properties of soil skeleton (rocks) and water( jf = I.II), "If being
essentially independent of the energy of radiation^ cL is the aLUnuation
coefficient in water for gamma radiation dependent on the energy of the
radiation considered.
Altitude M is expressed in terms of water layer depth equivalent in
its absorption capacity to air layer between the soil surface • nd the
observation point.
|-
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Soil moisture surveys are conducted in the absence of snow cover. How—
. ver, in this case it is ecsential to know the value of C^o • Techniques
of Joo determination will be considered below. Here the value of JQO for
any energy interval is assumed to be known. In this case it is possible to
measure snow water equivalent ,o and soil moisture W simultaneously and
separately. For this purpose it is sufficient to measure the intensities
of two gamma spectral peaks that differ in their attenuation coefficients
ck . Two relations such as (I) for these spectral peaks form a set of
equations in unknowns
and
. The solutions to this set of equations
are

5- 4

(2)

•<*

(3)

\'Jz/

'

the second
Indices 1,2 at ^}6O, ^) and
relate to the first
spec oral peaks, respectively.
The physico-niathematical model of surface gamma field considered in
this paper can be used successfully in plains and foothills with the uniform moistening throughout the depth of a 30-cm surface soil, solid snow
cover with a water equivalent of no more than 300-4-00 mm and roughness of
the terrain of no more than 10% of flight altitude. In the Soviet Union
the surveys are being conducted at the 50-100 m altitude.
In the mountains it is possible to select flight lines over the terrain
with no more than 5-10 m roughnessj however, in these areas the snow water
equivalents exceed 300-400 mm, and snowpacks are considerably more nonuniform than on the plains [ Q J. This latter circumstance necessitates
taking account of non-uniformity. On thu other hand, non-uniform snowpack
attenuates gamma radiation of the soil(rocks) to a lesser degree, and
therefore, one may expect enlargement of the snowpack range accessible to
gamma surveys. The following specific case serves to illustrate this.
Snow will attenuate by a factor of C
gamma radiation of soils over
a portion of the flight line with the snow water equivalent ranging from
S
to p-fdS • I f p ( k ) is the distribution function of modulus coefficients of snow water equivalents in the flight line, the contribution of
the radiation of all these portions of the flight line to the average
intensity over this flight line at altitude h • will be

where l< = >y£
y£ ,, S

~ average
g snow water equivalent over the ilight l i n e .

The intensity value averaged over the whole flight line will be .

Therefore, a priori knowledge of the distribution curve shape is necessary
for aerial gamma surveys of snow cover over the area with non-uniform
snowpacks.
Let us assume that the distribution curve chape of ijnow water equivalent
is known and resembles that of Pearson distribution of the third '^pe:

where p

= 1/Qz

t

Qv

- coefficient of enow water equivalent variation,

iTp)- S&nmia function.
In this case average snow water equivalent over the flight line can be
calculated with the following formula;

Indices I and 2 relate to mear.ur/.ment results before and after snowing.
Table I presents the results of gamma survey error estimates for this
specific case. Calculations were performed on the a.-.sumption that the
surveys were conducted by means of the equipment used in the Soviet Union
on the plains with similar sources and values of errors of measuring gaiama
radiation intensity of soils and flight altitude. Prom the table it is
apparent that with highly non-uniform snowpacks ( Cv = 0.7 and 1.0),
average snow cover water equivalents along the flight line acce:.^ilblc to
measurements with an accuracy of 10-15 percent amount to 2000-6000 mm,
whereas with uniform snowpacks( Cv = Oj 0,25) they do not exceed 800 900 mm.
Table I
Relative standard errors of snow surveying(in percent) with various
degrees of cnowpack non-uniformity
Coefficient of
variation

0
0,25
0.50

o,lo
i,00

Average snow water equivalent along the flight line( C ),
mm
200
500 700 1000 1500 2000
3000 4000 6000

3,3

kl
5,3
7,3

7,0
4,9
3,1 3,9
4,0 4,0
5, 8 5,6
2,6
2,8

34
20
6,5
5,0
5,6

over 100 percent
over 100 percent
16,6
45
over 100 percent
7,4
10,6
21
37
100
6,2
7,0
8,6
10,4 14,4
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1.2. Information and economical optimization of flight line
network and surveying conditions
snow wabei* equivalent over the basin areas and average moisture
values over agricultural areas arc calculated from aerial gamma survey of
snow cover and soil moisture.
Measurement errors of snow water equivalent oi? soil moisture values
averaged over the area are the sum of measurement errors on the flight
lines and flight line distribution errors over the area. These latter
depend on the flight line network density, their position relative to the
area and spatial variability of observed values.
The horizontal spectrum G.T dimensions of non-uniformities ranges from
units of meters to hundred of kilometers^"7 J • Averaging over the basin
areas smooths (filters) non-uniformities. The degree of smoothing is
higher the larger the basin dimensions. Therefore it is reasonable to
obtain snow cover maps which are '"smoothed" as in the case averaging over
tilt basin areas. The basins have different dimensions. Therefore the degret
of smoothing for large basins should be higher than for small ones. During
aerial survey of snow cover the smoothing is carried out by averaging
along the flight line. Calculations show that averaging along the flight
line, the length of which twice as much as the basin cross-section is
similar to averaging over the basin area# Besides, the difference between
snow water equivalent along such a flight level and on the basin is less
than ten percent if the flight line does not cross the basin near its
center.
Hence, optimization of the glight line network is reduced to spatial
agreement of aerial snow survey over flight lines with such a basin position in order that each basin was crossed near its center by the flight
line only once. When surveying soil moisture the site territories with
similar soil are considered to be the basin analogs.
Operational gamma surveys of snow cover are carried out under uncertain
conditions due to weabher. In consequence the airplane efficiency( the
jjcale of work for a day) can be predicted in terms of probability. Therefore some days are required to survey the area. Successfull application
of aerial surveys, their reliability in the whole system of operative
hydrometeorological observations over large areas depend on the fact
wheather the account of statistic character and specific characteristics
of .'surveying is adequate upon their planning and arrangement.
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Work £4 J gives the statistic theory of survey planning with several
airplanes over the large area. The theory allows one to calculate the
number of airplanes required to eonuuet surveys for a ^iven flight line
network for planned number of days with a quaranteed degree of reliability ( the probability of survey performance).
2. Equipment. Technique. Accuracy
2.1. Equipment
The Gamma detection aye bom in the airplane consists of 150 mm diameter by 100 mm length Nal scintillation crystal. The counter is spaced in
the conic steel collimator. The total energy flux of gamma quanta is
measured over the range from 0 MeV to 3 M e W Spectrum observations during
the flight are carried out to control the equipment operation and compositions of rdiating elements. Measurement results are automatically summed
in a digital form for every flight line as a v/hole and separately for
three landscapes. V/hen soil moisture surveying the agricultural crops.
are considered as landscapes. The Jetailed description of equipment is

given in £Qj .
2.2. The technique of large area survtjin^
During one flight the airplane carries out measur. writs ovrr the i\Li{/;ht
line lutwork covering several basins for snow water :jurvuyinc or several
agricultural regions for soil moisture surveying. The observer directing
the flight watchs the flight line passage and uwitchs necessary recorder
channel above landscape boundaries(ajj;ricultural lands)e The npuriout, ra_ic
tion level subtracting from radiometer readings alonf flight lines is
measured 2-3 times a day over the basin areas. The zero gamma radiation
levels( "00 ) are determined by one of two methods:
a) ground soil moisture measurements by the tcrmoi'tat-weirht nn-t?iof1
are carried out simultaneously v;ith aerial m. asur'..rai.'nts b, fore Guil
moistui'e surveying. The 3oo value is calculated from measurement results5
b) soil samples selected fi"om surveying objects are dryed and the
amount of natural radioactive elements in them are measured in the
laboratory. The JQO value is proportional to these amounts. The proportionality constant is defined by special calibration measurements.
The second method does not require aerial mcanur^mints and is wore
accurate than the first one.
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2.3t Accuracy
Taile 2 explains main sources and gives estimates of errors / 9 »/0 /•
Pip.I r.hows comparison results of aerial and ground control snow cover
.'•surveys and .-.oil moir.turc curveys.

Table II
Sources and error estimates of aerial gamma survey of snow cover
and agricultural land soil moisture

Error sources

Root-mean-square error values
Snow cover survey,mm
Moisture survey,%
(along the flight line)
(on lands)

I.Statistic character of radioactive decay and nuclear
.radiation registration
2.Errors of flight h<.i(jlit
determination
3.Gamma radiometer instability
4»Determination errors of the
spurious radiation level
5.Deviation :?rom the preselected
flight line
6.Height and flight velocity
v:\riations
7»Soil moisture vari. tions
8.Determination errors of the
zero gamma field lt'vel(3o<> ) :
the fir3t method: a)
the second method: b)
Total error

I

I

2.5
2.5

1*5
0.5

5

0.5-0,7

3-4

0.3

3

0
—

'$~4-

—
8-9

2-3
0.5
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AIRBORNE GAMMA RADIATION
SYSTEM FOR SNOW SURVEYS
Allen E. Fritzsche*
SUMMARY
An airborne gamma-snow survey system requires detailed design
to obtain maximum precision and accuracy. The use of NaI(T£) gamma
detectors with a full gamma energy spectrum pulse height analyzer
together with a small computer provide a self-contained and flexible
system. The dual detector method determines atmospheric radon perturbations in the detection system.
Detailed calibration experiments must be performed to determine
twenty parameters that describe the physical nature of the system.
Multiple high altitude and lake flights are used to obtain background components.
Simulation pads, loaded with varying concentrations of '•"K, 2 3 2 Th and 2 3 8 U yield photopeak stripping coefficients
and basic system sensitivity. Multiple altitude flights over land
lines provide air attenuation coefficients which may be converted
to water attenuation coefficients.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The development of an airborne gamma radiation system for snow surveys must incorporate: (1) a design based on past experience and current technology; (2) a calibration
procedure to define the physical and operational parameters of the system; and (.1) the
flexibility that will adapt the system to increased knowledge in the gamma-snow physics.
A gamma-water equivalent of snow measuring system is currently being constructed and calibrated for the U.S. National Weather Service. The system will use the current electronic
technology and incorporate an extensive calibration procedure.
2.0 SYSTEM DESIGN
2.1 Concept
The system will utilize Nal(TJl) gamma detectors of such a sensitivity to provide
1 cm WE precision from 0 to 30 cm of WE along a line 16 km lonq. The aircraft is a fixed
wing type traveling at a speed of about 60 m/sec at 150 m altitude. Visual navigation
will fix the area or flight lines over which gamma data will be taken. Two persons will
operate the system; a pilot and a navigator system operator.
The primary data will be gamma energy spectra, radar altitude and atmospheric pressure and temperature. Provision will be made to measure the atmospheric radon daughter
contribution to the gamma signal.
The current system incorporates many of the design features 111 of the system currently in use.

*EGSG, Inc., Las Vegas, Nevada
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2.2 Detector Package
The NaI(T£) detectors used for snow WE measurements in the United States must satisfy
two conditions: (1) be large enough to provide adequate count rates for the statistical
precision required in WE; and (2) have a geometric shape that will provide a measure of
atmospheric radon. Figure 1 is an illustration of the detector package. Salient parameters of the package are:
1.
2.
3.

4.

2.3

Detector weight = 103 Kg
Sensitivity to terrestrial gamma emitters at 150m altitude:
••"K photopeak = 1500 cnts/min per % K
708
Tl photopeak = 100 cnts/min per ppm
Uncertainty in WE due to counting statistics at 30 cm WE per 16 Km line
over north central Uni ted States:
*°K photopeak method = 0.6 cm
208
Tl photopeak method = 1.0 cm
Combined * 0 K and 208 Tl = 0.5 cm
Total Count = 0.1 cm
The statistical uncertainty will increase approximately as the square root
of the reduction in line length factor.
The upper detectors will view about 15 ± 5% of the terrestrial gammas that
they would view if not shielded by the lower detectors. This is achieved
by counting gammas from about 0.5 MeV to 3 MeV, thus eliminating most of
the skyshine (gammas originating in the earth and scattered downward by
the atmosphere).

Data Acquisition and Computer Package

A block diagram of the system under construction is shown in Figure 2. Gamma signals
originating in the upper and lower detectors are treated separately and stored in the PHA.
The energy spectra are divided into 512 channels. Pressure, P, temperature, T, and altitude, RA, are digitized through voltage to frequency converters such that an average value
may be obtained during each acquisition time increment.
After each data collection time increment, generally 20 seconds, gamma spectra, T, P
and'RA are transferred to the calculator/computer with no loss in data acquisition time.
The basic data collection time may be set at any integer time increment from 1 second to
many hours. Dual memories allow acquisition in one memory while data is being read out
from the other. T, P and RA are also stored in the energy spectra.
The system operator controls the system from the remote readout. He may stop and
start the system at will and obtain count rates, pressure, temperature and altitude computed from raw data only seconds after the data are obtained.
The power and flexibility of this system lies in these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The system is self-contained.
WE's may be computed immediately in flight.
All data are stored on magnetic tape for later review.
The acquisition and storage of total energy spectra allow the user to
experiment with Improved methods on real data.
The user may also investigate the spectra for perturbations such <is ij.iiimi.is
from fallout and gain shifts.
The calculator using a high level language allows flexibility in data
collection and control so that results are obtained in flights over
snow fields, and during calibration flights or exercises.

n
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2.4 Pressure, Temperature and Radar Altitude Transducers
These important transducers are commercially available for aircraft. The fractional
error in the temperature and pressure measurements is about 0.01 and about 0.025 for the
radar altimeter. These produce an error of about +0.6 cm of WE.
3.0 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
In order to discuss the calibration procedure it is useful to write down the spectrum
photopeak stripping equations, the gross count equations and the water equivalent equations. The pertinent windows and parts of the gamma energy spectrum are shown in Figure 3.
Spectrum stripping equations:
Tw = T + PU + T f l + T c
U = U + oiT + i|)K + U + U
a

W

mm

c

1/

K

a

+

\

(1)
(2)
(3)

Gross count equations [2<:
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+

R1 + G a
Gj + m G R 1 +1+

(4)
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G
G

+ G
a2
a 2 C ' Gc2
c2

(5)

Mater equivalent equations:
WEC°k) = K. L
k

WE( 2O8 T1)

^

p^ K

r T
= IC,.

Jin =p - ^n

WE(GC) = KR L ^ f t - *n ( f H h J I

(8)

where:
T

u and
w»
^w " total energy window counts (Figure 3 ) .
w -w
T, U and K - generally uncollided gamma count rates in windows Tw , wU
and K w .
p - ratio 2 3 8 U counts in window T to window U .
a - ratio of2O8 T1 counts in window U to208 Tl counts
in window Tw*
(j» - ratio ofI>OK counts in window Uw to ""K counts in
window K (generally small).
Y - ratio of2 3 B U counts in window Kw to2 3 8 U counts in
window IT.
S - ratio of208 Tl counts in window Kw to208 Tl counts in
window T .
W

T a and T c - aircraft and cosmic counts in window T .
U and U - aircraft and cosmic counts in window U .

i
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K. and K_ - aircraft and cosmic counts in window K w
a

C

*

W.

Gj, - total counts in lower detecotrs.
Gyp - total counts in upper detectors.
G R , and G R 2 - total counts due to atmospheric radon in the lower and
upper detectors respectively.
G . and G , - total aircraft and cosmic counts in lower detectors.
G p and G « - total aircraft and cosmic counts in upper detectors.
G, - total terrestrial counts in lower detectors.
I - ratio of total terrestrial counts in upper detectors to
that in the lower detectors.
m - ratio of total atmospheric radon count in the upper detectors
to that in the lower detectors.

t

K

o' V G o " P re " snow "°K» 208T1 and totalcount-

K,,,
K T , Kur - 1|0K, 2 0 8 Tl, 2total count inverse attenuation coefficients in
K
'
water, g/cm .
M , M - pre- and post-snow fractional soil moisture. Fractional
soil moisture is defined as sample moisture weight divided
by dry sample weight.
The listed coefficients and constants must be measured during the calibration process.
3.1 Aircraft and Cosmic Background
Generally Tfl, T c > Ufl, U c , K a , K c , Gfll, G a2 , G c l > G c 2 are constants. Though the cosmic
contributions (subscript c) increase with latitude and decrease with atmospheric pressure.
These constants are initially found by collecting data at high altitudes, 3000 to 6000 m
where radon is generally negligible. Two sets of data separated by 1000 m may be normalized to the 3-5 MeV cosmic component (Figure 3) and then subtracted to yield the aircraft
contribution. The aircraft contribution may then be subtracted from the total to yield the
cosmic contribution. The process must be repeated several times to assure that no radon
is present. Repeat flights should be done at the same atmospheric pressure levels.
The cosmic component may be extrapolated to survey altitudes through the equation: [1]
(Po - P)
C(P) = C(P Q ) e

L80

where
C - cosmic count rate in any window
P - atmospheric pressure of interest, N/cm?
P - atmospheric pressure where C(P Q ) is obtained.
The cosmic and aircraft components may also be obtained at low altitudes over a larqo
body of water immediately after a high pressure froni arrives or after gpnorai precipitation in the calibration area. Both conditions tend to reduce atmospheric radon to low
levels.
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•

'!0

io."Ii Photopeak Stripping

both in the United States
ing concentrations of K, U and
survey condition if a suitable
to cover the p-ds and simulate

and Canada, simulator pads have been constructed with varyT in concrete. These may be used to approximate the snow
layer of gamma attenuating material (water or wood) is used
air and water.

The system to be calibrated is simply placed over each of three or more pads and the
gamma data obtained. A fourth simulator pad of KUT concentrations similar to the soil
around the pads is used to eliminate or evaluate contributions from radon, cosmic, aircraft
background and surrounding soil simultaneously. Three sets of equations in three unknowns
may be written to obtain count rates in terms of "°K, ? 3 8 U , 2 0 8 Tl concentrations. These
coefficients may then Le used to obtain the p, a, $, Y and & of Equations (1), (2), and
(3) for each attenuating material thickness.
After obtaining the KUT sensitivity of the system for various attenuator thicknesses,
the Kfc and K T of Equations (6) and (7) may be obtained from the sensitivity versus attenuator thickness data.
Another method for obtaining 'racing coefficients is to fly the system at survey
altitude over three different arer , fov each of which one of the components (KUT) is
large 131. The gamma energy spec.ra are then iteratively subtracted from each other until
three pure spectra are obtained. That is, the subtraction
of one total spectrum from
another is repeated until the photopeaks of "°K or 2 3 2 Th or 2 3 8 U disappear from the difference spectrum. This method was used in early initial calibration efforts in the United
States. The ratio of one energy window to another (stripping coefficients) may then be
computed from the pure spectra.
3.3 Count Rate Versus Air and Water Mass
In general the simulator pads are not large enough to simulate total count, G,, so
the coefficient, Kg, must be found by surveying the same course at different altitudes
(different air mass between earth and detector). After the radon, aircraft background and
cosmic background have been removed from this data, the gross count versus air mass may be
fitted with an exponential function to yield Kg in terms of air. To convert Kg in air to
K- in water, divide by 1.11, the ratio of water-gamma interaction cross section to that of air.
This same method may be applied to obtain or verify both the *°K and 2 0 8 Tl photopeak
air attenuation coefficients. In this case the photopeak stripping coefficients (a, 3, y,
etc.) obtained from the simulator pads (with no attenuator cover) must be corrected to the
survey altitude using the computed coefficients of Lovborg [4].
3.4

Radon Daughter Contributions

Radon contributions to any of the gamma spectrum energy
windows may be found using the
3
dual detector approach. One set of detectors (4198 cm
)
view
the atmosphere and are
shielded from the ground by the detectors (21,000 cm 3 ) that view both ground and atmosphere.
Equations (4) and (5) describe this process.
The aircraft and cosmic components
p
p
((G ,, G ,, GG 2* ancll G ) are obtained
b i d as iin SSection
i
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3.1.
The coefficient m, the relative radon daughter count rate in the upper and lower
detectors in Equation (5) is evaluated from data over water at different times (and different radon concentrations). This coefficient is not linear with survey altitude because
the earth intercepts an increasing fraction of the lower detector view volume as
altitude decreases [5]. The coefficient m is also uncertain to an unknown degree by the
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shape of the vertical radon concentration profile. The uncertainty in m may be minimized
by flying in the afternoon or when air turbulence mixes the radon vertically in the
atmosphere.
The coefficient, I, is determined from the count rate ratio of upper to lower detectors by flying at different altitudes from water to land. The water data is simply subtracted from the land data to eliminate all background. The value of l is expected to be
constant versus altitude for the gross count, G; and to decrease with increased altitude
for both the K and T windows.
The determination of m and I will allow the computation of the radon daughter component in the gross count water equivalent method. The determination of an m and l for
the K and T windows is not necessary because the spectrum shape for atmospheric radon
daughters is virtually the same 131 as for the terrestrial U component. Thus, the stripping
procedure eliminates radon.
There are other methods for obtaining a measure of atmospheric radon contributions to
gamma count rates. The first is called the dual altitude technique [61. Only one detector is required and a single course is flown at two altitudes separated by 100 m or
more. Two equations in two unknowns, G, and G R 1 > similar to Equations (4) and (5) are applied. Here H is the ratio of the detector sensitivity to the ground at the higher altitude to that at the lower, and m is the ratio of the sensitivity to radon daughters at the
two altitudes. To obtain m the equation that describes the relative radon count rate
versus altitude for a constant vertical distribution may be applied:
R = R Q (1 - 0.5 e" A / 1 1 ' 8 )

(10)

where:
R = counts due to radon
A = altitude in air mass units, g/cm?, in 1.2 g/cm3 air.
This method performs well in a turbulent atmosphere where the turbulence mixes the radon
vertically.
Total system gamma background, including the atmospheric radon contribution may be
measured by flying over a lake in the vicinity of snow survey lines. The gamma count rates
from the lake data are subtracted from the survey line data to yield the terrestrial count
rate. This method may be used when the lake is within a few kilometers of the survey line,c
and when no large geologic changes such as mountains separate the lake from the survey line
Another radon measurement method used in the United States involves air filtering. An
air filter capable of capturing particles to 1 pm sizes was exposed to the atmosphere at a
flow rate of about 0.072 mVsec for 3 min per exposure. The filter was immediately counted
on a thin window Nal crystal to count both beta and gamma radiation. The filter count correlated well with radon counts in the snow measuring system when the atmosphere was dry.
However, the filter efficiency apparently changed greatly with the amount of moisture in
the air so accuracy was limited.
The new gamma-snow system will utilize lake flight, dual detector and dual altitude
radon measurement methods. The proximity of lakes to survey lines will determine when the
lake method is used. It is expected that the dual detector method will predominate as
operational data are accumulated that support its accuracy.
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4.0 CONCLUSION
The new airborne gamma, water equivalent of snow system, has the advantage of being
self contained such that WE's may be obtained in flight. Acquisition and storage of full
gamma energy spectra provide the flexibility for system control, error diagnosis and post
flight analysis. The on-board computer reduces data to useful numbers almost immediately.
The detector package is large enough to provide the sensitivity to terrestrial gammas
so that the counting precision for a 16 Km line will be less than 1 cm of water equivalent.
The dual detector concept should reduce errors due to atmospheric radon, and enable the
use of the strong total count gamma signal.
A calibration procedure to determine at least twenty system parameters must be performed in order to prepare the system for water equivalent measurements. Data from simulator pads for stripping coefficients, lake flights for radon sensitivity, high altitude
flights for aircraft and cosmic background and land lines for air attenuation as well as
theoretical computations are all useful in the calibration process.
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OPERATIONAL AERIAL SNOW SURVEYING IN THE UNITED STATES
Eugene L. Peck*
Thomas R. Carroll**
Scott C. VanDemark***

SUMMARY
An airborne gamma radiation detector and data acquisition system has
been designed for rapid measurement of the snow cover water-equivalent over
large open areas. Research and field tests conducted prior to the implementation of an operational snow measurement system in the United States are
reviewed. Extensive research test flights were conducted over large river
basins of the north-central plains and in high mountain valleys of the
inter-mountain West.
Problems encountered during development include (1) error in the
gross gamma flux produced by atmospheric radon gas daughters, (2) spatial
and temporal variability in soil moisture, and (3) errors in gamma radiation
count rate introduced by aircraft and cosmic background radiation.
Network design of operational flight line and ground observation
data used in a river forecasting system are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The National Weather Service of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration has the responsibility of providing flood warning service in
the United States. The ability to predict snowmelt flooding is dependent on
an accurate and timely estimate of the snow cover water equivalent available
for runoff. The difficulty in obtaining accurate and representative measurements of snowfall or snow cover water equivalent over large river basins is
well known [1, 2].
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In the north-central plains of the upper Missouri and Minnesota River
basins, snowmelt is the primary cause of spring flooding which may affect a
large segment of the population and economy of the region.
During the winter of 1968-69 a heavy snowfall occurred over much of
the upper Missouri River basin. It was evident that a major snowmelt flood
was inevitable for this basin. Field investigations were made to determine
if new techniques of measurement might be developed to improve the accuracy
of estimations of the average water equivalent for a river basin. It was
concluded that additional efforts to improve the usefulness of the ground
measurements were not warranted. Consequently, the aerial gamma radiation
survey principle developed in the USSR and described by Kogan et al. [3] and
Zotimov [4] was considered as a possible technique to obtain representative
and timely measurements of snow cover water-equivalent over large areas.
EARLY RESEARCH
In the fall of 1969 the National Weather Service began research on
an aerial gamma radiation snow survey system for potential operational river
forecasting.
Research Flight Lines
The principal research site is located near Luverne, Minnesota, in
the Rock River basin, a tributary to the Missouri River basin. This location
receives an average snow cover of 3 cm of water equivalent, has a minimum
spatial variability, and is representative of the agricultural lands located
in the upper Missouri River basin. An initial flight line 13.6 km long
(elevation 442 m) was established. Four additional flight lines were
established in the immediate proximity: two running parallel and two running perpendicular to the initial line. All flight lines are parallel to
all-year highways to allow positive location from the air and to facilitate
the collection of ground truth data. A second research line 6.7 km long
was established in a high mountain valley (elevation 2130 m) near Steamboat
Springs, Colorado, where the average peak snow accumulation is near 25 cm of
water-equivalent.
Ground Observations
The research flight lines are divided into sections separated by
roads crossing the flight path at 1.6 km intervals. Most ground sampling
along the flight lines consisted of taking snow depth data at 10 m intervals,
water-equivalent measurements at 100 m intervals, and soil moisture measurements at 2 or 3 preselected locations per kilometer. Water equivalent
measurements were collected using an Adirondack sampling tube (6.7 cm
diameter) at Luverne and a Mount Rose sampling tube (3.8 cm diameter) at
Steamboat Springs. Soil moisture was determined for the upper 20 cm using
the standard gravimetric method.
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Detection System
The Aerial Radiological Measuring System (ARMS) designed and
operated by EG&G, Inc., for the United States Atomic Energy Commission
(presently the Energy Research and Development Administration) was used for
experimental research. The gamma detector system in the aircraft consists
of fourteen 10.16 cm by 10.16 cm Nal(Tl) scintillation crystals. The system
includes an on-board computer used to record all flight and radiation information and is described in detail by Anderson et al. [5].
The radiation data collected on-board the aircraft are of two
types. The total count, or gross count, is the total number of photons
detected with energies greater than SO keV. Spectral data consist of
count values in each of 200 channels ranging from 15 keV to 3.0 MeV in
energy. Well defined peaks in the energy spectrum reveal the presence of
isotopes emitting specific energy gamma radiation.
Atmospheric Radon Gas Distribution
Error in snow cover measurements may be introduced due to the
dynamic nature of radon, a radioactive noble gas which originates in the soil
and whose daughter products 21'*Pb and 211+Bi are major sources of gamma radiation seen by the detector. Other investigators have reported the seasonal
and diurnal variation in atmospheric radon gas concentration [6, 7]. Radon
gas concentration is generally low in the spring and high in the fall.
Additionally, early morning temperature inversions tend to facilitate the
accumulation of radon gas near the ground while vertical mixing in the
afternoon tends to disperse any previous radon gas buildup [8]. The accuracy
of airborne measurements is limited, in part, by the variation in the general
radon distribution along a survey line and between missions.
Several techniques have been developed to isolate the effect of
radon gas; these include over-lake flights, dual altitude flights, dual
detectors (upward and downward looking detectors), mathematical procedures
to remove the radon effect from spectral peaks, and the use of air filter
systems to indirectly measure radon gas daughters present in the air mass.
In general the use of dual detectors has not proved useful for an operational
system. In the detector configuration tested, high correlations between
observed radiation from the upward and downward looking detectors were found.
Consequently, it is difficult to isolate only that gamma radiation originating
from the ground.
Additional tests were made of the dual detector approach at a
snowmelt research experimental site near Danville, Vermont. Heavy lead
shielding was used in an attempt to measure separately the ground and atmospheric radiation. Again the effort did not prove successful because of the
high correlation found in the two measurements. The test did demonstrate the
use of the detector for measuring soil moisture and/or water equivalent except
during and immediately after periods of precipitation [9]. The dual gage
approach has been successfully used for geological surveying to account for
variation in radon gas contributions.

,i
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An air filter system can satisfactorily measure atmospheric gamma
radiation but the increased weight of the equipment and need for an in-flight
operator limits the usefulness of the technique for an operational survey
system [10].
Two techniques which have been useful in isolating radon gas contribution are (1) over-lake surveys (virtually no radioactivity emanates from
lakes) and (2) mathematical procedures (stripping equations) useri to account
for the extraneous gamma rays and to remove their contribution from the sum
of gammas counted in selected pulse height windows (40K and 2 ° 8 T 1 ) [II, 12].
The application of both approaches can minimize the error introduced by the
radon gas component.
WATER EQUIVALENT CALCULATION TECHNIQUES
The two primary measuring techniques that have been tested are the
total count and the photopeak area method.
The total count approach integrates the counts under the energy
spectrum from 50 kaV to 3 MeV. The total count approach is attractive
because the large number of counts (up to one million per 13 km flight line)
produce a standard deviation due to natural gamma count fluctuation of less
than 1 percent [13].
The spectral photopeak area method uses the number of uncollided gamma
count rates indicated by the area under the peaks near 1.46 MeV for **°K and
near 2.62 MeV for 2 0 8 Tl. Several methods have been used to determine the
number of uncollided gamma counts for t|0K and 208T1 [7]. The latest method
uses count rate from specific energy windows as shown in Figure 1.
Early studies clearly indicate that corrections for soil moisture
are required for both the total count and photopeak area approaches. Techniques for introducing soil moisture corrections and adjusting the measured
counts have been described [13, 14]. The daughter products of radon gas in
the atmosphere (21'+Bi) introduce a significant number of counts which affect
the total count and the 4 0 K photopeak count, but does not affect the 2 0 8 Tl
photopeak. The total effect varies considerably within a day and from day
to day.
Multiple Altitude Flights
The data from the early investigations demonstrates the value of as
low an altitude as possible for operational surveying. Figure 2 shows the
relationship between net count data (corrected to a common atmosphere and
corrected to a base soil moisture) with the ground observed snow cover waterequivalent values for five different flight levels. The data in the figure
represent the average of many flight lines for the different water equivalents and at the different altitudes. It is evident that the most accurate
measurement is observed at the lowest flight elevation of 61 m, but a
sufficiently strong relationship is observed for the 152 m altitude for
operational purposes.
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SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
Research by the National Weather Service during the last 10 years
has revealed several problem areas that must be satisfactorily resolved in
an operational survey program. These are:
1. Corrections for soil moisture must be made especially prior to
spring melt. Large changes in soil moisture occur under the
influence of sustained temperature gradients in the soil where
ground water is located near the surface [15]. Increases in the
soil moisture in the upper 20 cm are commonly observed to be
10 - 20 percent (of dry weight) above normal field capacity. This
may occur in frozen or unfrozen ground.
2. The large natural variability in the atmospheric radon gas
decay products greatly limits the usefulness of the total count
method and to a lesser extent the usefulness of the spectral
photopeak 4 0 K method. These radon contributions must be isolated
to calculate satisfactorily snow water equivalent.
3. It is necessary to collect background radiation and over-snow
radiation for exactly the same flight line. Large spatial
variability in background radiation may introduce significant error
with only a small deviation from the flight path.
4. The air mass between the ground and detectors also attenuates
the radiation signal. Consequently, it is necessary to correct
for the mass of the air between the detector and the ground. It is
then possible to correct explicitly for the change in air mass
by computing the density of the air mass with the use of radar
altimeter and air pressure measurements made from the aircraft.
OPERATIONAL TESTS
Following the early experimental work, operational tests have been
conducted over several sections of the northern states during periods of
heavy snow cover. The ARMS detector system was used for many years in the
operational tests. Later another experimental system, the Remote Aerial
Measurements of Snow (RAMS) system, was developed and used for the operational tests. Most of the area of the northern plains states are conveniently
covered by networks of roads layed out on a 1.6 kilometer network. These
roads provide excellent visual means for conducting operational tests.
IFYGL Tests
During the International Field Year of the Great Lakes (IFYGL),
aerial gamma radiation surveys were conducted on the U. S. drainage basin
of Lake Ontario [10, 16], In the spring of 1973, following background
surveys in 1972, a selected network of flight lines, as shown in Figure 3,
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were surveyed in the Lake Ontario basin. The network for the Lake Ontario
basin was divided into two sections and for each section a ground truth
calibration line was established. Table 1 shows the estimated water equivalent for the calibration lines using the three techniques, gross count and
spectral peak data for '•OR and 2 0 8 T I with the measured line average data
from ground surveys.

Table 1. Water equivalent (cm) of snow cover
on IFYGL calibration lines
Aerial measurements
4

°K

Line

Gross count

ROCH-180

2,,9 ± 1,.3

3.4 i 1,.0

SYRC-050

9. 8 ± 2..6

9.1 ± 1,.0

208

1

Tl

Snow tube
Average

Line average

3.,6 ± 1 .4

3.3 ± 1.0

3.3 ± 0.3

9..3 ± 1 .9

9.4 ± 1.0

9.3 + 1.1

1Errors shown are one standard deviation.
True average lies within these limits for 90 percent confidence.

Souris River Basin
A second major operational test was conducted in cooperation with
Environment Canada over the Souris River basin in North Dakota and Canada [17].
Aerial snow surveys were flown over preselected network lines similar to those
established for the IFYGL surveys as shown In Figure 4. The average snow cover
of the Souris River basin is near the minimum for which the accuracy of the
system would provide significant information. In addition, the area is
subject to high winds and consequently there is significant variation in
the deposition of snow over the basin. Two calibration lines were established
in the United States and two in Canada. Surveys were made in 1975 prior to
the onset of melt using the ARMS detector system. A comparison of the
observed airborne and ground survey data are shown in Table 2. The airborne
snow equivalent measurements are within the 1 cm error credited for the
airborne system.
Additional surveys were made in March 1976, after snowmelt had
commenced. For these surveys the RAMS system was used. Since the background data had been measured with the ARMS system it was necessary to
convert these data to comparable data for the RAMS system using simultaneous
data collected over a standard calibration survey line. Thus, for this
particular measurement period, error may be introduced by the change in the
measurement system. Moreover, melting snow with standing water makes it
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extremely difficult to measure the true water equivalent of the snow. Consequently, the accuracy of ground snow measurements is limited. Comparison
of aeriaJ and ground measurements for the calibration lines for the 1976
surveys are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Airborne and snow tube water equivalent (cm)
measurements in the Souris River Basin
February 1975
Line No.

Airborne

March 1975

Snow
tube

Airborne

March 1976*

Snow
tube

ND-51
ND-52

2.1
0.9

2.5

1.8

0.5

1.8

1.4

0.5

CA-6
CA-7

4.1

3.6
4.3

4.4

3.6

4.1

4.3

3.3

Airborne

Snow
tube

2.0
0.0

1.3
0.0

4.6
9.4

13.7

9.4

*The new RAMS system was used in March 1976.

Other Field Tests
Over the past four years during periods of heavy snow, the RAMS
system has been used to collect data for near operational use. During the
winter of 1978, data were collected for the Red River of the North and several
small tributaries of the Missouri River basin in North Dakota. The airborne
measurements gave average water equivalents for the Red River basin slightly
lower than those indicated by the standard ground measurements. The previously
issued forecasts for near record flooding were lowered slightly and verified
by the subsequent runoff.
In 1977 an exceptionally heavy snowfall occurred in the Lake Ontario
basin especially near Buffalo, New York [18]. The IFYGL lines were flown
from February 26 to March 1, 1977. Additional surveys were flown southeast
of Buffalo. The aerial survey made immediately south of Lake Ontario measured
less snow water-equivalent than the ground survey. Tha resulting runoff was
in line with the lower water equivalent values. The airborne system
measured exceptionally high water equivalents for the Black River basin east
of the lake which were supported by ground reports. Record breaking floods
subsequently occurred in that basin.

OPERATIONAL PROGRAM
Research and field testing programs indicate the utility of the
aerial gamma measurement techniques for operational purposes. The National

I
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Weather Service is initiating an operational program for the upper Mississippi
and Missouri River basins with a new survey system reported by Fritzsche [19].
A network of flight lines is being established for all areas where snowmelt
flooding is possible and for which river forecasts would be required. Studies
are being conducted to determine the best method for establishing the survey
lines for use with the airborne system. A network of soil moisture measurement stations is being established over the area to support the airborne
surveys. Many geographic and geomorphology features of the area make the
operational use of the gamma radiation survey more feasible than for many
areas of the world. For example, a highly developed network of roads
provides an excellent basis for accurate visual navigation. In addition,
there are many airports and navigational aids to facilitate aircraft
maintenance and safety. Most of the area is agricultural with few swamps
and wetlands; therefore, surveys are not subject to the problems associated
with wet areas where the use of the gamma survey techniques is greatly limited.
The National Weather Service has established requirements for an
operational airborne gamma radiation measuring system; it should be:
1. Adaptable for use in light planes and portable for use
in leased planes.
2. Operable by two persons:
also serves as a navigator.
3.

a pilot and system operator, who

Modular with readily available components.

4. Supplied with a detector system with a sensitivity to provide
an accuracy of less than 1 cm water-equivalent over a 16 km line.
5. Capable of storing sufficient information for later calibration
checks and computation of mile-by-mile average water-equivalents.
6. Capable of storing background radiation and soil moisture data
used for on-board calculations.
7. Capable of computing line averages of water-equivalents while
data processing is continuing.
Another system which will be utilized for the operational program
has been developed and is described by Fritzsche in a companion paper in
this conference [19].
LIMITATIONS
Snow cover over much of the north-central plains area is relatively
uniform. However, for basins such as the Souris River where the snow cover
is highly variable and subject to major changes by redeposition, the airborne estimates of average water-equivalent can be underestimated. For such
areas,corrections as discussed by Cork and Loijans [20] are required.
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It is clear that unusual variations in gamma radiation from radon
gas daughters products and/or other sources can introduce serious errors in
the measured values of the water-equivalent of the snow cover. In addition,
large variations in the average soil moisture from estimated values can also
introduce serious error. Research is still required to improve the overall
accuracy and usefulness of the measurements to the operational river forecasting program of the National Weather Service.
USE OF MEASUREMENTS
The river forecast models now being implemented by the National
Weather Service [21] use only temperature and precipitation as input.
Techniques have been developed for improving the forecast accuracy of such
models by objectively including measurements of the water-equivalent of the
snow cover [22], Thus, improved measurements of the average water-equivalent
of the snow cover should provide increased accuracy over the use of the
present conceptual models.
Calibration of operational river forecasting models requires
several years of data for adequate determination of parameter values. Since
airborne measurement of the water-equivalent of the snow are now being
collected on a routine basis for the first time, the maximum value of these
data cannot be realized for at least five years. However, the data will
have an immediate value since better areal distribution information will be
available. Ground measurements are not observed at present in many basins
of 1,000 - 2,000 sq. km for which airborne measurements will be obtained.
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS
Although the present system is considered adequate for operational
purposes, considerable additional research is needed. Improved methods
for correcting for the radon gas and better statistical methods for combining the various measuring techniques are still needed [7].
At the present time the airborne measurement corrected for soil
moisture provides a measurement of the water-equivalent of the snow which
is used as input to hydrologic models for forecasting the snowmelt floods.
The aircraft measurements, in fact, provide direct estimates of the total
change in the water-equivalent in the snow cover as well as the upper few
centimeters of the soil. Since is has been estimated by Zotimov [4] that
91 percent of the gamma originating from the ground comes from the upper 10
centimeters, the airborne measurements actually provide information on the
change of water content in the uppc.o 10 centimeters of soil as well as the
snow cover. Relatively small changes in the structure of the conceptual
lsydrological model could provide for the direct input of the airborne
measurement representing the total change in water-equivalent rather than
only the water equivalent of snow. The use of the direct measurement
would tend to eliminate the error due to changes in the soil moisture.
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Other procedures such as Che Kalman filtering technique could take advantage of the direct measurement rather than only the corrected value
representing the water-equivalent cf the snow cover.
CONCLUSION
Based on the research of the past 10 years, the National Weather
Service is now implementing the use of the aerial gamma radiation surveys
for operational purposes. The present status of the technique is considered
to be of value for improvement in the river forecasting services. The major
value of the aerial survey data cannot be realized until sufficient data
are available for calibration of hydrologic models for river forecasting.
In addition the maximum use of the data will come when the meaBurements
of gamma radiation can be entered directly into the hydrologic models
without the need for correction of soil moisture conditions. Although
there is room for considerable improvement in the measurement technique
of the gamma radiation program, the primary value will not be in a more
advanced data collection procedure but rather in the development of new
techniques for more efficient use of the data.
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AERIAL MEASUREMENTS OF SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT
IN NORWAY USING TERRESTRIAL GAMMA RADIATION
Odd Tollan, John B. Dahl and Carsten Qvenild
Institutt for atomenergi, 2007 Kjeller, Norway

SUMMARY
Airborne measurement of gamma radiation is used to determine the water
equivalent of the snow magazines in 8000 km of mountainous areas in Southern Norway.
The terrain in the areas is exposed to the weather, causing considerable variation in the snow cover. This is regarded as a major source of error. A method to
reduce this error is described in this report. As the terrain is inhomogeneous in
most of the measurement areas careful selection of survey lines is important. The
cost of surveying 1000 km of measurement routes was N.kr. 40000 or US$ 8000 in 1978.
Introduction
In Norway a substantial part of the total energy supply is covered by hydroelectric power. In the inland areas 40 - 45 percent of the annual precipitation is
stored as snow by the end of the winter. In order to achieve good management of the
water power, rapid and reliable means to measure the accumulated snow are essential.
About 50 percent of Norway consists of mountainous areas where the snow accumulation period lasts from October/November til April/May. The snow magazines in these
areas of high elevations constitute large energy resources. However, the snow magazines
are not easily surveyed because the mountainous regions are only sparsely inhabitated
or have no population at all during the winter. Wide areas are not accessible by car.
Rough terrain and hard weather increase the difficulties which the snow surveyors
encounter. In treeless mountainous areas the wind moves the snow around creating
large variations in the thickness and the density of the snow cover. Ground measurement of the snow is often a time-consuming and arduous task in this harsh environment.
Due to these difficulties, The Norwegian Water Resources and Electricity
Board in 1967 asked Institutt for atomenergi to study the possibility of using natural
terrestrial gamma radiation to measure the water equivalent of the snow cover, as
reported by Zotimov, Kogan and others / I / /2/.
In 1968 and 1969 development work was carried out with detectors on the
ground and onboard a helicopter in order to study the merits and limitations_of the
method in Norwegian terrain. This work is described in a previous report /|/.
The measurement areas
At present nine catchment areas are surveyed by the gamma radiation method
in Norway. All the nine areas are in the southern part of the country, and eight of
them consist of mountainous terrain. The elevation of the areas are between 400 and
1800 metres above sea level. Typical values of the elevations are found in the range
1000 to 1400 metres.
The size of the areas varies from 100 km
being 900 km .

2

2
to 2200 km , the average value

The topography of the catchment areas in the mountains is characterized by
sloping hillsides, mountain ridges and valleys. At lower elevations the ground is
covered with shrubs, grass and lichens. At places where the drainage is poor there
are bogs. In the upper regions the ground consists mainly of barren rocks or rocks
sparsely covered by lichen.
Due to small amounts of organc matter, the radiation at
most places escapes from the ground without much attenuation.
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Surveying method and procedure
Airborne measurement of the water equivalent of the snow layer has been
carried out in Norway since 1971. In the first two seasons a helicopter was used. From
1973 a
fixed wing aircraft has been employed due to its longer range and lower
cost. At present nine catchment areas are surveyed twice during the winter, generally
in the first weeks of February and April, respectively.
In the catchment areas a number of lines or routes have been selected for
measurement.
The length of the routes is usually determined by the topography of
the terrain, most of them are between five and ten kilometres. At many places the
measurement lines are linked together, that means, the end point of one line is the
starting point of the next.
The number of measurement lines within a catchment area varies from six to
thirty, depending on the size of the area and its topography. As the airplane travels
at approximately 250 km/hour, a single line is surveyed in 1 - 2 minutes. The time
spent in the air above a catchment area is usually 0.5 - 1 hours.
In the snow surveys carried out by Institutt for atomenergi, the total gamma
flux above 50 keV is measured. This method was chosen because it requires less
expensive, less bulky and less complicated equipment than the photopeak method.
When natural gamma radiation is to be used to measure the snow cover, measurement of the radiation from the ground with no snow present must be carried out in
advance. Then, in the winter when the ground is covered with snow, the survey of
the snow is performed. The decrease in the intensity of the radiation is a measure
of the water equivalent of the snow cover. However, as the natural radiation level
varies from one place to another, one has to ensure that the two radiation surveys
are performed in the same place or along the same course. When an aircraft is used
for the measurements, one has to pay careful attention to the navigation. Today there
are several electronic aids to air navigation, but none of them are satisfactory for
our purpose or available for use in remote mountainous areas at an acceptable price.
Therefore, in Norway we have based the navigation on map-reading. As most of the
areas are covered by excellent maps of scale 1:50000, this uiethod works satisfactorily,
but the navigator must be quite skilled in map-reading and terrain recognition from
the air.
A twin engine Piper Aztec airplane which is rented from a local aircraft
operator is used for the surveys. The measuring equipment has to be installed in the
airplane before the surveys are carried out and is removed when the measurement flights
are terminated.
There are usually three crew members on the measurement flights, the pilot
and two specialists from our institute. One of them acts as a navigator and the other
as an instrument operator.
After the take-off the airplane is flow- to some place off the coast where
the radar height indicator is checked and the cosmic and aircraft background radiation
is measured at various altitudes up to 2000 metres above sea level.
In the catchment areas the measurement lines are surveyed at a height of
approximately 150 metres. Pulses from the scintillation detectors are integrated
along the lines and the sums are printed out at the end of each line together with
the length of the accumulation period. A figure containing information on the average
height during the measurement and an identification number are also printed at the
same time.
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In order to calculate the density of the air mass between the ground and
the detectors in the airplane the air temperature is registered manually at various
altitudes. As the elevation of the measurement lines are known, the air pressure can
be calculated by using data from meteorological observations and a radar height
recorder.
In connection with the surveying of a catchment area, the background is
measured above a nearby lake, mainly in order to check if there are radon daughter
products in the air.
When the survey flight is terminated the data are written on punch card
data forms. These are handed or mailed to the Norwegian Water Resources and Electricity
Board where computations of the snow magazines are carried out.
In order to calculate the water equivalent it is necessary to know the
attenuation of the radiation as a function of the thickness of the water layer causing
the attenuation. Theoretically this function can be calculated provided that the
detector response and the energy of the gamma photons escaping from the ground are
known. When the method of total net count is used the calculation of the transfer
function is very complex. We have therefore based our calculations on empirical data
from actual snow measurement on the ground and from measurement of the attenuation in
air. With our method and equipment the gamma count rate is reduced to 50 percent by
a snow water equivalent of approximately 14 cm.
In the calculation of the water equivalent the following steps are carried
out.
1.

Mean gross count rate along a survey line is calculated.

2.

Aircraft and cosmic background as a function of air pressure is subtracted
from the gross count rate to obtain net count rate.

3.

The net count rate is normalized to a value corresponding to the count rate
that would be obtained at 150 metres above the ground with an air layer of
mass 17 g/cm between detectors and ground.

4.

The normalized net count rate (N) from the snow survey is compared with the
corresponding figure from the no-snow measurement (N ) and the attenuation
No/N is calculated.

5.

The snow water equivalent S is related to the attenuation figure N / N by the
following expression.
1-b
! ln(No/N)

y

where a and b are empirical constants. Two sets of values of
are used depending on the value of the attenuation factor.

a

and

b

Gamma radiation passing through water is absorbed in accordance with an
exponential law. Due to this fact a snow layer of varying thickness renders less
attenuation than an evenly distributed snow cover of the same average water equivalent.
Therefore the relationship between attenuation and the water equivalent of a snow cover
will be a function of the evenness of the snow distribution. We have tried to incorporate empirical values of this "evenness-factor" into our water formula, but we feel
that more work should be done in this field.
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Measuring equipment
Two sodium iodide scintillation detectors are used to measure the gamma
radiation. The total detector volume is 1250 cm , yielding 20000 - 30000 count per
minute as a typical no-snow count rate at 150 metres above the ground. The aircraft and
cosmic background radiation count rate varies from 4000 to 6000 counts per minute when
the air pressure varies from 1000 to 800 millibar. A detector volume of 1250 cm is
rather small, but poor counting statistics is generally not the most serious source of
error in the snow measurements in Norway. However, a larger detector volume is desirable
as this will improve the quality of the data and/or at the same time save flying hours.
The signals from the detectors are fed to two separate amplifying and counting
systems. Thus the data from the two detectors may be checked against each other, and
failure of one counting system does not mean total breakdown of the whole apparatus.
In order to calculate the attenuation of the
layer between the ground and the detectors, the height
registered. This is done by a radar altimeter. It is
from an air pressure sensor to the measuring equipment
pressure continously.

radiation caused by the air
of the aircraft has to be
also possible to feed a signal
in order to register the air

The data are recorded on paper by means of a thermal printer. A data set
for a survey line consists of six numbers containing information regarding line identification, measurement time, gamma radiation as registered by two detectors, height
above ground and air pressure. A printout operation require 12 seconds, but buffer
registers are incorporated in the equipment and therefore the measurements are not
interrupted during the print out periods.
Sources of error
The most important source of error in our measurements is uneven snow distribution along the measurement lines. The snow distribution is mainly a function of
the topography of the terrain. Wind sweeps the snow away from the ridges and leaves
it in troughs and hollows. As this repeats itself every year the effect is mainly a
systematic error in the calculated results. As mentioned earlier we try to make a
correction for this error in our calculations. In winters when the weather is markedly
different from the average, the snow distribution may also be quite different. When
this is the case, one should expect larger errors in the calculated values of the
water magazines.
In mountainous areas there is often a negative correlation between the distribution of snow and ground radiation. The maximum values of the radiation intensity
are usually found on ridges where the soil is shallow and dry and has a low content
of organic matter. The minimum values are found at bottoms of valleys and troughs
where the soil is deeper and contains more organic matter and moisture. The snow,
however, has often the opposite distribution with more snow in hollows and troughs
than on ridges. This negative correlation magnifies the error due to uneven snow distribution, and in the worst case the results from the measurements may be too poor to
be accepted.
Another source of error is the presence of radon daughter products in the
air. In the literature this is considered to be a serious problem. However, radioactivity in the air has caused less difficulty to us than expected. This is probably
due to the weather and the topography at our measurement areas. We have observed
increased background count rates above lakes in the mountains during our flights, but
this has occurred very seldom. In the fjord districts and off the coast, increased
background has been observed several times. Due to more wind and turbulence, radioactivity in the air is probably a less serious problem in mountainous terrain than on
lowland plains. Since there is no pulse height analyzer incorporated in our measuring
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equipment we cannot, however, exclude the possibility that we during our surveys have
been counting gamma photons from radon daughters without being aware of it.
Other errors in the measurement are caused by counting statistics and
by failure to fly exactly along the intended survey lines. These random errors are
of course most pronounced in the measurement of a single line and tend to be cancelled
out in integrated values. We have studied the effect of this by repeating the survey
of an area. The average percentage deviation between two surveys as a function of
measured distance is shown in figure 1.
Usually the soil layer is shallow in the areas being surveyed in Norway.
Due to this, the errors caused by varying soil moisture is probably less important here
than in places with deeper soil. There is also the question whether soil moisture should
be regarded as a source of error in the calculation of a water magazine.

Accuracy of measurement
In the last series of snow measurements carried out in Norway i.e. in April
1978, the difference between the mean values of the snow magazines in eight catchment
areas as measured on the ground and by the aerial method, varied from 1.4% to 31%.
In five of the eight areas the difference was less than 8% and the average difference
was 13%. The average water equivalent of the snow layers varied from 230 to 510 mm.
In one of the areas the ground measurement value was 31% higher than the
value measured by the aerial method. In this case the eight ground measurement sites
are situated at considerably lower elevations than the strips where the airborne surveys
are carried out. In mountainous terrain more snow is often found in the valleys than
on the surrounding ridges at higher elevation, and the discrepancy between the two
measurement is without doubt partly caused by different terrain and elevations.
It should be mentioned that the measurement sites employed in the two survey
systems are not co-ordinated in any of the catchment areas. Caution should therefore
be exercised when the results are compared.
When the conditions for measurement are favourable we estimate the mean
deviation between two consecutive measurement on single survey lines to be approximately
five, percent when the snow water equivalent is 20 - 40 cm. The corresponding figure
may be raised to 15 - 20% when the water equivalent is 50 - 60 cm. The repeatability
of the mean value for a whole catchment area with many survey lines will be considerably better than the values for single lines. The accuracy of the values for the snow
magazine in a catchment area is mainly determined by systematic errors caused by
varying snow distribution, non-representative measurement lines, inaccurate calibration,
changes in soil moisture and radioactivity in the air.
In areas where it is difficult or even impossible,to select representative
survey lines, the use of relative or percentage values rather than absolute values
should be considered. In this case measurements have to be carried out for some years
to establish a mean value which can be used as a reference.

Cost of measurement
The airborne surveys of snow magazines in Norway are carried out by
Institutt for atomenergi as a commercial enterprise. Approximately 8000 km are
measured twice a year. In the catchment areas there are 1000 km of measurement lines.
One survey of the nine areas requires 15 - 20 hours of flying.
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Last year the cost of one survey of nine catchment areas was N.kr. 40000
(approximately US$ 8000). One half of this amount was paid for renting the
aircraft with pilot. The average cost of surveying per kilometre of measurement lines
was N.kr. 40 or US$ 8. As a considerable part of the hours in the air is used for
flying to and from the measurement areas, check-out of the instruments and background
measurements, the marginal cost per kilometre of survey line is less than half of the
average total cost.

A method to reduce the error caused by varying thickness of snow cover
The relationship between count rate and water equivalent is not linear.
When the count rate is integrated along a survey line and the rate varies due to
varying snow cover, the accumulated counts will render a water value that is too low.
A way to reduce the effect of uneven snow distribution is to make the measurement periods short, for example one second. This will to some extent make it
possible to separate places with a shallow snow cover from those having large amount
of snow.
Usually one cannot calculate water equivalents using data from single airborne measurements with counting times of for example one second. The number of counts
will be too small and it will be difficult to ensure that the snow and no-snow measurements are carried out at the same place. Therefore one has to integrate the count rate
along the survey line. But instead of performing an ordinary summation of the counts and
then calculating
the arithmetical mean count rate, the geometrical mean of the onesecond measurements should be computed and used in the further calculations of the
water equivalent. The reason for this is the nearly logarithmic relationship between
count rate and water equivalent.
The method described will give water values that are nearly independent of
the snow distribution, provided that the snow cover is homogeneous in the field of
view of the detector. This will not always be true as an uncollimated detector in an
airplane 150 metres above the ground views quite a large area, but it is believed that
the use of this method will reduce considerably the error caused by large variations
in the snow cover.
In order to collect several thousands of counts in a measurement period of
one second, the detector volume must be large. This is one of the reasons why we yet
do not use this method in Norway. In addition to larger detector volume, the determination of the geometrical mean value of the count rate requires measuring equipment
with a built-in computer and/or a tape recorder. In order to improve the spatial
resolution of the detector system a low-flying helicopter is preferable to a fixed wing
aircraft flying at 150 metres above the ground.
It should also be noted that by using the geometrical mean value of the
count rate along a measurement line, the effect of the negative correlation between
the distribution of snow and ground radiation is theoretically eliminated, provided
the detectors have sufficient spatial resolution and provided there is a true logarithmic relationship between count rate and snow water equivalent. In practical work the
correlation error will not be completely removed by using the geometrical mean value,
but it is believed that the error will be considerably reduced.
The lay-out of survey lines
It is certainly profitable to pay considerable attention to the lay-out of
the measurement lines. Generally the lines should be placed where the ground is dry and
homogeneous and where the soil layer is shallow and has a low content of organic
matter.
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Unless advanced navigation equipment is used, there should be a sufficient
number of landmarks along the route to ensure a correct flight path. The terrain
along the measurement lines must be safe for flying at the required height/ preferably also in gusty weather.
The length of the measurement lines should preferably be more than ten kilometres. In mountainous terrain it may be difficult to achieve this without conflicts
with other requirements.
The routes should not be laid too close to steep snowless mountain-sides as
the radiation from vertical surfaces is not correlated to the snow cover on the ground
and therefore acts as noise.
One of the most important requirements is that one should as far as possible
avoid accumulation of the weak radiation from places with large amount of snow together
with the much higher radiation intensity from areas with little or no snow. This is
especially important if there is negative correlation between the distribution of snow
and ground radiation.
In areas where the snow distribution as well as the topography,is inhomogeneous the lay-out of survey lines has to be considered carefully in order to obtain
representative measurements, this is of great importance when the number of survey
lines in an area is small.
2
The length of measurement routes per 100 km in the Norwegian survey areas
varies from 7 km to 50 km, the average being 12 km. As the marginal cost per kilometre
measured usually is much lower than the total average cost, it will probably pay to be
liberal with regard to the length of survey lines per unit area.
When the terrain is rough or inhomogeneous it is seldom possible to find
routes which are ideal in every respect. Usually a compromise has to be made.
Good knowledge of the origin and the behaviour of terrestrial gamma radiation,
geology, snow hydrology and aircraft operations is therefore important. Good maps of
the area are very helpful in the planning work, and air photographs taken in the melting
period may give valuable information on the sncw distribution. Wherever it is possible
an examination of the area should be carried our. in situ, as many geographical features
do not appear on maps. Among these are depth and type of soil, vegetation, the roughness of the ground surface and salient landmarks for navigation purposes.
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THE EXPERIENCE OP AVIATION GAMMA-RAY-SURVEY OP SNOW
COVER IN THE MOUNTAINS
Getker M.I., Suslov A.V., Temyashkin E.M.*
SUMMARY
The results of mountaineous snow reserves measurements
by aerial gamma-survey method are presented in the paper.
Two methods of estimation of atmospheric gamma-activity are
tested and itc variability in time and space is studied.
The errors of the method are estimated along the routes having
different types of relief and snow reserves up to 500 mm.
The possibility of carrying out operational snow surveys is
considered. The main difficulties of application of aerial
gamma surveys are connected with the determination of the level of destorbing emissions ^background") and area of the
route covered by snow.

Introduction
The method of aerial gamma-survey of snow cover based on the
gamma emission attenuation of natural radioactive elements caused
by snow is elaborated for valley territory/7-5/ and introduced in
the U.S.S.R. into operational observations. Some limited in volume
experiments for mountaineous regions are known, the results of
which are given in/-3./, Reliability of hydrological forecasts of
mountaineous rivers runoff is mainly dependent on the credible evaluation of snow reserves in the basins of these rivers. That's why
in 1974 the Central Asian Regional Research Hydrometeorological
Institute together with the Institute of Experimental Meteorology
(IELi) began to carry out works on snow cover gamma survey application for mountaineous regions. The set of surveying instruments was
elaborated by the IEK research worker Mr. Pegoev N.H.
, and
Dr. Nikiforov M.V.- the research worker of the same Institute - took
part in making experiments and analysis of the results.
The experiments were carried out in the West Tien Shan mountains on board the helicopter.

* Central Asian Regional Research Hydrometeorological Institute
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The methods and objects for determination of
disturbing emissions intensity
AJ
_____

Jp

Intensity of the "useful" gamma emissionl/is measured together with disturbing emission $# -which is caused by radioactive contamination of helicopter ( Da), cosmic rays ( j«. ) and
air "background" ( Ja )•

where

Jcjo - !jB

+

JK+Ja

(2)

Radioactive contamination of helicopter ( J& ) is taken
constant; the intensity of cosmic radiation at the level H was
defined by its dependence on the altitude of route above
sea
level:

3U H > = jLexp(0-00041 H) imp.s.""1,

(3)

where Ujco^radiation intensity at the sea level,which equals
24 imp. s."~ for the used equipment.
Estimation of emission intensity of radon decay products
contained over the survey route is the most difficult process
when defining disturbing emissions in the mountains. Coefficient
of radon emanation from the soil and coefficient of its vertical
turbulent diffusion in the atmosphere can variate greatly in space
due to variability of meteorological parameters.
Measurements of "background" were carried out over two reservoirs (900 and 400 m a.3.1.), situated at the lower parts of
the Cnirchik arid Ahangaran rivers valleys. Besides that the possibility of application of air "background" measured while approaching aerial snov; survey route with elevation of 1200-1500 rn
above slopes was investigated.
Use of such geometry of measurements makes it possible to
attenuate emission of soils and mountaineous rocks xip to 2-3 imp.s.
In / 2/
a sharp increase of "background" in mountaineous
valley is observed when temperature inversions take place. This
phenomenon is regularly registered also in the valleys of the West
Tien-Shan during winter season.
Aircraft surveys of air temperature fields were used for determination of inversion layer position in space. For the routes
situated inside the inversion layer we took the "background" value
measured over water tanks using correction for cosmic radiation intensity variation v/ith the height along (3
) . For the routes
above the inversion layer we used the "background" value measured
during the flight when approaching the route.
Route characteristics
The following types of relief are under ground and aerial
surveys:
1• Benches on the bottom of wide mountaineous valleys
(height intervals are 1.2-2.2 km)

1
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2. Plateauwise surfaces at the height of 2.2.-3.2 km
3. Dividinc ridges of the second order at the height of
1.6-2.3 km
4. dopes of 30°
Length of experimental routes is 1-2 km, height jump is not
more than 200 m and the relief variates frcm smooth to moderately
divided.
To obtain estimates of real possibilities of operational
snow gamma surveys in mountaineous basins flights were carried out
over the networkpof routes in some mountaineous valleys with the
area of 50000 km in height intervals of 1200-3500 m above sea level. .Routes were chosen including all the types of mountaineous relief, slopes of different steepness and
orientation and high-mountain cirques. Length of the routes is 1 -5
km, the height jump from
the beginning of the route to its end :; :> not more than 300 m. The
routes with the minimum rocks area and xree of snow in winter were
preferable. Eesides that such routes were chosen wiien the altitude
of helicopter flight didn't exceed 100 m over separate elements ofp
relief. About 30 routes were chosen over the basin area of 1000 km .
Two types of flights were chosen during surveys. The first one- the
flight with practically constant altitude over the region, but with
changeable absolute altitude. The second type-flight over slopes at
fixed absolute altitude but with changeable altitude over the region.
Calculation of snow reserves
The expression taken from /// and modified for mountaineous
conditions ( the change of atmosphere turbidity for gamma rays with
increase of height is considered) makes it possible to transfer intensity values £/n into conventional scale of moisture reserves

Pr -iin%

* Wk exp[- zcgxjml

where rj'-levelof gamma-field expressed-in units of conventional scale
of moisture reserves;
<•/, =0.065 mm
- coefficient dependent^ on
angular and spectral characteristics of the studied emission, jn -in- tensity (level) of gamma-field, "purified," from air background, imp.s~i;
II-absolute altitude of the route above sea level; J3
=0.00366 grad
-temperature constant; L4-° -air temperature at the moment of survey
in °C.
Koisture content is defined by the equation

where Pje-gamma emission intensity value over route free of snow, expressed in conventional scale of moisture content, P^-the same but the
route covered by snow.
During the period of snow melting when thawed patches appear
along the route, calculation of snow resreves by the mentioned methods
leads to their systematic understate in comparison with the controls.
Contribution of emission from from
bare soil into gamma-field is the
source of errors. That's why /UffcH
Y/,/11. was defined by the following
way:

" J " J0 - Jor ' J#

(6)
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and snow reserves

*

SO CH

-us
where vine* and potH
radiation and snow reserve over the area
tH-usoful
covered by snow, ^or -contribution of bare soil of the whole route
area. This method in based on the assumptions:
1. 3o ~ const
over the whole route area
2. ',/orking flight altitude while making ueasurevents of Jn
and Do has negligible differences.
Initial levels - fields
Initial levels - fields over the routes - were determined
before snow cover establishment and, for control, at the fixed altitude of flight at 50-60 m when snow cover disappeared. Spatial
variations of gamma-field intensity C 3o) in the basin., are very
high. The range of their variations is 200-1600 imp.s" , modal value
is 1200 imp.s . Noticeable variations of gamma-field intensity are
observed along some routes. Spring values of Pyo are 20-40 urn
higher than autumn ones due to increase of soil moisture content.
Disturbing emissions
Spatial and time variability of air activity in caused by
considerable variations of meteorological parameters in the mountains which offec': the emanation and transfer of radionuclides in
atmosphere.
In winter spatial variations (absolute average deviations)
can reach 70-30 imp.s" (60-70'J of moderate activity^over the basin)
inside one bacin when average variation is 20 inp.s . Activity cf
underinvcrsional and overinversional layers are different. When
there's no inversion the gamma activity of air in hollows and bottoms of valleys is higher than over watersheds and plateauwice
areas which are open for winds. In winter these differences arc
much more higher than in spring when distribution of gamma-emitters is close to homogeneous in mountaineous valley.
Time variations are 3-4 imp.s"" when 10 seconds readings
are used. Activity can vary by_..40-5O imp.s"* during 3-4 hours if
average variation is 10 imp.s . During working season (OctoberApril) activity changes from 70-150 imp.s" .
The more noticeable increase in gamma-activity was observed
when air temperature sharply decreased. In winter the levels of disturbing emissions are usually higher on the bottoms of valleys and
over water reservoirs than in summer. Along the routes with 1200-1500 n elevation from the earth surface the air activity is somewhat less in cold periods than in spring.
During survey of maximum snow reserves (Llarch-April) the
stable inversions are absent and space-and-time
variations of air
gamma activity in mountaincous valley was 5-(J irnp.s" during a d;\
of curvey making.
Krrors of the method
'
I-

In 1975-1976 there were 90 parallel snow surveys, in 1977-37 and in 1978 -45 surveys. Ground surveys of onov/ elevation
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changes were made every 10 m along two or three measuring lines and
ground surveys of density were made every 100-300 m.
The highest oystematic errors (upto 40f<>) were registered
along routes where conditions of deep inversions existed (fig.^). Considerable errorejpan appear if the route goes near to rocks and it
happens due to additional contribution of gamma emission of these
rocks into gamma field over the route. The best coinsidence is observed at plateauwise surfaces during measurements of background in
one-two Ions from the route (fig.4). When snow reserves are of 100-400 mm the average error of aerial measurements is-6%, if snow reserves are 400-500 mm the error increases up to-9/S. At high mountaineous plateau with favorable conditions measurements of background
error of the gamma survey method was 1*3% when reserves were 400500 mm and y/o if snow reserves were 500-600 mm.
Estimation of errors of the aerial gamma survey method was
made also by comparison with snow reserves measuered in different
days at the same route with stable snow cover. The mean deviation was
9fo when snow reserves were up to 400 mm (the volume of selection is
114 cases), when snow reserves exceeded 400 mm it was 12fj (56 cases).
These errors were caused by inaccuracy of route passages, and by variations of background.
As we observed, spatial variations of snow reserves ( Cv =
0.10-0.30 in winter; O.3O-Q7O during snow meltinr) have small effect
on the accuracy of their determination by the gamma survey method.
Results
Aei-je.l raruna surveys allow to assess distribution of snow reserves according to elevation zones for the basin of one or two
thousands kras during one day of survey. A series of curves$a= j- (H)
for the Ahangaran river basin is presented in fig 3 for illustration.
Uach curve is obtained by graphical smoothing of snow reserves measured at 30-35 routes in January-March; and in April-May there were
only 20-25 routes because of spring snow meltiner. Empirical points are
plotted only on the curve II in order not to overplot the field of the
figure. The preliminary analysis of the curves shows that they quite
well reflect the dynamics of accumulation and discharge of snow in the
basin as a whole and in separate zones of it.
Using the presented curves we can easily determine average
snow reserves over the basin area, shift of the period of their maximum accumulation according to the elevation zones, snow reserves gradients, differences in snow reserves at slopes of different exposition,
the boundary of zero balance of snow depth etc.
Conclusions
The method of gamma survey of snow reserves in the mountains, based on the use of equipment for valleys, gives accuracy which is no less than 1O'/S for the majority of mountaineous relief types. As it was shown by surveys made in
1976-1977 the systematic errors higher than 10% are possible
in winter period on the valley bottoms and in the lower
parts of the slopes. To decrease these errors it is necessary to elaborate some equipment and methodics of control
for the level of disturbing emissions or to elaborate a
principally different type of equipment f °r mountains.
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2. The highest contribution into
timation is due to inaccuracy
bing emissions level which is
rable variations in space and

errors of snow reserves esof determination of disturcharacterized by considetime.

3. Real errors of the method are reliably tested for snow
reserves up to 500 nun and are insufficiently tested for
reserves of 500-700 mm.
4. The possibility of operational estimation of snow reserves is practically tested for mountaineous basin with
area of 1-2 thousands kms during one day of flights and
making surveys along 30-35 routas. The contemporary aviation bases creation in the region of surveys can considerably increase their efficiency.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the control snow reserves and the
measured ones by the method of gamma-survey at
the Pulatkhan plateau (H=275O above sea level)
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01? GAMMA SURVEYS PROM THE AIRCiiAFT
J?OR HYDROLOGICAL .FORECASTS ON THE AREA
WITH IRREGULAR SNOW PACK
L.K.VersMnina*
ABSTRACT

Gamma snow surveys from the aircraft based on the
measurements of the attenuation of gamma-radiation of
soils by the snow pack are discussed. Radiation rate
depends on the amount of water on the soil surface
and in the top layer 30 to 40 cm deep. Therefore, if
measurements are made twice (without snow and with
snow pack available) water equivalent of snow cover
may be determined only in case when soil moisture
content changes do not occur during the period between
the dates of gamma surveys*
In the areas with frequent winter thaws standard
land snow surveys do not provide snow storage evaluation with the accuracy sufficient for spring flow
prediction*
It is shown that when gamma-radiation of absolutely dry soils determined at the laboratory is known
as well as of naturally moistened soils during the
periods of gamma surveys of the snow pack from the
aircraft in case of data available on soil moisture
content obtained from jrge measurements at the base
land network, then a reliable estimation of snow
storage on the watershed surfaces in the regions with
irregular snow cover is quite possible. This ensures
a significant accuracy increase of spring snow melt
flftod forecasting, in particular it concerns winters
with little amount of snow*
Accuracy of evaluation of water content in snow cover when predicting
spring snow melt floods is of great importance. However in a number of
regions the errors of snow storage evaluation may exceed the allowable
values and that is caused by the unsufficient network density or by the
unreliable snow cover measurements for intance during winter thaws.
Therefore in the USSR since 1964 a great attention has been given to
the new method of remote measuring of water content in snow cover - method
of gamma surveys from the aircraft.
Gamma snow surveys are based on the measurements of the attenuation
of gamma-radiation of natural radio-active soil elements by the snow pack.
The gamma-radiation of the top soil layer (50-40 cm) is registrated, thus
water S' available in the top soil layer and on the soil surface affects
the intensity of measured radiation D • If the soil profile is evenly
the relation between 3 , ,$' and the relative gravity water content of

• Senior research associate, State Hydrological Institute, Leningrad.
- USSR.
*
'
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the s o i l W is determined by the equation;
(1)
where ^ - altitude or flight; do = J , if h. = 0, V = 0, 6' = 0; a.
and K - constant coefficients ( a = 1,11, K = 0,00o2).
Consequently if the tv»o-fold gamma-radiation, measurements (without
snow and with snow pack availabile; the amount of water on the soil surface can be estimated only when there are no changes in the soil moisture
content during the period between the surveys* Thus determination of
availability or absence of changes in water content in the top soil layer
during the period between the gamma-field initial levels and snow surveys
in the main task when looking for the possibility to apply the snow surveys from the aircraft.
The experience of gamma snow surveys made in the USSR regions with
irregular snow cover showed the difference of the results obtained by
gamma method of snow storage measurements (exceeding up to 50-60 mm) and
standart land snow surveys. It was determined that the main reasons are
as folios: moisture change in the top soil layer between the surveys of
the gamma field initial levels (till the appearance of snow cover) and
the subsequent snow surveys; inadequate data on the soil surface water
content obtained during the intense thaws and after them by the tex-rostrial
surveys; differences between landscape relief characteristics of the aircraft and land snow survey routes.
increase of soil moisture in the top soil layers during the winter
and the pre-winter periods causes the decrease of gamma background comparing with the pre-winter period. The most intensive changes in the soil
moisture occurs in November-December, i.e. during the peidod of irregular
snow pack and during uhe period of liquid precipitation abundance ( up
to 120 mm) but since the middle of January till March moisture of the top
layers almost does not change. In November-December the systematic divergences take place between the land snow surveys and those from the aircraft. Value of divergence, as a rule, remains invariable tiftl spring
snowmelt ot the effective thaw in January-Febi'uary.
Research on thaws and moistened soils revealed tne inadequate influence of thaws on the soil moisture content during winter and therefore
on their gamma background changes.
The thaws increase soil moisture and cause the augmentation of watex*
and ice storage on the watex^shed surface which is not registraued oy the
terx'estrial surveys. Besides thaws result in snow accumulation at the
wind shield (like protective forest-belts etc.) in case of unpermeabliity
of the frozen top soil layer before the snow cover formation. For such
years the data on snow cover obtained by the aircraft and the terrestrial
surveys are equal.
Being rather dry early in winter soils
and the aircraft surveys give the excessive
coiaparaison with the land surveys data even
the watershed surface and snow structure is

become moistened due to tnaws
rates of unow storage in
there is no ice and water on
uniform.

It should be noted that moisture migration in winter results in the
increase of the moisture content in the top soil layer as well as in the
forest regions when thaws are absent. Thus in the region the data on snow
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storage obtained by the gamma surveys from the aircraft eonsiderably
differs from the real water storage on the soil surface*
Due to tliawu, partial melting and the changes in snow cover structure as well as to the increase of snow cover irregulars, the usual land sno
snow surveys give, as a rule, understating data of water content in snow
and in the ground-in ice crust. The phenomenon is caused by the insufficient estimation of water and ice on the soil surface (particularly in
talwegs), if snow accumulation at the protective forest-belts, routes
and in populated areas is not taken into consideration and in case of
frequent understating evaluation of snow density 0,02-0,06 g/cnr due to
its complex structure*(frozen erxw-crust, ice stratum, different types of
the grained soil along the vertical profile etc). That's why underestimation of water balance input component (runoff coefficients more than
one) is rather frequent when the water balance is computed for spring
flood periods in the regions with often thaws, i.e. terrestrial survey
data on tue snow-storage are not considered. Method of gamma-survey ensures the complete total increment of water storage in its various conditions on the soil surface and in its top layers. It must be pointed out
tiiat during some years the top overmoistened frozen soil layers contain
the "runoff" moisture (5-20 mm), which should be estimated for spring
flood flow forecasts.
The wide-scale investigations on the possibility of the gamma surveys from the aircraft for hydrological forecasts are developed in the
Central-Chernozem regions of the European part of the USSR (the Don river
basin) during 1972-1977The network of the aircraft snow routes in the Don river basin was
represented by five survey rings, each of them includes about 50 routes. 2
A ring rout covers one or two river drainage basins with area of 20-50 km
and being photographed during one or two days. The extent of aircraft
snow survey route was within the limits of 15-25 km. '
Snow storage measurements were made by IL-14 at the flight altitude
of 50 m. The total gamma-radiation intensity was registered along the
route extention as a whole and separately according to three types of
landscapes: field, bushes, forest.
The terrestrial network of snow routes is caracterized by a number
of meteorological and gauging stations located on the drainage basin
area. The extention of each terrestrial route is 2 km in the field, 0,5 km
in the forest and 0,5 km in gully-ravine landscape.
Density of the land and the aircraft network on the Don river basin
was nearly equa?- (3O0-1O00 km^ for one route) and sufficient for computation of the average snow storage on basin area with error of 8-10 %.
The results of comparaison of snow storage data obtained by the
1

Aircraft gamma-surveys were made by the Institute of Experimental
ideteorology
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aircraft gamma survey and by the usual land survey in the river Don basin during 1972-1977 are shown in fig. 1. It reveals that the systematic
divergence of snow storage values is on the average 1B-2O ma during the
winters with thaws (1972-1974 and 1976-1977)•
The average square-law value of divergence ( A S ) of snow storage
obtained by the aircraft ( 3 air.) and by the terrestrial ( & terr.)
methods is equal to 6 mm. .The calculation is made by the formula :
. ~ Stew.)
(2)
an.
where n, - number of simultaneous measurements.
In winter witn thaws when there is systematic divergences between
the snow storage measurements made by gamma survey and by the usual land
method increments of snow storage obtained by the both methods and those
of total precipitation according to the rain gauges between the separate
data measurements were considered.lt was found that the snow storage
increments values obtained by the both methods during the periods when
thaws do not take place between the surveys well coordinate with the
total precipitation values (coefficient of correlation is equal to 0,88)
and during the thaw periods the correlation does not take place.
)

As the change of soil moisture between the surveys of the initial
gamma-field (without snow) and the snow surveys is one of the main reasons of the divergences between the aircraft and the terrestrial surveys
so they compared che snow survey divergences ( & $ ) with the change of
the gravity water content of 30 cm soil layer. It appears that the change
of the gravity water content is equal to 1% of 2,5 o£ of divergences. If
the errow of the change determination of the gravity water content is
equal to 4-;?#, divergences between terrestrial and the aircraft snow
surveys beiing equal to 10-12 mm are within the limits of the measurements
accuracy of the both methods.
It is necessary to amend for determination of water storage on the
soil surface by the gamma survey method in a case of considerable changes
in soil moisture content between the survey periods available. One of
the correction typtis is the method applied for water storage estimation
of the river Don basin in 197b-1977.
Formula (1) shows that in case of the data on gamma-radiation intensity of absolutely dry soils ( J o ) and on the gravity water content(W%)
available one should determine the water content only on the soil surface.
So-called permanent properties of the chernozem soils were defined in
the laboratory of' the Institute of the Experimental meteorology, secelted from the river Don drainage basin, i.e. their intensity ( J o ) and
gamma-radiation levels ( R, ) . The gamma-radiation value of the dry soils
is greatly stable and changes along the territory only according to the
mechanical structure. Spacial chang« of gamma-radiation levels is not
great for the homogeneous soils. The loamsand chernozem soils are spread
on the 90/S of the river Don basin area. Thus the errow diffusion of the
of the- units of measurements for the dry soils radiation intensity o:..
a rather vast distances does not exceed 5 mm*
• " ' - H ' 5 ;"
n^ o f water storage only on the soil surface with consideration of correction foi? the actual soil moisture, which is under the
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control of the land network of observations is possible due to the knowledge of gamma-radiation of absolutely dry soils ( 3o ) on the bases of
gamma-field levels data and snow cover available. In such case water
content in snow cover is calculated by thB formula:

+ 26,4 ,
where CL - coefficient of attenuation, is equal to 0,0062; W
ty water content of the 30 cm soil in %.

(3)
- gravi-

Correction of data of the aircraft measurements of water content in
snow cover with consideration of the actual soil moisture in its top
layers made it possible to avoid the systematic divergences of data on
snow storage obtained by the gamma and usual survey3 aici to determine
the data on water content on the soil surface withe reliable accuracy*
The quality of spring flood forecasts (Table 1) has been improved
as a result of usage of the corrected data obtained by the aircraft
snow storage measurements in winters with intensive thaws.
These investigations showed that aixici>aft gamma surveys of snow
cover should further become the main method for water storage measurements on the drainage basin surface in regions with winter thaws, because they give more complete and accurate information about the water
storage forming spring flood runoff.
J?or implementation of aircraft gamma surveys method in regions with
irregular snow pack requires:
- to determine the permanent characteristics of the main types of soils
and to map the distribution of their characteristics,
- to work out and to determine the network of aircraft snow routes, representative for the drainage basin area of the average size (10-20
thou. km2) on the basis to the main characteristics of soil-landscape
conditions.The network must obtain the water storage on the soil surface during the periods of snow cover formation as well as during
spring snowmelt,
- to work out and to establish the land network for observations on soil
moisture and snow cover characteristics.

Table 1
Forecast errows of spring flood runoff on the river Don drainage
basin (mm) according to the terrestrial (terr.) and aircraft
measurements (air.) of water storage in snow cover.
River

Sosna

Drainage
1972
basin area —terr.air.

16 500

-25

-5

Tikhaja Sosna

2 060

-7

-11

Bitug

7 540

-25

0

1973
1974
terr.air. terr.air.

-19

12 -6

-15 -6
7 10

1975
terr.air.

2

2

-4 -15

0

14

1976
1977
terr.air.terr.air.

1
-13 28
5
-5 -5 -1 -2
-17 -16
-17
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MEASUREMENT OF SNOW WATER STORAGE IN THE LAKE
SUPERIOR BASIN USING AERIAL GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY
H.S. Loijens*
SUMMARY
A pilot project was started in 1977 over the
Lake Superior basin to measure water storage on the
land area using aerial gamma-ray spectrometry to provide hydrologic information for forecasting inflow to
the lake. Two airborne surveys were made, respectively
in November 1977 and March 1978 which provided estimates of the increase in snow water equivalent between these surveys. The basin is located on the
Canadian Shield and consequently, the gamma radiation
count rate is quite variable. The airborne results
are compared with ground measurements on selected
flight lines and show generally good agreement. Two
equipment calibrations in the Ottawa area provided
inconsistent parameter values which are consequently
also reflected in the results over the Lake Superior
bas in.
The project has demonstrated to-date that
the technique can be developed into an operational
system for measuring snow cover water equivalent of
this vast and remote area by using well calibrated
equipment and processing the spectrometric measurements with great care.

1.

Introduction

The outflow from Lake Superior is controlled at Sault Ste Marie by
engineering structures; an international board regulates the release of water
which may be reduced or increased depending on the water levels and forecasted inflow to Lake Superior and Lakes Michigan-Huron. Lakes Superior and
Ontario are the only lakes controlled by man-made structures in the Great
Lakes system. Hydrologic water balance models on a monthly time scale are
employed for all the Great Lakes to forecast future inflows and lake levels.
The necessary data on snow accumulation for the snowmelt period for Lake

Water Resources Branch, Inland Waters Directorate, Environment Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0E7
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Superior are presently supplied by a very coarse network of snow courses,
i.e. 10 in Canada and k in the U.S. to cover an area of 127,700 km ? . Snow
water equivalent maps are prepared monthly from January to April to indicate
the water runoff potential, which in turn is used as input to the model.
Witherspoon et al. [1] have shown that improved hydrologic monitoring of
water storage on the land areas, especially snow accumulation and soil moisture, could signifncantly improve estimates of lake levels in the upper
lakes. For the Lake Superior basin, (>2% of the water supply is contributed
by the land area (the remaining by the lake surface), while for the lowest
lake basin (Lake Ontario) only lk% is contributed by the land area to the
supply; consequently, the benefits derived from improved inflow forecasting
would be smaller. A capability to obtain on a monthly basis a synoptic report on water storage over this vast area appears desirable.
Expansion of conventional point measurements is not practical over
this vast, remote and sparsely populated area, in addition to the difficulty
of extrapolating these point measurements. Airborne gamma-ray surveys appear
to be the best remote sensing technique available at present to obtain snow
cover water equivalent and soil moisture over large areas fairly quickly.
This paper presents the highlights of the airborne survey which
were started in 1977, first of all as a pilot program to measure the water
equivalent of the snow cover. Two surveys were flown, respectively in
November 1977 and March 1978. Details are contained in a report by
Loijens [2].
2.

Description of the area and layout of survey

The surface area of the land draining into Lake Superior is
127,700 km 2 , of which 43,800 km 2 is located in the U.S.A. The area of the
lake itself is 82,100 km 2 . The area is situated on the Precambrian Canadian
Shield consisting of granitic gneiss with smaller areas of volcanic flows and
pyroclastic rocks. Around Lake Nipigon in the northern part of the basin
(Figure 1) the geologic formation is younger and the rocks consist of gabbro
and diorite formations. The surface is characterized by bedrock outcrops and
unconsolidated matertal; soils are not well developed (humo-ferric podzol).
Numerous Jakes of varying size, bogs and swampy areas are present. The
natural vegetation changes frcm the boreal forest in the north (mainly softwood: Balsam fir and spruce) to mixed forest in the center (pine, spruce,
fir, birch, hemlock, maple) to predominantly hardwood forests near the
southern extremes. The area is very sparsely populated and the main activities are mining, logging and the paper industry.
Climatological data are collected basically only at the airports.
The largest are: Thunder Bay and Sault Ste Marie in Canada and Duluth in the
U.S.A. (first order stations). Additional data are collected at the smaller
airports. The provincial hydroelectric utility (Ontario Hydro) operates a
network of snow courses (8) for water supply forecasting, the provincial
government operates two (2) courses and the U.S. National Weather Service
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maintains four (4) courses In the U.S.A. portion.
Previous gamma surveys over the Shield area had shown that the gamma
radiation is quite variable. Therefore, it is of utmost importance that the
same flight track is duplicated without major deviations. The locations of
the flight lines were therefore determined mostly by features such as roads,
railway tracks, hydro power lines or clear-cuts for the natural gas pipeline.
Clear-cut areas were flown over center, while the flight lines were offset
by an amount equal to the survey height (122 m) whenever roads or railway
tracks were used. Topographical maps at a scale of 1:50,000 were employed
in Canada; 1:62,500 maps and photo-mosa ? cs in the U.S.A.
A total of 36 separate lines were flown totalling 1200 km (Figure 1 ) .
Numerous lakes of variable size could be found along the flight lines or were
not too far off the flight track for background radiation measurements. The
survey contract stated that at least once every hour a background measurement
had to be obtained over a lake of suitable size and depth to effectively
block out any ground radiation. The surveys were carried out in four (*»)
days between November 22 to 26, 1977 and March 2 to 5, 1978. The fall survey
was planned for late October-early November before the winter snowpack but
the equipment only became available in the second half of November. By the
time the survey was flown the snowpack was starting to build up, its depth
varying from 0 to 50 cm.
3.

Equipment and Calibration
The instrumentation in the aircraft consisted of:
1.
2.
3.
*».
5.
6.
7.
8.

four CO thermally stabilized Harshaw hexagonal sodium iodide
c r y s t a l s , comprising a total volume of 29,630 cm3
four {k) channel d i f f e r e n t i a l gamma-ray spectrometer; the
energy windows were set as listed in Table 2
d i g i t a l data system/display coupled with a 7-track tape
recorder
analog, six channel recorder
master control unit for synchronizing the various peices of
equipment and to provide time and fiducial control to the
recorders
radar altimeter
35 mm frame tracking camera with a 90° lens
Doppler navigation system.

The aircraft employed was a twin-engine Britten-Norman Islander, a
long range survey aircraft, owned and operated by Northway Survey Corporation
Ltd., Toronto. The flight crew consisted of a pilot, navigator and geophysical technician/operator. The average survey speed was 1*»5 km per hour
at an altitude of 122 m.
Stripping coefficients were determined in Ottawa over test pads
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containing known amounts of potassium, uranium and thorium following procedures
outlined by Grasty [3] of the Geological Survey of Canada. The coefficients
derived from the measurements on December 12, 1977 showed extremely high
values for the coefficient (3 (potassium per thorium count) and y (potassium
per uranium count). These high values were ascribed to sealing of the pads
following freeze-up with radon build-up in the pads which was subsequently
released at a higher than normal concentration. A second set of measurements
over the pads was therefore required, but could not be undertaken until the
snow melted. In the meantime, In-flight measurements using point sources
were used. The average of both surveys were calculated and a constant
value added to account for differences In the geometry of the sources based
on theoretical work by LflJvborg et al. [k]. These estimates (Table 1) agreed
fairly well with the coefficients from the second set of measurements, which
were taken on April 27, 1978 after the pads were again accessible.

Table 1.
a:
8:
Y:

Spectrum stripping coefficients

Uranium per Thorium count
Potassium per Thorium count
Potassium per Uranium count

0.395
0.^39
0.793

Exponential height attenuation parameters were calculated from
measurements at different altitudes over an area just outside Ottawa (Table 2)
These parameters are required to correct the count rates over the survey area
to the nominal altitude of 122 m. Linear absorption coefficients (Table 2)
were also calculated from the same set of altitude measurements. These coefficients are employed in the calculation of snow water equivalent according
to equation (1) in section 4. The test strip is homogeneous along its length
and no significant variation of radioactivity was found in the top 15 cm {3].

Table 2.

Energy window

Spectral energy window widths and experimentally determined
exponential height attenuation parameters and linear
absorption coefficients at 0°C and 101.3 kPa

range

(MeV)
Integral
Potassium
Uranium
Thorium

0.i»1-2.77
1.36-1.56
1.65-1.85
2./»5-2.85

Exp. height attenuation

(10-V1)
7.10

8.56
7-58
7-02

Linear absorpiton
coefficient (
•
'
•
•
)
(1Q--V 1 )
4.36
5.61
4.66
4.30

(*) Corresponding coefficients for water, assuming an air density of
1292 kgm" 3 , were obtained by multiplying values by 859.1

H=2200 m above sea level)
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*». Digital data processing
Before the radiometric measurements can be used to determine the
water equivalent of the snow, corrections must be made to the data. This
i nvolves:
- subtraction of background radiation,
- stripping corrections of the various spectral energy windows,
- standardization of count rates to the nominal survey altitude at
0°C and 101.3 kPa atmospheric pressure employing the exponential
relationship between altitude and count rate.
Considerable attention was given to the background records because previous
experience [5] had shown that this was potentially one of the largest sources
of error.
A background value was obtained for each data point, by interpolation between measured values as shown in Figure 2. Background (overwater) measurements initially used were obtained mainly from on-line records.
Analysis showed that measurements were taken over areas with low count rates,
but not always over water bodies of sufficient size and depth to absorb all
ground radiation. Consequently these values appeared high and variable (see
# in Figure 2 ) . Thereafter, all measurements were screened including those
taken between flight lines and over off-track lakes. Only those records were
included in the background file for further processing if they were recorded
over appropriate water bodies. After all corrections were applied, the
radiometric data were plotted as profiles at the same scale as the navigational maps (+ in Figure 2 ) . Some background values were further adjusted
(see * Figure 2) to ensure that all smoothed profiles were not negative.
Negative count rates will occur if the records are overcorrected, i.e. the
background value is too high. This may happen if the background data over a
lake are too high, due to for example daughter products of Radon. Thus, it
appears that background data collected over lakes were not always representative for the survey line.
Every record was also assigned an X-Y coordinate by interpolation
between fiducial points identified on the film, plotted on the flight path
maps and then digitized. These fiducial locations were taken on the average
every 3 to *» km from the film depending on easily identifiable features
(river crossings, roads, railways, etc.). After both surveys were processed,
comparable line segments had to be matched for the calculation of the w.ater
equivalent of the snow cover. This was carried out in the following wa,y:
Along the primary (November) line, equal segments of 100 m were chosen (at
least three (3) data points) and projected onto the second survey line. For
both segments, an average time weighted count rate was calculated in addition
to the average separation between these segments. Segments which were more
than 150 m apart were rejected and not used in any further calculation. The
potassium channel count rate was monitored to ensure that all data was obtained over land; water bodies and excessively swampy areas must be avoided
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to reduce the error in the estimate o f water e q u i v a l e n t .

Initially a thres-

hold value of 10 cps was used, later increased to 25 cps and some processing
was even done with kO cps. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3Definite conclusions have not been reached yet on the optimum potassium value
to separate dry and water-logged areas, but in the final run a value of 10 cps
wi\s employed. As more survey results become available in the future under
no snow conditions, this point should be resolved.
A fixed line length of 10 km was chosen for averaging the segment
count rates before the water equivalent was calculated to obtain a reasonable
statistical error. The average corrected count rate for the November survey
was:
integral - 421 cps, potassium - 38 cps; for the March survey: integral 231 cps, potassium - 18 cps. Assuming that no segments were rejected over
the 10 km line section, the statistical counting error would be less than
0.5% for the integral window and 1.5% for the potassium window. Over the
entire survey, 18$ of the segments were rejected, thus increasing the statistical counting error bv
V0.18/0.18 = 2.4
The water equivalent of the snow was calculated according to the following
general equation:
N2 , 1 + 1.11 o>i
Ni " 1 + 1.11 o)2

E2 ( n a H + P W D)
E 2 U a H)

/-)

in which Nj and N 2 are respectively the average corrected count rate over a
10 km section of line for the November and March survey; u the fractional
soil moisture content by weight, E 2 the exponential integral of the 2nd kind,
v and u respectively the linear absorption coefficient of air and water,
Hathe nominal survey altitude (122 m) and D the unknown water equivalent of
the snow. The first term in the equation describes the effect of soil
moisture on radiation emanating from the soil. Corrections were however not
made.
5.

Discussion of results

From both gamma surveys the average snow water equivalent was calculated over 10 km sections along the flight lines. Ground measurements were
collected for comparison along selected lines which were accessible by road.
At least ten sampling locations were established along each selected line,
1 to 1.6 km apart, and at every location ten depth soundings and two snow
density measurements were taken. The gamma radiation measurements were also
processed over the same distance as the ground measurements to provide an
estimate of snow water equivalent. The results are plotted in Figure U for
two spectral windows: potassium and integral. The coefficient of determination, R 2 , is 0.62 for the integral window and 0.75 for the potassium
channel confirming earlier results [5] that the potassium channel is superior
to the integral window in the estimation of snow water equivalent. Detailed
calculations of errors associated with the technique are not given here, but
can be found elsewhere [5»6»7]•
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It should be recalled here that there was already snow present over
much of the area during the November survey. The water equivalent of the
snow cover during the November survey ranged from 0 to 59 nm over the entire
area while the ground surveys in March showed a range of 7^ to 175 mm. Along
some lines the amount present in November was as high as 55% of the total
measured in March (between Duiuth and the Canadian border) but on the average
it was 25%. The March survey only was conducted with snow sampling equipment; the November data were based on estimates of depth which were then
multiplied by an assumed snow density of 150 kgm" 3 . The ground observations
were taken several days before the aircraft could proceed with the survey
due to snowfall, and additional adjustments had to be made using clima tological station records [2]. The ground and airborne surveys coincided in
March.
The values calculated from the successive flights only reflect the
estimated increase in water equivalent of the snow cover and not the total
present at the time of the March survey. Since the ground was not snow free
during the November survey (but assumed it was in processing the data), the
aerial values are under-estimated according to equation (1). The need to
adjust the ground measurements to coincide with the airborne survey dates and
the fact that the area was not snow free during the initial survey has certainly introduced errors which may account partially for the large variation
shown in Figure 4.
Soil moisture samples were collected in November which showed a
soil moisture level of over 30% in Canada and around 25% in the U.S.A. In
March, soil samples were only collected in Canada and the analysis showed that
most samples did not consist of mineral soil but consisted mostly of organic
material. Augering was very difficult at the time because the soil was frozen
very hard. A few good samples indicated that the soil moisture content had
not changed significantly in Canada and therefore no soil moisture corrections
had been applied in the gamma measurements. As the level of soil moisture in
the U.S.A. was lower than Canada, it is reasonable to assume that an increase
of 5 to t0% to 35% would not be unlikely. An increase of 10% of soil moisture
would account for \k mm of water in the airborne estimate of snow pack water
equivalent. The sensitivity of the gamma technique to changes in soil
moisture can be derived from equation 1 under no snow conditions (D = 0) by
converting the estimated error in the determination of the count rate into
soil moisture. For an error of 5% in the ratio N 2 /Ni this means an error of
5-6% of soil moisture (g water per 100 g of dry soil).

6.

Conclusions

The a p p l i c a t i o n o f the a e r i a l gamma-ray spectrometer survey
technique d u r i n g one w i n t e r i n the Lake Superior basin has produced very
promising r e s u l t s considering the range o f problems associated w i t h the
v a r i a b i l i t y o f the t e r r a i n . The p i l o t p r o j e c t should be extended to cover a
large v a r i e t y of snow cover c o n d i t i o n s , but e s p e c i a l l y a l s o t o o b t a i n measurements during the snow f r e e period to del inate dry and water-logged areas and
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further to test the feasibility of measuring changes in soil water and surface storage. Theoretical considerations show that soil moisture changes of
5 to 6% (g water per 100 g of dry soil) can be measured but a concentrated
effort has never been carried out because snow water equivalent was always
the prime variable of interest.
A more extensive data base would enable an evaluation of the various
components contributing to the total error in the estimation of water equivalent such as water-logging, variation of surface radioactivity, terrain
undulation, forest bio-mass, etc. The airborne gamma radiation technique
appears to be a viable remote sensing method for hydrologic monitoring when
the measurements are collected and processed with great care. It is equally
important that the same spectrometer system is employed on consecutive surveys and the system is calibrated under optimum conditions.
The survey contractor did not obtain the requested number of overwater background measurements although the area contains a large variety of
lakes and Lake Superior itself is never far from any survey line. Some background values had to be adjusted occasionally to ensure positive radiation
count rates over the land area and it would be desirable to include an upward
looking crystal in the system to record continously background data.
For this first survey over the Lake Superior basin, the equipment
calibration and data processing costs approached the actual field survey
expenses (about $35,000). As more experience is gained, the digital computer
processing costs can be reduced drastically. In addition, an automated
navigation and track recovery system would reduce the time and labor involved
in the manual flight path recovery procedures.
7-
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Sketch showing influence of water-logged area on gamma count
rate and data processing procedure based on threshold value.
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AIRCRAFT GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY IN SNOW-WATER EQUIVALENT
MEASUREMENT

RISTO KUITTINEN
National Board of Waters, Finland

JOUKO VIRONMAKI
Geological Survey of Finland

Abstract.

During the winter periods 1976-1977 and 1977-1978 the Hydrological

Office at the National Board of Waters and the Geological Survey of Finland carried out a joint study to evaluate usefuluess of gamma-ray sepetrometry in snowwater equivalent measurement.
fitted out in a DC-3 aircraft.

A multichannel gamma-ray spectrometry was

Fourteen snow courses were operated using gravi-

metric method and gamma-ray method.

The snow courses were located in south-

ern Finland in forest,swamp and agricultural land.

The results shows that the

gamma ray method can be considered suitable for use in Finnish conditions and
the accuracy of the gamma-ray method is almost of the same magnitude than the
accuracy of the gravimetric method.

INTRODUCTION

In Finland the average annual precipitation amounts to 650 mm, 80 to 200 mm
of the solid part of which accumulates into a snow-pack during the winter season.
As the snowmelt period is relatively short, the data on the snow-water equivalent
of the snow cover are very important for the regulation of watercourses and flood
protection.
The snow-water equivalent values obtained using the gravimetric method
for snow courses rather far apart are seldom sufficiently representative of the
actual snow conditions in the area.

This is due to several factors, the main prob-
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lem arising from the fact that it is difficult to find observers for snow course
measurement especially in the uninhabited remote parts of the country.
During the last ten years several studies have been crried out on the evalutation of the usefulness of natural gamma radiation in determining snow-water
equivalent, / I / , / 2 / , / 3 / , / 4 / , / 5 / , / 6 / . The results have been reassuring.
This method obviously would make it possibile to improve the representativeness
of snow-water equivalent values, diminish the need for human resources and
reduce the data processing time.
The Geological Survey of Finland has used a multichannel gammaray spectrometer in airborne geophysical low-altitude surveys for ore-exploration since
1972. When these surveys reached the stage of routine use, a joint study to evaluate the usefulness of this equipment for determining snow-water equivalent in
Finnish conditions was started by the Hydrological Office at the National Board
of Waters and the Geological Survey of Finland. The flight operations were carried out by the Kar-Air Company using a DC-3 aircraft fitted out with the measuring equipment.

METHODS AND FIELD EXPERIMENTS
The method of determining the snow-water equivalent using natural gamma
radiation
The intensity N of natural gamma radiation over a homogeneous half-space emitting radiation of a given energy is / 4 /

N = N,

dx

(1)

where N is a constant, v^ is the linear absorbtion coefficient of the air and H
is the flight altitude.
When the ground is covered by snow the intensity N of natural gamma
s
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radiation is given by the following expression:

Ns = N o.

dx

(2)

where u w is the linear absorbtion coefficient of water and D is the snow-water
equivalent. Other parameters are the same as in Eq. (1).
In practice the intensity of radiation can be determined with sufficient accuracy using the following expressions for N and N :
s
N =N e
o

(3)
+

Ns = N o

>UwD)

(4)

When the radiation of the bare ground of a snow course is first Pleasured and then
the same measurement is carried out with snow cover, the snow-water equivalent
can be computed from the ratio N/N Eq. (5).
s

-i

tag-)

(5)

The energy limits of the spectral windows of the spectroradiometer are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
Spectral window widths
Window
Total •
Potassium
Uranium
Thorium

Isotope
K 40
214

Bi

T l 208

Window width MeV
1.20 - 3.10 0.5 - 3.10*)
1.35 - 1.57
1.65 - 1.87
2.40 - 2.84

*) this window width was used during the winter period 1977-1978.
The linear absorbtion coefficients for air and water were determined exper-
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imentally using three flight altitudes in connection with the pre-snow flights.

The

results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Experimental linear absorbtion coefficients for air u a and water u w (0°C, 101 kPa)

Water (m"1)

Air
Window
Total
Potassium

1977

1976
0 .00634
0 .00676

0. 0051
0. 0057

1977

1976
0. 0052
0. 0058

5.45
5.81

4.48
4.84

4. 32
5. 06

The differences between these coefficients for 1976 and 1977 are great, but
no clear reason for this was found. Obviously the smaller values for coefficients
in 1977 are due to tha fact that the flights were not made along exactly the same
line.

The lowest flight (60 m) was displaced by about 100 m. Only 3 measurements

one per each flight altitude, were carried out to determine the coefficients whereas in 1976 a total of 9 measurements was made.

The soil type varied on both sides

of the line and so the displacement of the flight line could account for the changes
in measured radiations.

Thus only absorbtion coefficients determined in 1976

were used in snow-water equivalent calculations.
The effect of air temperature and pressure variations has been taken into
account in calculating the effective flight altitudes.

Corrections of background

radiation, spectral striping and altitude have also been accounted for.

A Doppler

navigation system, a radio altimeter and a continuous strip camera were used to
obtain the x and y coordinates as well as the flight altitudes registered for each
single radiation measurement.

The gamma-ray spectrometry equipment, the

navigation system and corrections made on measured radiation are presented in
detail in refs. / 7 / , / 8 / .

The gravimetric method for determining the snow-water equivalent
The determination of the snow-water equivalent in Finland today is based on the
measurement of the density of the snowpack using snow balance and a snow depth
measuring rod.

The areal snow-water equivalent, in turn, is based on the r e -

sults for several snow courses. One snow course usually consists of 50 snow
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depth measurements and 10 density measurements. The length of snow courses
usually varies between 1 and 4 kilometers, the mean being 0.6-1.6 kilometers
in this study.

Field experiments
During the winter periods 1976-1977 and 1977-1978 a comparison between these
two methods for determining the snow-water equivalent was carried out in the
small hydrological research basin in Vihti and in the Vantaa drainage basin.
Fourteen snow courses were operated using both methods. In addition to these
83.3 kilometers of flight lines were measured in the Vantaa drainage basin during
the winter period 1977-1978 using only gamma-ray spectrometry. These measurements were performed to determine the areal value of the snow-water equivalent for this drainage basin. The flight altitude was 60 m and every line was
flown twice. The detailed measuring technique is presented by Peltoniemi and
Kuittinen / 8 / . Table 3 gives the snow courses and their physiographic characteristics.
Table 3.
The snow courses used in snow-water equivalent studies in years
1976-1977 and 1977-1978.
Number
of snow
course
10 53
20.1
20.2
20.3
20.4
30
40
51
52
54a
54b
55
56

Winter
period
.73-77, 77-78
1976-1977
1976-1977
1976-1977
1976-1977
1976-1977
1976-1977
1977-1978
1977-1978
1977-1978
1977-1978
1977-1978
1977-1978

Snow course
Length Soil type
(km)
till
1.0
1.0
clay
1.1
clay, till, peat
0.7
clay
1.3 till, clay
0.6
peat
1.5
clay
1.5
gravel, sand
0.8
clay
0.7
clay
1.6
till, silt
1.2
clay
0.8
sand, gravel

Land use
coniferous forest
agricultural land
mixed forest
agricultural land
mixed forest
pine swamp
agricultural land
coniferous forest
mixed forest
agricultural land
mixed forest
agricultural land
coniferous forest
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The lengths of the eighteen flight lines measured only using gamma-ray
spectrometry during the winter period 1977-1978 varied between 1. 5 and 11.6
kilometers.

The lines were selected to cover minerogenic soil.

Table 1 in the Appendix shows the flight altitudes, dates of the flights and
the total radiation and potassium radiation measured.

The radiation measured

with a uranium and thorium window were not used in calculations of snow-water
equivalents because of the low and changing level of the radiation intensity and
the results presented by Loijens and Grasty / 4 / . The deviations of measured
radiation intensities at the flight lines mainly indicate that these do not coincide.
• The greater the off-track deviation from the flight line, the poorer the results
for the snow-water equivalent in general.
Soil moisture measurement were made simultaneously with the snow measurements and the pre-snow flight.

The soil moisture of the snow courses on the

ground was determined by measuring the water content of a 5 x 5 x 15 (depth)
cm

soil sample. An addition to these measurements soil moisture was deter-

mined during the winter period 1976-1977 using a neutron soil moisture meter.
Figures 1 and 2 show the results.

The soil moisture value for till on April 18,

1977, is obviously too high compared with the average soil moisture in tilly areas,

RESULTS
The resu1 \s of the measurements of the snow-water equivalent using both methods
are presented in Tables 2 and 3 in the Appendix. The deviations of the snowwater equivalents determined from gamma-ray spectrometry measurements are
computed using Eq.(6),

(6)

where N indicates the pre-snow radiation measurements ?nd N

radiation meas-

s

urement made when the ground was covered with snow.
The deviations of gamma-ray radiation measurements give only indicative
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values because there are too few observations.

The deviations of the snow-

water equivalent determined from the gravimetric measurements are computed from several repeated measurements.

The average deviation, 5.3 mm r e p -

resents the accuracy of the gravimetric method used in Finland.

In Tables 2

and 3 in the Appendix a cross (-)•) marks the gamma-ray spectrometry measurements where the displacement of flight was on average more than 1.5 times the
flight altitude. -Navigation error of this kind does not appear serious if the area
around line is homogeneous. But errors can be great if its physiography varies.
This can be seen for instance when a comparison is made of results from show
courses No. 53/ Feb. 20,78, No. 56/March 15,78, No. 54b/ Feb. 20,78, and
from snow courses No. 52/March 15,78, No. 54a/ Feb. 20,78, No. 56/ Feb.20;
78, measured using both methods.

The former snow courses were located in a

nomogeneous area and the difference between the flight and the ground measurements was on average 4.7 mm even headless of flight displacement, whereas in
the second group the difference was tenfold, being 47.4 mm.
The average difference between the snow-water equivalents measured using
both methods is 21.5 mm for snow courses Nos. 20.2 and 30., whereas it is
12.4 mm for snow courses No. 10, No. 20.1, No. 20.3 and No. 40. This is
mainly uje to the swamps on the former courses. It is obvious that the gammaray spectrometry method is not suitable for determining the snow-water equivalents in boggy areas.
Figure 3 shows all snow-water equivalent measurements except those which
were omitted for the reasons mentioned above. These rejected measurements
are marked with an asterisk(*) in Tables 2 and 3 in the Appendix. The correlation
coefficient between snow-water equivalents computed using both methods is r
xox
= 0.79 for total vadiatiori and r

=0.81 for potassium radiation.

The corre-

sponding values computed from observations presented in Figure 3 are r

=0.91

tot

and r
= 0.91. The least squares lines for total and potassium radiation are
shown in Figure 3.
Soil moistures were determined as percentages of the dry weight of soil
to correct the changes these variations caused in measured radiation intensities.
However, it sometimes appeared that the ice layer on the ground surface was so
thick that determination of accurate soil moisture percentages was difficult.
Soil moisture namely varied between 30 and 200 percent.

Thus to correct the
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effects of soil moisture changes, soil moistures in millimeters of water were
used. Table 4 shows the soil moisture correction for different flight lines. The
corrections are computed in millimeters.
Table 4
Soil moisture corrections (mm) for snow-water equivalents determined using gamma-ray spectrometry.
Date
Flight line
- in forest
- in agricultural land

Correction for snow-water equivalent (mm)
Feb.20 March 9 March 15 April 11 April 18
1978
1977
1978
1978
1977
+5
+6

-24
-14

+6
+3

-5
+5

-44x)
-17

x) not used
Figure 4 shows the relationship between snow-water equivalents measured
using gamma-ray spectrometry and the gravimetric method. The corrections
caused by soil moisture variations are added the snow-water equivalents. For
total radiation the correlation coefficient r = 0, 86 and for potassium radiation
r
=0.90. The least squares lines are shown in the same Figure.
The snow-water equivalent in the Vantaa drainage basin, according to the
eighteen flight lines measured using only gamma radiation, was 94 mm on February 20, 1978, and 108 mm on March 15, 1978. These results are quite good
compared with the snow-water equivalents measured on the ground. These values were 97 mm on February 15, 1978, 120 mm on March 1, 1978 and 118 mm
on March 15, 1978.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although the data presented above are not very extensive and measurements have
been made only during two winter periods, the gamma-ray method can be considered suitable for use in Finnish conditions. However, more measurements are
needed in order for this method to be used on an operational basis.
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When computing snow-water equivalent using gamma-ray spectrometry the
absorbtion coefficients for air must be measured with care.

Attention

must be paid to soil and bedrock types when flight lines for these measurements
are selected. In 1977 the measured absorbtion coefficients for air were on average 20% smaller than these in 1976. This systematically resulted in snowwater equivalents about 20% too large in the compulations. An addition to the
reasons mentioned in point 2 . 1 , soil type could also cause this difference between
these coefficients because in the line where these were measured the soil type
was line the soil type was gravel and sand whereas elsewhere in the snow courses
it was clay or till.
The navigation of the aircraft must be accurate and flight displacements
from the pre-snow flight line should be smaller than the flight altitude. Flight
should be selected so that areas around them are homogeneous. Neglecting these
points caused the greatest errors in snow-water equivalents measurements. An
addition the length of the flight line must be adequate, preferably over 1 km, in
order to obtain enough counts for computing snow-water equivalent values.
Figures 3 and 4 show that the snow-water equivalent measurements corrected for soil moisture variations do not give results as good as those without corrections. This result is caused by difficulties in measuring the soil moisture.
The average deviation of these measurements was 8 mm. This is rather much
when compared with the deviations of ground and flight measurements of the
snow-water equivalent and the mean values of soil moisture changes. The p r e snow flight should be made late in autumn, as soil moisture changes are in general small during the winter.
The errors of the snow-water equivalent measured using both the gammaray method and the gravimetric method are on average almost of the same magnitude. Thus on the basis of this study it is impossible to say which of these
methods gives better results if the measurements are made with care.

None-

theless, if the problems discussed in this paper could be solved on an operational basis, the determination of snow-water equivalent using gamma-ray spectrometry could be carried out in the future in a short time over large areas with
the resulting area! snow-water equivalent beeing more representative than it is
today.
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APPENDIX

Table 1
The snow courses and flight altitudes as well as the dates of flights, number of
repeated flights per line, and measured total and potassium count rates in snowwater equivalent studies in 1976-1978.
Snow
course
10

Flight
altitude
(m)

Date of
flight

Total radiation
(p/s)
and deviation

Potassium
Number of
radiation (p/a>) repeated
and deviation
flights

75, 150
75, 150
75, 150

Nov. 17, 76

March 9, 77
April 18, 77

306 ± 14
146 ± 20
184 + 6

93 + 2
40 ± 1
55 t 1

2
2

20.1

75
75
75

Nov. 17, 76
March 9, 77
April 18, 77

333 ± 6
154+ 7
283 + 13

88 + 4
S3 ± 3
74 + 6

4
2
2

20.2

75
75

Nov. 17, 76

342 ± 17
186 + 3
208 + 17

82 + 2
38+1
50 + 6

4
2
2

75

March 9, 77
April 18, 77

5

75
75
75

Nov. 17, 76

March 9, 77
April 18, 77

354 + 13
152 + 1
259 ± 3

94 + 11
31 + 2
70 + 2

4
2
2

75
75
75

Nov. 17, 76
March 9, 7.7
April 18, 77

330 + 26
158+ 18
184+ 19

82 + 9
33 + 5
43 ± 4

4
2
2

75, 150

122 + 5

7 5 , 150

Nov. 17, 76
March 9, 77
April 18, 77

71+8

40 + 2
18 + 4
20 + 1

5
2
2

40

7 5 , 150
7 5 , 150
7 5 , 150

Nov. 17, 76
March 9, 77
April 18, 77

387 + 5
177+ 4
325 + 4

104 ± 2
41 + 2
83 ± 1

5
2
2

51

60
60
60
60
60

Nov. 15, 77
Nov. 15, 77

819 +
331+
179 +
420 +
370 +

91
102
62
48
41

2
2
2
2
2

20.3

20.4

30

75, 150

Feb. 20, 78
March 15,78
April 11, 78

56+2

18
11 *
10 *
7
22

+
±
±
+
+

1
2
0
1
1

111

98

52

60
60
60
60
60

Nov. 15, 77
Nov. 15, 77
Feb. 20, 78
March 15,78
April 11, 78

950 + 41
391 + 23 *
221+ 8 *
442 + 135
467 + 39

96 + 7
100+ 7
55 + 0
40 + 16
40 + 4

2
2
2

53

60
60
60
60
60

Nov. 15, 77
Nov. 15, 77
Feb. 20, 78
March 15,78
April 11, 78

895 +.18
359 + 7 *
206+ 18 *
506 + 15
510 ± 11

99 + 0
102 + 3
64 t 2
56 ± 0
53 t 2

2
2
2
2
2

54a

60
60
60
60
60

Nov. 15, 78
Nov. 15, 78
Feb. 20, 78
March 15,78
April 11, 78

1285 + 43
533 ± 6 *
273 ± 50 *
700 + 14
986+ 24

126 + 2
130 + 1
71 + 0
59 + 8
89 + 3

2
2

60
60

Nov. 15, 78
Nov. 15, 78
Feb. 20, 78
March 15,78
April 11, 78

750 t 3
309 + 7 *
158 + 12 *
479 + 19
434+ 3

91 + 3
87 ± 2
48 + 0
44 ± 2

Nov. 15, 78
Nov. 15, 78
Feb. 20, 78
March 15,78
April 11, 78

326 + 16
346 + 2 *
199 + 5 *
428 + 43
596 + 22

74 + 2
80+1
49 + 0
37 + 6
48 t 7

Nov. 15, 78
Nov. 15, 78
Feb. 20, 78
March 15,78
April 11, 78

989 + 43
394+ 16 *
175+ 26 *
468 ± 87
503+ 1

111 + 1
116 + 1
58 + 11
52 + 6
53 + 2

54b

60
60
60
60

60
60
60
60
56

60
60
60
60

60

60+1

2
2

2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

The values marked with an asterisk (*) were measured using total window 1.203.10 MeV. All other total radiation measurements made in the winter period
1977-1978 were measured using total window 0.5-3.10 MeV. In the winter period
1976-1977 only total window 1.20-3.10 was used.
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Table 2.
Measured average snow-water equivalents and their standard deviations in the
winter period 1976-1977.

Snow
course
10
20.,1
20.,2
20.,3
20. 4
30

40

Snow-water equivalents (mm) without soil moisture correction
Flight March 9, 1977
Flight April 1 8 , 1971]1
Potassium Ground
Total
Ground
Total
Potassium
radiation
radiation
radiation
meas.
ratiation
meas.
*89 + 5
136 + 27
146 + 5
132 + 8
93 + 10
100 ± 8
9
30
138+ 8
142 + 8
30+9
11 + 8
168+ I1?
±
*91 + 17
* 8 8 ± 10
*113+ 9 *138+ 4
152 + 8
124 I 8
40 + 8
57 ± 7
50 + 20
154 + 7
190 + 32
157 + 8
*110 + 25
148+ 8 * 106 + 24
118 + 8
t l 3 5 + 26 fl55 ± 31
121 + 8 * 100 ± 14
*120 + 15
105 + 8
*142 ± 11 * 140 + 35
32+3
40 + 4
26 + 8
139 + 8
144+ 7
160+ 8

Snow-water equivalents (mm) corrected with soil moisture
10

112
124

122
154

103 *

128 *

20.1
20.2
20.3
20.4
30

140

176

111
152 *

40

130

121
150 *
146

132
142
152
157
148
121
139

50 *

45 *

13

13

61 *

53 *

40

33

63 *
115 *

67 *
135 *

15

25

100
11
124
40

118
105
26

Table 3.
Measured average snow-water equivalents and their standard deviations in the
winter period 1977-1978.
Flight
Tot.
rad.
51
52

Feb. 20,78
Flight
Pot. Ground Tot.
rad.
meas. rad.

/lloill . 86+4
113+12 102+1.5
53 +102+16 t79+8
54a t*l 24+32 1*111+1
54b t86+12 1'64+8
55
101+5
83+2
56 t*149+27 +*119±32

March 15,78
Pot.
Ground
rad.
meas.

91+4
123±5
120+3
82+5 +*140+53t*161+69
91+3
105t6
108+1
62+7
111±7
132+23
66+12
82+7
1.06+5
75+17 121+18 120+29
87+5 tl37+33 tl30±20

Flight
Tot.
rad.

April 11, 78
Pot. Ground
rad. m e a s .

127+7 . 147+11
1511-6 114+8
110+3 t*]31+16 t*159+19 86*3
126+4
100+5
108+8 101+2
100+10 t ^ 8 + 7
t^O+7
0
105+9
100±l
116+8
90+8
95±20
60t7
74±23 29+9
129+12 124±7
127+7 108±2
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100

Snow-water equivalents corrected with soil moisture
51
52
53
54a
54b
55
56

118
118
107

130*
91
102

154*

91 i'.
107
84
117*
69
84
12ft*

91 :. > 129
82
146*
91
111
62
114
66
88
75
124
87
143

126
167*
109
135
112
123
136

127
110
126
100
105
95
129

. 142
126*
95
53*
95
55
119

146

154*
103
65*
111
79
122

114
86
101
0
90
29
108

The values marked with across (f) are computed from measurements where the
displacement of flight was (on average) more than 1, 5 times the flight altitude.
The values marked with an asterisk (*) are computed from measurements
where the displacement of fligiit wan on average more than 1, 5 times the flight
altitude or where the snow cource or a part of it was in boggy area, and the terrair
around the snow course was not homogeneous.
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ONE FLIGHT SNOW-WATER EQUIVALENT MEASUREMENT
BY AIRBORNE GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY
R.L. Grasty
ABSTRACT
An airborne technique that u t i l i z e s the v a r i a t i o n i n the proportions of d i r e c t
and scattered gamma-ray f l u x from potassium-40 is found to measure snow-water equivalent
to an accuracy o f better than 16 mm i n two t e s t areas. The technique has the advantage
that i t i s unaffected by s o i l moisture and no pre-snow c a l i b r a t i o n f l i g h t i s required.

Introduction
Since 1967 the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) has been operating a high
sensitivity airborne gamma-ray spectrometer for mapping surface concentrations of potassium, uranium and thorium. In 1978, a new and more sophisticated system based on
a NOVA mini-computer was successfully flown [ 1 ] . This spectrometer utilizes twelve
102 x 102 x 406 mm (4 x 4 x 16 inches) sodium iodide detectors of approximately 50 I
and records spectral data in up to 1024 channels in the energy range 0 - 3 . 0 MeV.
In the f a l l of 1978 a series of flights were carried out over two airborne
gamma-ray spectrometer calibration ranges, one in Canada, at Breckenridge, just outside Ottawa [2] and one in the United States, at Lake Mead, Arizona [ 3 ] . These test
ranges had been selacted by the GSC and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to convert airborne count rates to ground concentrations of potassium, equivalent uranium
and equivalent thorium. Analysis of the gamma-ray spectra from these two test areas
showed that there were significant changes in the shape of the gamma-ray spectra with
increasing aircraft altitude. Figure 1 shows the gamma-ray spectra at altitudes of
75 m (200 feet) and 250 m (800 feet) over the Breckenridge test s t r i p . The spectra
at the two altitudes have been normalized to the count rate in the thorium window
(2.41 - 2.81 MeV) in order that the two spectral shapes can be more readily compared.
These spectra suggest that the change in spectral shape with increasing altitude is
primarily due to the decrease in the potassium f u l l energy peak at 1.46 MeV and the
resultant build-up of low energy scattered potassium radiation. Figure 2 shows the
variation with aircraft altitude of the ratio of the background-subtracted count rate
in the region 0.72 - 1.36 MeV to the background subtracted count rate in the normal
potassium window (1.36 - 1.56 MeV) over the two test ranges. This particular low
energy window was selected because i t appeared to be the range of maximum build-up
of scattered radiation. Background count rates were obtained from flights over the
Ottawa River.
The systematic increase in this particular ratio with aircraft altitude suggested that i t could be used to measure snow-water equivalent without the necessity of
a pre-snow f l i g h t normally required [4, 5, 6, 7]. An additional advantage of this technique is that navigation is not a c r i t i c a l element as i t is in the two f l i g h t technique
in which the f l i g h t line has to be accurately repeated. Furthermore, studies using a
computer model developed by Kirkegaard and Lftfvborg [8] show i t is virtually unaffected
by soil moisture changes. Dickson et al [9] have described a similar procedure for correcting for the effects of overburden in ground level radioactivity surveys but the
method is limited to areas of high uranium concentration.
Theoretical and Experimental Studies
The gamma-ray flux over an i n f i n i t e uniformly radioactive source can now be
calculated reliably
[8, 10].
Figure 3 shows the gamna-ray flux in 50 keV inter-
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vals above i n f i n i t e uniform sources of potassium, uranium and thorium covered to d i f f e r ent depths with water. These data were obtained from tables presented by Kirkegaard and
LjJvborg [ 8 ] . The gamma-ray flux at the different water depths has been normalized to the
total flux in the potassium window to demonstrate the build-up of low energy scattered
radiation from potassium-40, and to study the flux variation in the low energy window for
thorium and uranium. The build-up of the scattered potassium flux in the 0.72 - 1.36 low
energy window is found to increase approximately linearly with increasing water depth.
In the case of the uranium spectra, the gamma-ray flux in the region around 0.6 MeV and
1.1 MeV decreases with increasing water depth due to the attenuation of the prominent
gamma-rays at 0.609 and 1.12 MeV emitted by bismuth-214. Similar effects occur due to
the attenuation of the 0.911 MeV gamma-rays emitted by thallium-208 in the thorium series.
In the f a l l of 1978 a series of experiments were carried out to study the
change in the shape of potassium, uranium and thorium spectra from sources covered to
different equivalent depths with water, for a large volume sodium iodide detector system [11]. The results of these experiments were used to study the variation in the
ratio of the low energy to potassium window for each radioelement.
In Grand Junction, Colorado, five large concrete calibration sources of
accurately known concentration have been constructed for the purpose of calibrating
high sensitivity airborne gamma-ray spectrometers [12]. These concrete pads which
contain varying concentrations of potassiums, uranium and thorium are effectively i n f i n i t e in size for a detector close to their surface. A 17 z (1024 cubic inch) detector package consisting of four 102 x 102 x 406 mm (4 x 4 x 16 inches) detectors,
was placed at the centre of each pad on large plywood sheets. Spectral data were
recorded in 256 channels for varying thicknesses of plywood up to an equivalent
water depth of 145 mm.
Figure 4 shows the variation in the ratio of the low energy to potassium
window for each radioelement, which was calculated using a similar procedure to that
described by Grasty [13]. Potassium shows the expected linear increase with equivalent water depth. Uranium shows a relatively constant ratio of about 6, because the
increased attenuation of the 1.12 MeV gamma-ray peak compensates for the build-up of
scattered radiation from higher energy gamma-rays. In the case of thorium, the ratio
decreases significantly from about 9 at 0 mm water equivalent to about 7 at 120 mm.
This is due to the attenuation of the prominent gamma-ray at 0.911 MeV. The ratio of
the low energy to potassium window for uranium and thorium sources are significantly
higher than thet of potassium which has a value close to 1.5 at 30 mm water equivalent.
These experiments show that the ratio of the low energy to potassium window
w i l l depend on the relative concentrations of the three radioelements. However in these
particular windows, the potassium contribution normally far exceeds the counts that originate from uranium and thorium. This fact is illustrated in Figure 2 by the line drawn
through the Breckenridge data points. Although the potassium-to-uranium ratio in the
ground at Lake Mead is twice as high as at Breckenridge and the thorium-to-potassium is
25 percent higher, the ratio of the low energy to potassium window over the two areas
are similar.
Results

From the results of the theoretical and experimental studies, it is apparent
that for this procedure to be successful in an area of unknown ground radioelement concentration it is necessary to remove the interfering effects of the thorfurn and uranium
spectra from the low energy and potassium windows. This stripping procedure can be successfully achieved by monitoring the conventional uranium and thorium windows at 1.66 1.86 and 2.41 - 2.81 MeV respectively. The stripping equations are:
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Lg, Kg, Ug and Tg are the overwater background count rates for the low energy
potassium, uranium and thorium windows respectively.
Ly, Ky, Uy and Ty are the observed count rates in the low energy potassium,
uranium and thorium windows.
<*» 3K» 6 L . Y K and Y L are stripping coefficients characteristic of the particular detector configuration and Lg, Kg and Ug are the stripped count rates in the
low energy, potassium and uranium windows. Values of the stripping coefficients were
calculated for the GSC system from measurements on the calibration pads at Grand Junction using a similar procedure to that described by Grasty [13] (Table 1).
TABLE 1
Stripping Coefficients
P

0.28

B

K

0.37

0.84

L

3.42

5.24

Figure 5 shows the results from the flights over the Lake Mead test strip and
the September 1978 Breckenridge test flight. The data were corrected according to equations (1), (2) and (3) using background count rates over Lake Mead and the Ottawa River.
Errors of one standard deviation shown in Figure 5 were calculated from errors in the
stripped low energy and potassium windows due to random counting statistics. The consistency of the Lake Mead and the Breckenridge results in Figure 5 (in contrast with
Figure 2) shows that the thorium and uranium contributions have been successfully removed. The standard error of the 21 data points from the calibration line drawn in
Figure (5) indicates than an accuracy of 16 mm water equivalent, can be achieved with
this technique. This accuracy is increased to 12 mm when two inconsistent values for
Lake Mead, plotted on Figure 5, are removed.
Conclusion and Recommendations
The results presented in this paper suggest that the technique of monitoring
variations in the scattered and direct gamma-ray flux from potassium-40 can be used to
measure snow-water equivalent to an accuracy of better than 16 mm. The technique has
the advantage that it is unaffected by variations in soil moisture and that only one
flight is necessary, thus eliminating the problems of navigation that arise in the conventional two flight technique. Further work is recommended to select the optimum low
energy window and to study any possible limitations of the technique.
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WEATHER EFFECTS ON AERIAL SNOW MEASUREMENT
O. Tollan
Institutt for atomenergi, Kjeller, Norway

SUMMARY
When aerial snow measurements are carried out, various weather
phenomena have influence on the survey operations and the registered gamma
radiation values. Among these phenomena are low visibility and wind causing
problems to aircraft operations, and temperature inversions which may trap
radioactive gases and particles in the air layer near the ground. The
pressure and temperature of the air and its humidity influence the gamma
radiation field above the ground, and this should be taken into consideration.
As some types of weather may cause delays and errors in the snow
measurement, it is important for the operators to have a reliable account
of the weather situation prior to and during the survey flights. This will
reduce the cost of the measurement operation and improve the quality of the
collected data.
Introduction
Airborne surveys of snow water equivalent based on gamma radiation measurement
are influenced by the weather in several ways. Some types of weather are favourable
from the surveyor's point of view, but more often the weather causes difficulties that
reduce the quality of the measurements and increase the cost. This is especially true
for surveys carried out in mountainous regions where the weather conditions are more
severe and where the topography and the elevation of the ground may vary considerably
from one place to another. Therefore, the weather aspect should be kept in mind when
airborne snow surveys are planned and carried out, and when the results are utilized.
In order to reduce or eliminate the effect of atmospheric phenomena on airborne
snow surveys it is necessary to know how the weather influences the desired result,
that is a reliable account of the snow water equivalent without undue costs and delays.
This report is a review showing how various weather elements influence some operations
and parameters related to airborne snow measurements. The information given is mainly
based on experience during eight years of aerial snow surveys in mountainous areas in
Norway.
Snow distribution
Airborne measurement of snow water equivalent using natural terrain radiation
is based on the fact that a snow layer attenuates the radiation from the ground. As
the relationship between attenuation and snow mass is not linear, but logarithmic,
linear summation of radiation signals from places with varying snow cover results in
snow mass values that are too low. Thus, uneven snow distribution is a source of
error, although it may not always be a serious one.
Variations in the water equivalent of the snow cover may be caused by local
variations in the intensity and duration of the snow falls, by varying terrain
elevations and by wind. In treeless regions and especially in mountainous areas, the
snow cover variation which is caused by wind is regarded as the most difficult one to
deal with when a snow magazine is surveyed.
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Although wind is the agent that moves the snow from one place to another, the
transport is highly influenced by the temperature prior to, during, and after a snow
fall. The light and dry snow falling at low temperatures is for example especially
easily swept away from ridges and heights by the wind and left in hollows, depressions
and valleys, or at places where trees and shrubs break the wind. In rough terrain
the water equivalent of a snow cover may vary considerably, from almost zero at some
places to thousands of millimetres at other places. In the worst case snow surveys
based on measurement of terrain radiation may not render acceptable results.
To avoid unnecessary and excessive errors due to uneven snow distribution,
proper attention should be given to the lay-out of measurement lines. If linear
integration of radiation signals is employed, areas that are exposed to weather and
places sheltered from wind should not be incorporated in the same measurement line.
As uneven snow distribution is mainly a result of weather and terrain, it
might be interesting to look at the possibility of working out a snow distribution
function employing topographic parameters and data from meteorological observations
during the accumulation period. This function could be used as an aid to compensate
for errors caused by uneven snow distribution in a measurement area.
Flying operations
Bad weather may often be a hindrance to airborne measurement operations,
especially in mountainous areas.
Poor visibility is the most common cause of dalays brought about by weather.
In Norway fog has kept the survey party grounded for days. When fog is encountered
at the measurement site, the usual procedure is to interrupt the survey, leave the
area and postpone the remaining measurements to another day. Thus it may be necessary
to make more than one flight to the same area when the weather is unstable or
meteorological observations are lacking.
Whereas poor visibility usually stops the measurement operations completely
until the weather improves, strong wind does not necessarily mean that measurements
cannot be carried out. However, wind may cause drift and navigation problems, impede
flying at the optimal height, and thus reduce the accuracy of the registered data.
Besides this, flying in strong wind entails increased fuel consumption and reduces
the flying time available for measurments. Gusty weather may also cause fatigue and
air-sickness, reducing the working capacity of the crew members, especially if they
are not permanently engaged in flying operations. It should be noticed that it may
be difficult to read maps and dials and to operate switches and knobs on the apparatus
in turbulent weather, particularly if miniature components are employed. This should
be kept in mind when equipment is to be designed or selected. At the same time it is
worth while to note that some types of electronic instrument displays are difficult
to read in the intense light that often exist above a snowcovered surface.
If the navigation is based on map-reading, it may be difficult to find the
correct measurement routes in winter when the ground is covered with snow, hiding the
colours and the topographic details of the landscape. The navigation work is greatly
influenced by weather as it causes highly varying light conditions. When the sky is
clear and the sun is low, it may sometimes be surprisingly easy to observe even low
ridges, shallow depressions and the faint shore lines of lakes covered by snow. On
the other hand it may be extremely difficult to see the topographic features along the
intended track in the scattered light below a thin layer of clouds, especially if the
terrain is covered by new-fallen snow and lacks dark details such as trees, snowless
mountain slabs or man-made objects.
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In order to keep the aircraft on the proper course the navigator must continuously judge the distances between the plane and the landmarks along the route.
This task is very difficult, because when looking out from an airplane the foreground
is usually lacking. Atmospheric phenomena, such as the air visibility and the quality
of the light, influence the estimation of distances. In hazy weather objects are often
believed co be further away than they really are. When the air is clear there is a
tendency to under-estimate the same distances.
One of the major weather hazards affecting flight is the formation of ice on
the aircraft structure. However, it is not likely that snow surveys will be carried
out in weather liable to cause severe icing. Moreover, modern multi-engine aircrafts
are usually well equipped to deal with icing problems. In Norway icing has never
delayed or interrupted the measurement flights. However, as the survey situation may
vary from one region to another, and several types of airplane may be used, the icing
problem should be considered if a smooth and rapid execution of a measurement program
is essential.
Air radioactivity
The terrestrial gamma radiation which is utilized for aerial snow surveying
originates from the decay of radioactive nuclides in the earth, mainly isotopes of the
elements potassium, thorium and uranium and their daughter products. The noble gas
radon is one of these daughter nuclides and this gas may escape from the ground into
the atmosphere. Being radioactive the radon decays through several steps to stable
lead/ some of these steps involving emission of gamma radiation.
If all the radon escaping from the ground and its daughter products were
rapidly distributed in the atmosphere and remained there, the radiation from these
nuclides would hardly interfere with the measurement of terrestrial radiation that is
performed in order to carry out snow surveys. Unfortunately some atmospheric conditions
or weather types may cause the airborne radioactive particles to be concentrated in the
air near the ground or on the ground itself.
When there is a temperature inversion near the ground the
the crust of the earth is trapped in the inversion layer, and the
and dauthter products in the air just above the ground may become
due to the fact that the air in an inversion layer is very stable
port of air is therefore small.

radon emanating from
concentration of radon
fairly high. This is
and the upward trans-

The radiation signals from the radioactivity in the air wi11 add to the signals
from the ground and cause error in the registered count rate. To some degree there
are means to correct for or reduce this error, but it is wise to acquire information
on the temperature conditions at the measurement sites prior to and during the survey.
Thus it may be possible to avoid flying to an area and collecting erroneous data during
a period with temperature inversion near the ground.
In some regions temperature inversion is quite normal in winter, and large
concentrations of air radioactivity may build up, especially in sheltered inland basins.
Snow measurement in these circumstances may be quite difficult without refined techniques
and equipment.
Temperature inversion is often linked with high pressure, calm weather and
descending air. In sloping terrain covered with snow, the cold and heavy air masses
near the ground start sliding down hillsides and valleys and are replaced by descending
air from above. Because of this the build-up of radioactive particles in the air above
sloping terrain during an inversion period will probably be less effective than in a
stagnant air mass above lowland plains. This may be one explanation of the fact that
radioactivity in the air has caused less difficulty in Norway than expected.
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Some of the radioactive nuclides in the atmosphere are brought down to the
ground by precipitation. Therefore during rain and snowfall there will be a temporary
increase in the background radiation near the ground. As the half-lives of the main
nuclides2jausing this radiation are 27 and 20 minutes for
Pb and its daughter
nuclide
Bi respectively, snow surveys should not be carried out during the first
three to four hours after the precipitation has ceased in order to allow the radioactivity to decay.
Cosmic radiation
When terrestrial gamma radiation is measured to determine the snow mass on the
ground, the detector registers cosmic "background" radiation at the same time. As
this background count rate is not related to the snow cover on the ground it must be
subtracted to obtain net values. The magnitude of the cosmic radiation is a function
of air pressure, and changes in the pressure from day to day due to the weather will
create changes in background radiation at a given point. To obtain correct values
of the terrestrial radiation, the air pressure at a measurement site must be registered
or calculated, and the cosmic background rate as a function of air pressure must be
known.
Attenuation of radiation in air
A detector on board an airplane registers terrain radiation that is attenuated
by the air mass between detector and ground. The mass of an air layer of a given
thickness is determined by the density of the air, which is a function of weather
parameters such as air pressure and temperature and the humidity of tht- air. In order
to calculate the mean density of the air at a measurement site the absolute values of
these parameters must be observed or computed.
When flying 150 metres above the ground and counting the total gamma flux above
50 keV, a change in temperature of 10 degrees centigrade will cause a change of 5-6 mm
in the calculated value of the snow water equivalent, if the temperature change is left
uncorrected. Similarly, a 30 millibar change in air pressure will result in a two
percent change in the count rate, corresponding to approximately five mm snow water
equivalent if no correction for the change in temperature is carried out.
Humid air has a lower density than dry air, but the error in the measurement
caused by varying humidity will usually be small, that is, less than 0.5 percent if no
correction is carried out. However, if the bare ground measurements are performed on
a hot summer day with very humid air, the error due to air humidity should be considered
and the data corrected if necessary.
Risks to instrumentation
Measuring apparatus often consists of delicate devices that are sensitive to
the conditions of the environment. Instruments for airborne snow surveys have to
withstand several types of atmospheric impacts such as large changes in, and low values
of air temperature and pressure.
The most vulnerable parts of the instrumentation are generally the radiation
detectors. The large mono-crystal scintillation detectors especially are easily
damaged by changes in temperature, and when cooled to temperatures below freezing
point they become very fragile to mechanical impacts. The poly-crystalline detectors
now in use are said to be more rugged. However, it is still wise to keep scintillation
detectors well insulated and protected against thermal and mechanical stresses, preferably in a temperature stabilized container. This is especially important if they are
mounted in unheated luggage compartments or outside the body of the aircraft, for
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example on the landing gear of helicopters. In winter the atmospheric air temperature
may be 30 - 40 degrees centigrade below freezing point or lower, at certain likely
flight altitudes.
In poor weather it may be necessary or desirable to fly at high altitudes, say
above 5000 metres, to and from the survey sites. It is worthwhile to note that some
scintillation detectors may be damaged by the low atmospheric pressure at high altitudes. When ordering detectors, the supplier should be informed of requirements with
regard to air pressure as well as temperature.
Mechanical or electro-mechanical components such as printers, tape recorders
etc. which have been exposed to low temperatures during a stay at an airport may not
function until normal temperature is attained. Condensation problems may also occur.
When apparatus is designed or acquired proper attention should be given to these
problems to avoid undue delays caused by malfunction of the measuring equipment.
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THE EFFECT OF SNOW DRIFTING ON GAMMA SNOW SURVEY RESULTS
H.F. Cork* and U.S. Loijens**
ABSTRACT
Measurements of snow cover water equivalent by attenuation
of natural gamma radiation are subject to systematic under-estimation
if the snowpack is affected by drifting. An analytical expression has
been derived to correct the measurements provided some information is
available on the water equivalent of the snow drifts and the in-between
areas, as well as the proportion of drifts to non-drifts. The underestimate increases with drifts further apart and deeper for the same
overall water content.
1.

Introduction

The error in the determination of the snow water equivalent from gamma measurements can be related to several sources, i.e. the intensity of radiation, variation of
background radiation in the air, equipment stability, environmental conditions, inhomogeneity of source areas, navigational deviations, etc. Dmitriev et al [l] and Grasty
et al [2] have quantified the major sources of possible error. Among the errors which are
difficult to quantify, and therefore have been omitted from detailed considerations are
thos'e associated with the variable water content of the snowpack along the f1ight track
and geometrical effects from gullies, ravines, etc.
Drifted snow generally results in an under-estimation of areal water equivalent
by the gamma survey method, unless the survey is made along a drift. Uryaev et al [3l
gave an example of a 10% under-estimate with drifted snow (100 mm water equivalent) and
non-drifted (10 mm) equal areas, flying at right angles to the orientation of the drifts.
Fritzsche et al [4] showed for an average snow cover water equivalent between SO and 250 mm
that large under-estimates (up to 50%) could occur if the ratio between the water equivalent of non-drifted and drifted areas became larger than 1:4.
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Snow drifting is the most common cause of irregular water equivalent distribution. However, partial snowmelt tends to increase the irregularity, particularly when 1
small-scale drainage is not well established. At one stage during snowinclt it is typical
to have: remains of snowdrifts, mostly bare ground in-between, and numerous puddles of
melt-water. This is a very irregular distribution, keeping in mind that a relatively
shallow puddle wou]i be seen as a deep snow drift by the gamma sensor.
In this paper a relatively simple depression has been developed to indicate the
magnitude of errors due to drifting. Sample graphs are included to correct estimates of
snow water equivalent from gamma attenuation measurements provided some information is
available on the spacing of snowdrifts and their water equivalent. The procedure is illustrated with data obtained from a cooperative survey by U.S.A. and Canadian agencies in
the Souris Basin in Saskatchewan, Canada and North Dakota, U.S.A.
-'•

Attenuation of Gamma Radiation
The attenuation of gamma radiation in the air is given by Kogan et ;i I I !> I:

e"Ma"X

N =Nr

dx

=

N o F.2 (U 3 H)

(J-l)

where N is the countrate at height H and N o at ground level; \ia is the linear absorption
coefficient of gamma rays in the air at the energy level considered and E2 is the exponential integral of the second kind. A graph of the theoretical E2 relation (Figure 1)
shows that about 2/3 of the radiation at ground level is absorbed in the lowest 90 m of
air.
Above this level a simple exponential function of the form
N = A e

-fin

it.2)

where ji is the exponential air attenuation coefficient and A a constant, describe the
attenuation satisfactorily.
The relation between a pre-snow (ps) and a snow survey (s) is:
N3

E 2 (M a H + p w m )

N ps
where IJW is the linear absorption coefficient o f water and m the water equivalent o f t h e
snowpack. Gamma ray spectrometry measurements are generally adjusted to a constant nominal
survey altitude (often 122 m) T O account for variations in terrain clearance by ii'nnj; radar
altimeter measurements. In most cases the measurements are also standardized to .-in atmosphere o f 0°C temperature and 101.3 kPa pressure. The simple exponential rol.it ion may b o
used at this altitude without any significant loss o f accuracy and equation ( \7>) can b e
written as
(Mil • Km)

Ps

-pll

=

-km

I '. II

e

where k represents the attenuation coefficient for water. The value o f fi depends among
other things o n the instrumentation used and is generally determined over a preselected
test area b y flying at different altitudes (Figure 1 ) . The coefficient k can b e calculated
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from II by r e l a t i n g t h e m a s s o f a i r t o w a t e r .
A s s u m i n g a n a i r d e n s i t y o f l..'!>.' kg in '
(It
0°<: a n d 1 0 1 . 3 k P a , 1 in o f w a t e r i s e q u i v a l e n t t o 774 m o f a i r .
N o t i n g t h a t w a i e r i s 1.11
as e f f e c t i v e as a i r in a b s o r b i n g gamma-rays ( e l e c t r o n d e n s i t y ) , t h e c o n v e r s i o n f a c t o r i s
8 5 9 . 1 . Thus for y = 7.9710
m
[ 6 ] , 1; = 6 . 8 5 in
w a t e r f o r t h e Geological
Gee
Survey of
Canada s y s t e m .

3.

Calculation of Error from Depth and Spacing of Snowdrifts
For a measurement over drifted snow as shown in Figure 2 we may write:
N 3 = a N, + (1-a) N 2

(3.1)

where N| is the countrate over drifts, No over the area in-between drifts and N3 is the
integrated value over an area of uneven depth. After substitution in equation (~.4) and
assuming Np S has the same value everywhere we obtain:
e

-km'

(3.2)

(l-a)

= a e

where m1 is the estimate of snow water equivalent from gamma attenuation measurements over
the entire area. Dividing both sides by e"^ms results in:
=-k(m'-ms)

=

a

e-k(md-ms)

+

(1_g)

13.3)

and
m'-m s = -

In

The true water equivalent of a snow covered area as shown in Figure J is
m = a ny + (l-a) m s

(3.5)

where m,j and m s are respectively the snowpack water equivalent of the drift and in-between
area, and a is the fraction of the area covered by drifts. By adding m' to equation (3.5)
and rearranging:
m'-m = (m'-ms) - a (m^-nig)

(3.ft)

which is the expression for the absolute error in the snowpack estimation.
By combining equations (3.4) and (3.6) we obtain
m'-m = - 1_ In {a (e' k(in ir m s ) -l) + l( - n(mj-m s )
k

(3.7)

and the absolute error can be calculated for values of (mj-m,,), a and k.
The fractional error m'-m
minator:
m
m'-m

can be obtained by substitution of equation (3.5) i 1; the denom'-m

(3.8)
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To find the fractional error, mj and m s must be known individually, while for
the absolute error only the difference (md-m s ) is required. Therefore, only the absolute
error is calculated for graphical
presentation. Figure 3 was prepared for k - (>.85 m"'
and various values of (10^-%). Point A in Figure 3 indicates a snow condition with 0.3
of the area covered by drifts (0.7 between drifts) and a difference of 100 mm of water
equivalent between drifted and non-drifted areas (ntj-rng). This leads to an under-estimate
by the gamma attenuation method of 7 mm of water equivalent (m'-m).
At first glance it would appear that the maximum error occurs with a drift fraction of
about 0.5. Analysis shows that, for the same amount of water equivalent, the error increases with drifts further apart and deeper according to the dashed line in Figure 3. This
line can be obtained by rewriting equation (3.5) as:
1

m = a (m d -m s ) + m s

(3.9)

Then, for a constant, value of 'a(md-ms) = 50 mm1, various combinations of a and (mj-ms)
can be selected, while the true water equivalent m = m s + 50 remains constant. It should
also be noted that with increasing depth of a drift, the increase in error is more than
proportional for the same drift fraction.
For ground level surveys, the attenuation in the air can be neglected compared
to the attenuation by the snowpack. In this case, equation (2.3) reduces to
Ns
a - = E 2 (nwm)
(3.10)
"ps
A similar graph as for airborne measurements has been prepared for ground level surveys
(Figure 4) but using the E2 formulations and for an attenuation coefficient IIW - .>..'! nr 1 .
This value was found by Loijens [7] to describe satisfactorily the attenuation of gamma
radiation over the full energy spectrum (0.4 - 3.0 MeV) for a small portable gamma-ray
spectrometer.
4.

Survey Results

It has been customary when testing the gamma method to take snow samples at
regularly spaced intervals beneath the flight path to serve as ground truth. The "true"
mean would be given by
m =

i 0"l
N

+ m

2

+

•••

+

mN)

(4.1)

If it is assumed that the ground measurements are representative of the water equivalent
distribution, the approximation of the mean water equivalent which would presumably be
obtained by the gamma method can be obtained from the equation:
e (-kn")

a

If

e

Above equations show that the basic reason for the error is that the gamma method yields
an exponential mean whereas an arithmetic mean is desired. The absolute error would be
(m'-m) and would always be negative, indicating an under-estimate.
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A cooperative snow survey was undertaken in the flood prone Souris River Basin
straddling the border between Saskatchewan (Canada) and North Dakota (U.S.A.) in 1975 and
1976. The airborne survey was caTried out by EG F, G for the U.S. National Weather Service
18, 9j. Out of 23 flight lines of approximately 16 km in length, four (4) were designated
for detailed ground sampling; two in Canada (CA-6 and CA-7) and two in the U.S.A. (ND-51
and ND-52). Depth soundings were made every 30 m and a density measurement every lfSO m
along the Canadian lines (Lines in the U.S.A. were not sampled systematically).
A sample of water equivalent data along line CA-7 is shown in figure 5. These
measurements show the large scale variability of the snow cover and a wave length of about
I SOU m may be observed. This distance approximates the boundaries of the fields which are
at one mile (1600 m) intervals. Information on a smaller scale than the sampling distance
of 30 m cannot be inferred from the data presented. However, it is actually the small
*
scale drift phenomena with which we are concerned in this report. Visual observations of
drift patterns in open fields show drifts at distances of around 10 m and about 3 times
tho depth of the in-between area. One can expect these drifts to be perpendicular to the
prevailing wind direction, but depending on antecedent wind conditions, a variety of
patterns may exist. Roads, railways and major obstacles such as farm yards have a major
influence on snow distribution; ditches will be filled first by drifting snow and redistribution of snow around farm yards will occur as the wind direction changes.
An estimate of (ny-ms) is required to calculate the under-estimation from the
gamma attenuation measurements. Specific measurements were not available, however, an
indication of the variability of the snow cover is given by the standard deviation of the
measurements (Figure 5 ) , although the small scale variability as described above was not
sampled. If we assume that the standard deviation of these measurements provides a reasonable estimate of (m,j-ms), and for a drift fraction of 0.5, the snow drift correction can
be calculated (Table 1).
5.

Discussion

The 1975 surveys were done in a low snowfall year, while the 1976 survey commenced while active melt had already started. Both gamma and ground measurements in 1975 agreed
within the expected error bounds, although it may be noted that the gamma measurements tend
to be a little higher than the ground measurements. This can be expected if the ground
cover is very shallow and accurate ground sampling is extremely difficult resulting in a
too low value. Corrections have been carried through for these surveys but show insignificant results.
The initial estimates of snow water equivalent from gamma attenuation measurements for the 1976 survey differed substantially from the ground measurements. The snow
cover over the area in 1976 varied from almost bare fields, to patchy snow areas, melt
water puddles and continuous snow cover. Under-estimates of 18 and 9 mm wore en Initiated
respectively for lines CA-6 and CA-7. After these corrections were made to the gamma
estimates of snow water equivalent, the airborne data were still 32 mm and 35 mm lower
than the respective ground measurements on CA-6 and CA-7. This very significant difference
must be ascribed to other causes, such as the soil moisture values used for correcting the
gamma radiation data, calibration and stability of equipment (a new airborne system was
employed in 1976), background radiation, etc. In addition, the effect of snow drifting on
the estimate of water equivalent from gamma measurements has only been considered for small
scale systematic variations and a homogeneous radiation source. Other offrcts may influence
the accuracy of the results as outlined below.
The gamma radiation measured by the detectors depends on the areal extend and
isotope concentration of the radiation source, and the altitude of the detector. Grasty
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[11] calculated that at an altitude of 120 m, 90% of the mono-energetic radiation originates from a circle with a diameter of about 500 m (50% comes from an area with diameter
of 210 m ) . If the nominal survey speed is 200 kmh"'; then the detector moves about SO m
along the flight track during a counting interval of 1 second and measures the gamma
radiation from as elliptical area of about 550 m along the track and 500 m across the
track. Drift patterns smaller than 25 m can not be distinguished by the detectors, and
consequently, the countrate (N3 in equation 3.1) would be constant.
The countrate will vary if changes in snow water equivalent occur over larger
areas, say 600 m. For example, consider alternating deep and shallow strips of snow,
600 m wide and perpendicular to the survey direction. During one counting interval the
detector would measure radiation from a uniform deep snow covered area and while it moves
along it would see different proportions of deep and shallow snow until the detector is
centered abovf) the shallow strip. The count rate would vary between the radiation level
over the shallow snow and the deep snow, but in the transition area between deep and shallow snow cover, the count rate would not necessarily reflect the correct average water
equivalent. A large scale snow water equivalent variation can be observed in the data
presented in Figure 5 with an approximate wave length of 1500 m. This variation will also
contribute to an under-estimation of water equivalent by the gamma method. However, all
these effects and interactions become too complicated for analytical treatment and can only
be effectively handled by computer simulation.
6.

Summary and Conclusions

Estimates of snowpack water equivalent from gamma radiation measurements are
subject to systematic under-estimates if the snowpack is affected by drifting. An analytical procedure has been outlined for simplified snowdrift phenomena over an area smaller
than 25 m. An analytical expression as well as two graphs for various drift patterns are
provided. The under-estimate increases for an area with the same water content, but snow
drifts accounting for an increasingly smaller area (thus deeper).
As a first approximation, the standard deviation of the snowpack measurements
have, been used as an indication of the difference in water content of the drifts and
in-between areas using data collected in the Souris Basin. The corrections as outlined in
this report did not account for the entire difference observed between ground sampling
and estimates from the gamma measurements for the survey carried out in 1976 in the Canadian part of the Souris Basin. Additional effects may contribute to the under-estimation,
such as large scale variations in snow cover.
In one example, the theoretical under-estimation due to snow drifting was as
high as 18 mm with an average water equivalent of 120 mm (15%), but it was well below 10%
for other examples. Melting snow will emphasize the drift pattern and gamma surveys
should be avoided at this time unless sufficient ground data is made available. Por operational applications under dry snow conditions, the density of the snow does not vary
much and hence, depth soundings would suffice to make the correction. Thus the procedure
could be used over large areas (if required) with limited ground sampling.
A computer simulation of gamma radiation at survey altitude is brine considered
to investigate snow drift and snow variability upon the gamma count rate, (hue a program
is developed various combinations of source and uneven snow cover could be studied to derive reliable accuracy estimates of the gamma snow survey technique.
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Table 1 Ground and airborne gamma measurements along selected
flight lines in the Souris Basin showing snow drift
corrections. All units in mm water equivalent.

GROUND SURVEY

AIRBORNE S1IRV1 •V

CORRF.CTTON

•

Line

Date

Mean ± stand.
Standard
error
deviation

m-m

1

(a = 0 . 5 )

Potassium
window

(*)

CA-6
CA-6
CA-7
CA-7
ND-51
ND-51
ND-52
ND-52
CA-6
CA-7
ND-51
ND-52

Feb.
Mar .
Feb .
Mar .
Feb .
Mar .
Feb .
Mar .
Mar .
Mar .
Mar .
Mar .

75

34 ± 2

75
75
75
75
75
75
75
76
76
76
76

34+2
43 ± 3
47 ± 3

25
5
18
5
120 ± 8
138 ± 5

13
0

36
44
54
52
-

133
90
—

2
i

3
3
18

9
-

25
15
13
11

Corrected
a i rborno
result

41
45

43 < 12 (+)
47 < 12

36
46

39 . 12
49 H 12

+
+
*
+

12
12
12
12

70
94

i

88 i 12
103 * 12

20 • 12
0 * 12

(*)• k = 7.6 for the ASMS-system (1975); k = 8.2 for the RAMS-system (1976)
(+) Standard error in the gamma estimate as given by Jones et al [10]
(-)
Insufficient data available along lines in the U.S.A. to calculate
standard deviation and corrections.
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FIGURE I. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL POTASSIUM
COUNT RATE VARIATION WITH ALTITUDE [6]
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FIGURE 2. ARCAL SNOWDRIFT MODEL
(ADAPTED FROM FRITZSCHE ET AL [4])
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FIGURE 4. UNDERESTIMATE OF GAMMA METHOD AT
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FIGURE 5. SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT ALONG A SELECTED PORTION OF LINE CA-7, 23 MARCH 1976.
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THE APPLICATION OF SATELLITE INFORMATION IN MATHEMATICAL MODEL OP SNOW COVER FORMATION IK MOUNTAINS
V.G. Konovalov*
SUMMARY
It ia possible to compute during a year such
important for hydrological practice data as elevation
of seasonal snow line and distribution of water content in snow cover according to the altitude of locality using mathematical model of snow cover formation
and regime meteorological information. Approximate
character of the empirical formula $(Z,T) and A! (xfr)
used in the model is shown by systematic deviation of
the calculated heights of snow line from aerial photosurvey data on snow cover and from visual observations
( fy - precipitation, A! - melting, ? - vertical coordinate, T - time, X - argument of the regression
equation). The algorithm and computer programme based
on the quite confident application of decoded satellite
images of the river basins' areas covered by snow were
elaborated for systematic correction of computations
by the model.

Deterministic and stochastic mathematical models describing regularities of the processes of formation and transformation of runoff in river basins are effective
method
of computation, forecast and management of water resources.
Numerical realizations of these models are, as a rule, algorithms or programmes for computers where variables necessaCentral Asian Regional Research Hydrometeorological Institute
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ry for computation are approximated by the use of empirical relations and hypotheses which reflect both the level of knowledge
of the modelled phenomenon and the possibility of getting an acceptable decision on the basis of more or less standard input of
information.
Let's consider as an example the simplest model of snow cover
formation elaborated by Yu.M. Denisov [4] and then developed in
the papers [1,2].
In the model by Denisov water content in snow cover Vr for
arbitrary height 2 and time moment T^ equals the sum of remainded accumulation and snow melting during the previous period AT-T^
and at the present moment AV= T - T- „ , namely,

where a* and M - values of solid atmospheric precipitation and
snow melting at the height Z respectively. According to [2,3]
solid precipitation are those that fell at the height 2 if air
temperature Q is less or equals some critical value Q (
numerical realization of the model (1) in conditions of a certain mountain basin is provided by relations:

v/here fy - precipitation, 2^ -absolute height of the base meteorological station, t - time, k,t kfl)» ^ ^ » ]f(^) ~~
empirical coefficients defined fi,2j by average long-term values of air tempera
ture and precipitation available at the network of meteorological
stations and posts, and special observations on enow melting. Other
arguments and parameters more suitable [6-8]for computation of
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melting intensity can be used in the righthand part of the formulae (3).
The parameters of formula (2-4) being defined,the model (1)
can be used with the arbitrary step along 2 and t for the whole
range of heights in mountaineous basin and to obtain during the
year such scientifically and practically important characteristics
as absolute height of seasonal snow lino 2:QQ-^ and distribution
of snow water content in relation with the elevation of terrain.
The quality of i? Q B l and Vr(Z) computations depends on representativity of empirical relations <l(Z,t) , Q(Z,i) , M(QJ and
Qr-f(Q
a) . It's evident before experiment that the reasons of
possible systematic deviations of the computed values of Z S S 2 a n d
W(Z) from the corresponding direct estimates are: a) considerable
difference of some years parameters in the equations (2-4) from
average normals; b) rather far extrapolation along H of the <fr(2,t)
and 6Cz,t) dependences obtained from observations in a limited range
of heights and in a small number of points; c) limited dimension of
the formula (2-4) due to lack of the necessary initial data.
Let's consider two types of comparison of computed values of
"2 sgi(t) with the results of direct observations or independent
estimates to illustrate the influence degree of all the mentioned
factors.
In one case the model (1) was used in the methods of computations of total melting over glacial basin [8 ] , for determination the
dates of beginning of ice melting dgi at the height of the lower
terminus of glacier tongue 2?«. . If ZSSlo(V is computed having a step
of one day from the beginning of the hydrological year, then this
date is evident to correspond the first moment of time when condition
5? > ?»
is carried out.
The results of comparison of computed dm. v/ith the observations
made at the Central Tujuksuj glacier [3, 1o] by the staff of the Geography Department of the Kazakh republic Academy of Sciences are presented in figure 1. The local empirical formula of melting intensity
for the Malaia Almaatinka river basin

- 0,6 Q

(5)
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At = 0,QQ94BK +0,27$

-0,

and the regional one for the Central Asia

M = 0, 0087 But

0,20 & - 0, SZ

obtained in the papers [6-87 were tested to analyse the effect of
the method of melting intensity deterinination M on the quality
of computation of do. in the model (1). In the equations (5-7) the
dimension M in cm/day , B - absorbed radiation in cal/cm day,
QI - mean daily air temperature in °C.
It's seen from the figure 1 that the dates of beginning of ice
melting at the Central Tujuksuj glac^r computed by the model (1)
appeared to be systematically understated comparing with the real
ones. If compare three variants of computation of cti: it ! s clearly
seen how the use of consecutive specifications LMC0)fef,M(3Ki6Jre,M(BKi6)M J
of the melting intensity formulae in (1) effects the quality of computation when the coefficients of (2,4) and the method (1) in a whole
are unchanged.
In the other case the direct estimates 2?$$p(t) in the Akhangaran
and Pskem river basins (Western Tien Shan) obtained by Chernogorov V.P.
[11,123 from the materials of aerial photosurvey of snow cover were
used to compare the computed elevations of seasonal snow line with the
real ones. Chernogorov's data on dynamics of 2 -, during 1956-1961
can be considered as a standard of descrete definitions of 5F ^ ^
for the Akhangaran and Pskem river basins in a whole and as more suitable for control of computations by the model (1). The results of comparison of the computed values of 5? s^l^1^ anc^ ^ k ° s e obtained by
aerial photosurveys of snow cover in the Akhanftaran and Pskem river
basins are shown graphically in figure 2.
Like in case of the previous figure the characteristic peculiarities of the computed values of ? -, ( t ) are their systematic deviation from the direct estimates of the snow line elevations.
Thus, control by observed data of the 2? BS i(t ) computation re-r
sults using model (1) confirms the previous assumptions on the reasons
and character of errors in computations. Let's stress once more that
physical base of the model (1) is quite correct and doesn't need chan-
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goc and the revealed errors of 2r -, computations are the re cult of long-term variability and approximate character of empirical coefficients in formula (2-4). So, to make computations
of ? s s l ^ ^ an<^ ^(?,£) i n an ^ y e a r using model (1) more reliable, it's necessary to elaborate a method of systematic correction of the computer output by means of if ,(f ) or Zir(^t)
estimates, by any operational remote sensing method.
The application of satellite data on area of watersheds covered by snow are more appropriate for the considered situation.
The quality of satellite images of snov/ cover, their resolution
capacity, the methods of decoding were essencially improved
[5, 14,16-18,21] during last years and this promoted an active
application of such type of remote information in glaciologiPal
researches and operational hydrological practices. It's shown in
a number of works f13-15,17,19,20,22] that the ordinates of depletion curve of mountaineous basin areas covered by snow, obtained
from 1ANDSAT (ERTS) and N0AA satellite series data, are either
closely connected with the expected total runoff volume of rivers
or allow to specify the methods of long-term hydrological forecasts.
Together with the further improvement of the methods of snow
cover decoding on TV and infrared images recieved from meteorological and resource satellites considerable attempts are made by
the scientists and engineers of many countries in elaboration of
effective methods of determination of water content in snov/ by
means of satellite devices. Now the main hopes are set on f5,16-21
remote measuring of passive and reflected microwave radiation.
But a quite low useful power of the signal makes very high demands
on the recieving equipment not alloing us to name a method appropriate for wide application.
The author thinks that alongside with creation of the methods
and techniques of satellite measurements of water content in snow,
it's quite expedient to elaborate an operational complex which will
provide the computer calculations of ^ s s i ( ^ ) and Vr ( t) using
the model of snow cover formation in the time regime close to the
real one, and will provide also a regular correction of computations

lib

by direct estimates of

Z?

, ( t ) on the base of satellite images.

Let's considei* the results of .realization of the method elaborated by the author that includes the algorithm and the computer
programme on operational correction of computations of 2*aB^(t)
based on the model (1) and empiric formula (2-4), not dwelling
upon the technical sense of the mentioned task yet.
It's clear beforehand that the systematic error of computation
of *~ ssl'
r,nt ("t ) may have any sign and arbitrary change during a year.
That's why only one of the subroutines of "Correction SSL down" or
"Correction SSL up" is fulfilled depending on the sign of the error after input the observed values of 2 ss-i for a certain basin
during computations by the model (I).
In the subroutine "Correction SSL down" the decision is provided by the reverse movement for 15-20 days with the step of one
day in£he auxiliary file of GSL heights which io consecutively accumulated in the process of calculation for every annual cycle.
After the date is found during reverse movement for which

od f iL/fJ~?«/WJ^ 4 2

(a)

the computed distribution of water content in snow by this date
"Ur ( 2 , T ) is taken instead of IV (?,/") which gave the errorneous value of H
,. In (8) 2? , ( t ) - observed hieght of SSL
ssl'
Bal
in the date of correction t, ; 2 O C , T ( T ) - consecutively chosen
computed heights of SSL during the reverse movement; 4 ? -step of
variability along 5? 9 given in the model (1). Distribution of
?0"(3? » T ) accepted on the date of the last correction is presented
and used in further specifications "W ( 2 , t ) .
The algorithm of subroutine "Correction SSL up" was constructed
by the same way but estimation of the date when the condition (8)
is followed made by continuation of calculation forward by time,
During the elaboration of the algorithm for the correction of
SSL and putting the programme in order, the data recieved ["11,*?]
by processing of aerial photosurveys of snow cover in the Akhangaran and Pskem river basins were used for imitation of operational
remote determination of 2
•,, The degree of influence of aerial
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photosurvey correction data on the results of computation of
(t ) by mathematical model of snow cover formation in mounssl
tains is shown in figures 3 and 4.
Comparison of these two figures with the corresponding gr?phs
in figure 2 proves the efficiency of the proposed algorithm of correction.
In conclusion let's formulate the main results of the present research:
1• The estimates of errors are made for ?
, computed on
the basis of the model of snow cover formation in mountains suggested in the papers
2. The reasons of such errors are defined and the method of
correction of interannual course of seasonal snow line
computation is elaborated using satellite data on snow
covered area of the basins.
3« Taking into account the evident applied importance of the
model of snow cover formation for glaciological computations and hydrological forecasts, it's supposed to create
an operational complex which would provide the computer
calculations of 2? •, an^- ?v(t) in the regime of time
close to the real one, and a regular correction of computations by direct estimates of 5?ss^( t ) on the basis of
satellite TV and infrared information.
4. The tests of correction method realized as a programme for
computer has proved its efficiency at different types of
errors of seasonal snow line computation.
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» Comparison of datedbf the beginning of ice melting at the
height of the Central Tujuksuj glacier tongue terminus
using computational results and observational data (Df).
Calendar dates are presented as days numbers beginning
with the 1-st of October. The position of the coordinate
angle bisector is shown by solid line.
a) melting intensity is given by formulae
b) M=f(B k ,0) r e g ; c) M=
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Comparison of seasonal snow line elevations determined by
means of processing of aerial photosurvey of snow cover in
mountains (1) and those ones calculated by the model of
snow cover formation (2). On graphs 2a-d in the Akhangaran
river basin for 1957-60; 2e-in the Pskem river basin for
1956.
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Pig.3

The computational results of the interannual course of seasonal snow line in the Alchangaran river basin in 1960 with
correction made according to the materials of Chernogorov V.P,

[12].
Symbols: 1- computation using the model (1) v/ithout making
correction;
2- the same but with correction; the heights of SSL
are shown by points;and where obtained on the
base of aerial photosurvey of snow cover;
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Pig.4 The computational results Of interaimual course of seasonal
snow line in the Pskem river basin for 1956 using the correction made in accordance with the materials by V.P.Chernogorov [iij« Symbols are the same as in fig#3«
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REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES AND THEIR URGENCY
FOR SNOW AND GLACIER MAPPING IN HIMALAYAS :

BY
MC DAS*
SN CHATTOPADHYAY**
AS MURTY***
ABSTRACT
The mighty Himalayas are great repositories
of snow and ice. The river system of Indus, the Ganges
and Brahmaputra ow their perennial flow to these large
snow and ice masses. The demand for systematic exploitation of water resources of these great mountain ranges
calls for a thorough inventory of these water-holding
bodies. Rough and difficult terrain, inclement weather
and very inaccessible altitudes stood in the way for
better understanding of these vas sources of life
giving water.
In this paper, the urgency for snow and
glacier mapping of this Himalayan region is highlighted
in the light of the fast evolving techniques of remote
sensing. Aerospace photography, use of radars and infrared sensing methods microwave sensing, application of
gamma radiation with the help of satellites, are examined
for their present status ano future potential for
application in this nascent xoe and snow capped, "top
of the world".
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TH^IR URG>XY
IOR

sway A^re GLACIS

HABPHQ DT Hr.LAL.gA3 ••

The very a ano 'Himalayas' mean thj abodes 01 snow and
ic a. "'hs river systems of I-id us, the Can^s and 3rahruapulra
owe their psr3n-.iial flow to those-* stupendous aaovi and ice masses,
^tremely complex relief features, greatly varied v.eather system,
very hi*rh altitudes, ccnpiicat-ed climatic patterns ana contrasts,
very highly rugged terrain ra:ik • the liimal -yas an cut standing
feature oi th.T e a r t h ' s surface. V7ith th-iir characteristic high
a l t i t u d e s covered with snow and ic;- they arj ^r.at reservoirs
ior storsc wa^er. In this paper, Vm awe-inspiring terrain
art topographic features of those great mountain ranges v ith
t h e i r sno«. and jlacier lad river sy.st aas is brought out. lT1h3
v.a^er po* -ntial "an"' u t i l i s a t i o n of '•h-jss Himalayan r i v e r s
called for the urgency of th^ir 3nov; aatf gl..cier mappLig.
^ime has come to +aks advantage o1 the various remote sensing
tsciiniqu:-s r-»C2ntLy developed for the purpcse, in lLjh4: oi
similar work done elsewhere. TJxamination oi present status
and vast p o t n ^ i a l of these sno.v and glacier stud.ies would
certainly int^res'- '•he water resources ei. ine<?r3 and Hydroelectric power Planners who will be frantically looking ior
nev. source after harnessing the available r-iscurces lor
development.
2.

TOPCC-PAPHT:

Txtendinj ov^r 2500 km, Himalayas ar? th -. g r e a t e s t
physical feature on the earth. Running mainly as thre5- pp a r a l l e l
mountain ranges, the Western Himalayas have
an a v a ^ a ll ttiit u
td
a
de
o l 2000 m, th.i c e n t r a l a r c about-_6000 m and
h
;
eastern
wing
and
*h;
eastern
wing
about 1500 nr. Some of '"he v.orld ; s famous hi_ hest mountain
peaks l i k e 'Verst, Godwin Austin, Kanchaiijungha, ;.:a.-calu emexge
from th?se ranges.
Other p
p-^aks l i k e G-asherbrum, d a l t o r e ,
g
A
Ch
p.-rbha"-, Lhaula.^iri, Annapurna
Cho-oyu r i s e *c h?i t ,,hts around
80C0 in. On most of '•hesa Hiaal;^yan S1O.«JS, th : snon-lins a
l i n e from whsr^ snov, begins i s roughly at a h^i^ht o i 5000 a.
I t i s s l i g h t l y lower in the west and hi^hir in th^east, On
the nor'hern slopes, the sno* l i n s i s s t i l l higher. Snow l a i l
^
m, but i j uncom_on
i s cotnnon la Kashmir at a h-i^ht
ol 1600 m,
in *he eastern Hrnal-iyas
even
at
a
height
01 dOOO m. r.'he 310 .
t
y
+
lti
iin A
i l andd feedi
d supplies
li
t
ths Himalayan
s ar*-s melting
April
r i v ?rs in May aad Juno.

3.

HI.ALAYAT RIV R 3Y3" -;.:3:

Himalayas are the source o i major northern Indian
r i v e r system?, 'rhe J-anges, tho Indus and the 3rahmaputra.
•'.'he t o + a l catchment area 01 ''iaopa and i t s t r i b u t a r i e s r i s i n g
in Hi.:alayan
Hi.:alayn region i s over 5,11,000 sq.kms. (excluding sou'h^rn
t r i b u t a r i e s )). Out of which 3,00,000 sq.km. l i e in India. The
Indus system has a t o t a l catchment area of aboa+ 468,000 3c.km.
upto Indo-Pakistan 3order oi which an area of over 70^ i s
drained in India, "^he r i v e r 3rahma?utra has a rotal
aroa of 580,000 sq km. of which 187,000 sq. km. i s in
India. Host o l ^h ae r i v e r s and t h i i r t r i b u t a r i e s have
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their origin eith ?r in snow oeaka or glaciers. Of the live
t r i b u t a r i e s oi Incu?, th r i v s r 3u*-l;jj ris*s 01 ••.-anaorov.r
in 'h? anew p^aks of ""ib^t, riv r Ravi r i s ^ s in *-a.j snov. peaks oi
3ara Banghal in "haaba, riv r Jhilum 'in +hi ïirp.mj=il ran .3 south
oi Kashmir, anC the river Chandra tributary oi Ch?nab r i a s s iron)
a glacial laka c - l l d Chandratal une ta river 3eas lrcr.1 glacial
lake n^ar P.ohtaa^.
(
01 th? main tribu *-ari,s 01 -a riv >r C-ané-s» the r i v . r
Y^un.-. ric-53 iron the hot sprii_s just oelov; 3-jndar Punch t
ol snovy paaks. Tho river ßb.ae ir -tAi ris.es irosQ J.he uan.. o t r i
glacier,
"'h? riv.:r Alalcnanda r i s e ^ iron 4 i» snout oi th twia
.r-laciers ol 3 h a c i r a t a i Sarak and Satopanth. Riv^r -landa^iiii
ov.es i^s origin to Chora"02,ri ^ l a c i ; r .
The sno.v i?d r i v e r s ol
to ether to lorm th riv r Kosi.
ths Kosi v i z . 3hola ."losi and Dudh
Oourishankar p-?ak ant1 th : world's

Arui, nnßur and 3uasc3i join
Cth.-r important t r i o u t a r i j s ol
Xoai 1 iae iroca ths snovi a a I t 3 oi
hi hast peak 'verast, respèctivily.

In the Brahmaputra system, 'thv river "ista r i s e s at the
snout of Zetnu glacier on the eastern slopes ol Kane'aan j un gh a.
It i s reported that approximately 1 2# of ths catchraeit
in Indus basin, }3^ ^ Chenab basin, îî^ oi the 3utl^j basin, 5#
of 3eas basin, 3^ in "lavi and Yam'oni bas Ins and 1:"> in Jh \Lun basin
•art covered ,-.i^'n^elaciers. I t v.as rcu-hly es 4 -iaat-d tha"- the
country has about 100,000 3q.'<m. of effective sno'.. cx>ver of
-.-.hich substantial amount melt by Jui*. ""ha cca^ri'oution oi
snow ni : l t v,at?r to '•an Bhakra _res-?rv^ir on the 5u4.lcj riv.T i s
d" to be of th "• order of 6'.^.

4.

V/A"7^ ÎC-"

"IAL

T

^-iLi3A~i?: ' r:

HI'-ALAYAT •••A"'

?.3:

'he I r i ^ a ^ i o n •Toa".issic<i li^s assesssd T.ic'ia's t o t a l
iaabl 3 surfac ? wat ;r resourc ?s as 666 milliard cu.«.ni
(540 ji.A.r.) oi -"hich the three "'rnil-syan rivers account for
over 245 milliard cu.m. (200 U.A.I.). The total pow.^r p
off th-se tares river i^stc-ms is -=stiqated to b^- abcut 23000 J.f.7
is aevej.00
developed so far and
at 6O73 load füc-or oi which haidlyy S3J>Ji 13
1 oot.itial
i
s
und-^r
deveLoom^at.
"'
*
»'
»
I
r
r
irr.*
io^
elopm^at.
Ir**l
r-r
.
io"
oot:.-Ttial cren1-** in
>
5*
fci.u fsi
;«v- b- TTimalayan rivers has Lncreased irou 12 '.'. ha
in 1S47 fo about 25 ni.ha. by *h • ->.Ti oi 1973-74. 31-nil-arly
"•h^ hyc!-el ^ a e n ' i c n capacity v.-liich ..as only 79 !-•• in 1 r47 has
increa3'd to 21Z3 iï-V. Large rive • vall?y projects l i k e 3h:.Kra
"anc^l» Pong Dam, 3eas 3utl-^j Link, ?aj^aa a hav^ co:aß up in
t h i s rrgicn. Taass across rivers uavi, Sutl.^j, Alaxa^nda, Chenab»
3ha..lrathi and th ? main Gan,:;a are c ont c-n plated y 30me of .vhich
are rua oi th? river schemes.
It will be interestin c - to nota that the annual water
av-ailabilities in the Brahmaputra and the G&o&a
' r i v e r s are
not substantially dilf-.r^at whereas the Sutlej only account tor
about 13 a . a . i . por year. The aaxiaum contribution gradually
decreases iron *-he west towards east. Quite probably, the
contribution to th =• to^-al flo'.vs of tas Jaaga and th^ Brahnputra
sjMtc-ms by snow and glacier i s lov» compared to the vast contribution
+0 *eae r i v e r s by th: monsoon r a i n f a l l . It i s al30 3een that
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the Brahmputra has ita minimum flow by the end of lebruary
and s t a r t s rising thereafter whereas the flows in tQ(3 Gan^a
are lowest by the end of April and s t a r t r i s i i ^ thereafter.
""hus the availabilities in thj 3rahmaputra incrs.ssJrapidly from
''•arch i . ». nearly 2 months ahe3r] of th:- c r i t i c a l period in tn?
Case of the Ganga...
'
Vith more or 13S3 the same qujntum oi an.iual flow in \
Gaiga and the Brahmaputra rivsra, 'h.^ deaand for v.ater in th^
resp^c^-ive basins ar-> lopsided. Tlve a v a i l a b i l i t i e s in thes-= tv,o
r i v e r s axe also such t.iat each hsctare of the cultivable ar ?a Li
Ganga basin has hardly 0.57 metra depth oi available water .hile
in th- case of Brahmaputr.- it is 7.38 metres. Moreover, most
of vh^r region of thri Gan^a basin in India l i e in arid or seniarid zones while the Brahmaputra basin
is mostly in humid r=£ion.
Thus the Brahmaputra river has v ,s + surplus water resources
beyond ths neods oi i t s ar?a and cause devastating floods in
th region. It is obvious that i t will be to the advantage of
the people oi the lower "an-,a-3rahmapuTa region to plan for
the integrated development of the region by diverting a part
of thr? surplus flows of +he Brahmaputra westward so that along
with the optimum development of th--; watur rescur. as available
in the region, the entire requirpmeats of *hc- area could also be net,
5.

:i AND

Many hydrologic studies ior the catciments sulrer
from inadequate data. Data shortage i s mo; e acute es-jcially
in the nountaneous regions of Himalayas where snoiv m=lt proc3sses
contribute substantially to the river ilo«»s. These snow and
glaciers affect the teaccral distribution and magnitude of
the river flows to a great exteat. In order to understand tae
yield and- flooding characteristics oi th.-se mount-.neous ca-tcnaonts
i t is essential to know tho snov; taslt processes by recording,
the tixn.^ History of snow cov?r depletion. This i.iiorajiT;ion
will also greatly help in the proper control oi dc.nstream
reservoir release for hydro po..3r etc.
In the snow and glacier mapping it would be oi
great interest to th^ hydrologists to know:
(a-)
"'he exten4- of sno.v ai-*5 glacial cover and their temporal
and spatial variations in varicu3 river basin in th-j rjj.ion.
(b)
The depths, densiti33 and the water contents oi"
these snovv anc ic J masses,
(c)
In altitudes oi th? 3no".v linos ior th res mountain
ranges and the pattern of their temporal variations.
m
(d)
he temperature and th3 ages of th se sncw and ice
masses at various places.

(e)
How rates of th e daily and seasonal m-lt from
these snow and ic covers, and
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(f) The bearing of their melting on the oft repeated
scourage of floods in this region.
Hydro-electric power generation in the country is of the
order of 40% of the total energy production and some of the
large hydel projects like Bhakra depends greatLj(about 6©%) on
the run-off from snow melt at the upper reaches of the rivers.
Extremely low flows into Bhakra reservoir in 1973 highlighted
the importance and urgency of studying the behaviour and pattern
of snow and glacier melts for realistic planning of reservoir
operations. The aerial extent of snow pack has long been recognised as an important hydrologic parameter related to the
eknow melt runoff and it is of urgent necessity to know the
periodic extent of the snow masses and their relation to run
off. The depths, densities, water equivalents along with the
a reas would give the volumes of the snow packs and their
water potential. Periodic mapping of these snow and ice masses
will enable to know the glacier movements.
It is reported that Icelandic geologists have been
successful in mapplnq the distribution of geothermal anamolies
by using conventional photography taken at selected times to
observe melting patterns of snow.
In glacier studies there seems to be a linear relationship
between the heights of the transient snow line and the mass
balance of the glacier.
5.

STATUS OF SNOW AND GLACIER MAPPING IN INDIA

As long back as 1875 when the All India Meteorological
organisation was established, the importance of monitoring the
snow fall and snow cover on Himalayan mountains especially during
winter months was recognised and data collected, consolidated and
published in the annual 'India Weather Review1 every year.However,
this is very inadequate (even now only about 120 stations are
distributed all over Himalayas) and the data thus collected was
serving only for limited purposes of meteorology. The snow and
glacial hydrolooy has not been given much attention in India
though their contribution to the water resources of the country
was recognised as substantial even in 1940's. In 1945 itself
the CWINC realised the importance of the study of snow and glacier
for understanding the Punjab rivers. In 1947 Dr. J.E.Churcn,
formerly President of the international Commission of Snow and
Glaciers came here at the invitation of Government of India
and conducted the first systematic snow and glacier study with
the help of the IndianHydrologists. A team of officers was also
sent to the Himalayas who made snow measurements. Later there
were some expeditions to glaciers like Gangotri etc. in the
snow and glacier mapping for obtaining various elements mentioned
above, thweee types of surveys can be contemplated. Ground, Aerial
and Satellite. Because of the high and inaccessible altitudes,
rough and difficult terrain and inclment weather, the field
surveys would be very expensive and time taking. The two other
surveys which come under the purview of remote sensing will have
to be breadly relied upon for mapping in these regions.
7#

REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES AIID THEIR .SUITABILITY
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FOR SNOW AND GLACIER MAPPING s
"Remote Sensing" has been defined by the editors of the
Journal of International Science & Technology as a technique
devised :
"To acquire information about an object and still keep
our distance". These techniques bave been developed making
use of the fact that in nature every object reflects, absords#
or emits, some type of electromagnetic energy. Hence the objective
of remote sening is to identify and exploit these characteristics
so that one object can be distinguished from another to obtain
additional information about significant physical properties.
The electro-magnetic spectrum has been lebelled into a number
of bands like Gamma-rays, Jt-rays, ultra violet, visible, infrared, microwave and radar. In the ultra violet region of the
spectrum atmospheric aborption of radition is nearly complete
upto about 0.3 Am. A small window in the visible region i.e.
0.4 to 0#7 micron which is relatively free from absorption is
the most widely used window for understanding the terrestrial
phenomena.
The curves of reflectance versus wave 3ength are called
the spectral signatures of the objects under sutdy. Different
natural objection® have different spectral signatures and various
remote sensing techniques have been developed ucing the distinctive
characteristic of these signatures for snow and ice mapping.
This job discrimination needs extensive study on characteristic
signatures of snow and ice under various conditions and minimum number of spectral bands and sensors required. Establishing
the effectiveness of various techniques vith necessary ground
truth is very essential. The selection of physical sensors
will depend on the t\pe and spectral resolution needed, senstivity
acceptable and the dynamic and spectral ranges possible.
7.1

TECHNIQUES USING GAMMA RADIATION

In this, the gamme radiation with and without snow cover
is compared and water equivalent of snow pack is calculated,
natural gamma radiations arc attenuated by snow layerd and the
radiation received by a detector is dependent or. the water content
and air content between the detector and ground. Scintillation
detectors and gamma ray spectrometers are used with the help of
conventional aircraft. They fly at low altitudes maintaining
low speeds. When the terrain is mountaneous, helicopters are
used flying at low altitudes maintaing low speeds. Kogan used
this method for finding out water equivalent of snow cover in
USSR in 1965. Dmitriev reported that this technique is now
operational in USSR.
Pahl and odegard (1970) in Norway, Grasty(1982-73) in
Canada, Peck (1971) in USA have conducted considerable research
to make this technique, operational. In the Institute of Atomic
Energy of Canada snow Measurements-Reports from the winter season,
1970/71 mentioned about the snow surveys conducted by gamma ray
measurements for some river basins in Norway in 1971. Mean
water contents of surface by conventional methods and gamma ray
techniques using helicopters when compared for one typical basin
in Norway were observed as under :
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MORE BASINS
ring Track

WATER CONTENTS IN MM

Conventional

Gamma ray techniques

Method

A-B
C-D

E-f
G-H
I-J

405
293
216
232
205

389
296
198
190
175

The gemma ray measurements; were considered to give more
reliable mean values considering the tracks and terrain of the
mountains.
7.2

AEROSPACE PHOTOGRAPHY :

Aerial photographs are close enough to the visual
experience of the interpreter and do not need extensive training
and experience. They work on the principle of image recording on
emulsions. They have the advantages of high resolution, high
information content, easily available equipment and processing
techniques, easy interpretation facility and low cost. They
are mainly used for the spectral ranges of 0,3 to 0.9 micron.
Depending upon the terrain under study, the filter bands and
printing techniques are selected providing high colour contrast
for the elements to be distinguished. Prior to 1960 low and
medium air craft have been used for snow surveys. NASA's Earth
Resources' Air Craft Project (ERAP) conducted high altitude air
surveys in support of various satellite missions. The basic
camera 70 mm. forrrat, multispectral array and wild RC 10 which
is a high quality calibrated mapping camera.
The most common air photos for general purposes are
of the order of 1:15,000 to 20,000 but large scale photographs
in the order of 1 to 5,000 are valuable for identification of
detailed features.
While surveying the Air Photo Status of various regions
in the world, prof.Taliang of Michigan University observed that
India appears to be one of the major countries that does not have
good photo coverage for scientific and development purposes.
Aerial photography is expanding in its scope and capability.
Tone Texture criteria used for interpretation of balack and
white photographs can serve as one of the principal tools in
snow mapping, infra-red colour photographs have added a new
dimension to the capabilities in this field.
Introduction of space satellites have given a great
fillip and brought out the capabilities of various other remote
sensing techqniques for snow and glacier mapping. These space
sensors have the advantages of repetitive survey capability at
regular intervals, reduction in the data bulk, facility for
inductive study and very fast global coverage. However, the
aircraft and earth orbital sensors will have to work together for
obtaining fie* requisite standards of accuracy in snow and glacial
mapping of Himalayas,
7.3

INFRARED SENSING:
Different parts of the earth and their surface temperature
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emit different radiation patterns in the Infrared range of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Making use of this fact, devices like
radiometers and infrared scanners have been developed, in the
radiometer, radiation received from the object is compared with
a fixed standard and an electric signal is generated in accordance
with the difference between these radiations, in the infrared
scanner an image is produced on a film which resembles conventional
photographs. Many instruments like high resolution and medium
resolution radiometers have been developed and used in snow
mapping. Nordeberg(1965) has reported infrared experiment from
a satellite to study the temperature fields on the earth's surface.
From the data collected by the infrared radiometer in the 8-12
mAnron region and 8-25 micron region scientists were able to
determine polar cap consisting primarily of CO, ice.
MICROWAVE SENSING
Microwave spectrum (wave lengths longer than 2 cms) is not
sensitive to attenuation by meteorological phenomena and hence
can offer as an all weather remote sensing tool.
Discrimination between the signatures of land ice and snow
covered land,, has been derived using the m~an brightness temperatures
of land. Snow has been reported to exhibit low spectral gradients
(2.5 K/G*^ strongly correlated with the mean briohtness temperatures
190-250 K, while the land ice exhibits spectral gradients of 0.5
to 1.2 K/(3Hjand mean brightness temperature between 160 K and
230 K which are not well correlated.
Meir and Edgerton reported that the brightness temperature
increased distinctly with onset of melting process f&qpwed by
a slight decline in increasing water contents.
This phenomena will help in detecting the diurnal temperature effect on cyclic melting and freezing.
RADARS IN REMOTE SENSING
Because of certain limitation of the ordinary radar vrith
retaining aerial imaging on PPI screen (Plan-Position Indicator)
Side Looking Air Borne Radar (SLAR) has been evolved overcoming
many of these limitations. Radar transmits short pulse of
electromagnetic energy and records the echoes received back in
order of arrival,
Lorrowe (1971) Johnson and Former(1971} and Biache(1971)
showed that radar has great potential for mapping ice.
The microwave characteristics of snow and ice are
radically J.d'fferent from those of liquid water. Fresh snow can
be considered as a dielectric mixture of air and ice. In such
mixture the dielectric constant is a direct function of snow
density, variations are also found in the case of firn and
glacier ice.
The energy return from various interfaces of snow and
percentage energy reflected at each boundary is given as :
interface
Air-snow interface
Snow-soil
Air-soil

Energy reflected (percent)
1.6
8.1
12.9
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However, it is necessary to study the dielectric effects
of structures on the scattered signal with various density and
stratification combinations.
Radar will be a valuable complementary adjunct to the
Infrared and visual sensors for ranote sensing.
Following are
the space missions and sensors carried abroad.
Space mission/Satellite

Remote Sensors carried on board.

SKYLAB A
APOLLO 9

Multispectral photographic facility.
Multispectral terrain photography

NUMBUS 4,2, and3
NUMBUS 1,2 and 3
NIMBUS 5

Medium resolutionlnfrared Radiometer
High resolution Infrared radiometer.
Nimbus E microwave spectrometer,
surface composition mapping radiometer.
Multispectral scanners eeturn
beam vidicon
Very high resolution radiometer.

LANDSAT 1 and 2
NOAA 2

In addition to the above series there were other satellite
series like TIROS (Television infrared observation) Satellites
TOS (Tiros operational Satellites, ITOS (improved TOS) and many
others launched byLMited States of America and Land Sat Cs is
contemplated for launching.
USSR also has launched many weather satellites of COSMOS
and M8TEORi\3?lch earried versatile pay loads.
India's first satellite Arytehatta \*as launched in April
1975-{^Satellite for Earth Obaerteation (SEO) is proposed for
launching in the end of 1978 or early 1979 and will be equipped
with T.V. cameras and microwave sensors, in 1983 Indian
Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS) is proposed to be launched
which v;ill have a resolution capability of the order of 100
metres, "the data from which would be of great value for snow
mapping of Himalayas.
8.

WORK DONE ELSEWHERE :

Considering that snow surveys in high mountain catchment
areas are vital for the management of hydropower plants in Norway,
Helge-flt degard and Gunnar 0 strem (1977) studied satellite
imagery extensively in a joint project with NASA and concluded
that the amount of information from land sat imagery with practical
application to snow mapping is quite substantial. Their findings
are extremely relevant to India where large areas are covered with
snow in the Himalayan region. Some of their findings are that
the Land sat data can be usedofor delineating snow cover areas
even as small as 10 to 20 km.''. They have developed a curve to
transform satellite data to runoff prediction which is being used
in the management of their hydro electric power stations. On
large watersheds (more than 500 km ) meteorological satellite
data can be used in snow mapping if the parameters are determined
by the use of observations from previous years. They observed
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that the extent of the snow pack of the mountains can be
mapped from land sat data in more detail than is depicted in
aerial snow charts and the cost of deriving the snow extent
maps from land sat imagery is very reasonable in comparison with
current data collection methods.
Extensive studies all around the world by various workers
are being undertaken to explore the usefullness of the improved
imagery of the ERTS-1(presently called Land Sat) satellite for
snow mapping and delineation of enow line altitude of various
mountain ranges.
Barnes(1973) has reported the results of his study from the
central Arizona mountains and the southern sierra Nevadas in
California, Haefer conducted some studies in Switzerland. V.'ftesnet
et Me Ginnis(1973) compere EPTS-1 data with N0.V.-2 VHRR aid obtains
comparable estimates of the extent of snow usinq either satellite.
Melr (1971) has studied passive microwave techniques which offer
great potential for obtaining data on snow wetness, depth and
density. Me Ginnis, Pritchard and Weisnet(1976) studied this
hypothesis in detail for a region in South eastern United states
with the help of VHRR sensors'on UC!4\ 2 Satellite. They concluded
that in the case of freshly fallen snowcover an area of widely
varied land use the VHRR provides synoptic viewina of snow extent
not possible from point observations on ground. Snow depth
measurements taken by weather observations correlate well v.'ith
snow brightness.
Using the image dissector camera system on Nimbus 3 &. 4
Salomonso and Macleod (1972) mapped the aerial extent of the snow
cover over the Indus river basin in the VJestern Hinalayas, Their
study indicated that success diight be achieved in predictira the
seasonal runoff volume or the level of peak discharge if the snow
aerial extent and location of the snow line in le.te winter or
early spring were monotored by satellite.
in glacier studies there seems to be a linear relationship
towttjeen the height of the transient snov/ line and the mass balance
of the glacier, space acquired imageries would make monotoring
of the glacier's mass balance through transient snow line imageries
possible.
9.

FUTURE POTENTIAL FOR SNCW AND GLACIER MAPPING IN IKDI&,:

The role of Remote Sensina Technic/ues and their application
to various earth sciences is being increasingly realised in India
and it is hoped that the snow and glacier mapping with these
recently developed techniques would get its due share of consideration. The Department of Scinece & Technology constituted a
committee to explore the augmentation of river flows in Himalayas
by artificial melting of snow and ice. A simple technique can be
developed of taking aerial photoqraphs during the months of December
January when snow cover is the maximum on the Himalayan surface,
Qrpttftd control surveys can be conducted simultaneously which should
include measuring the thick cover of snow on the mountain at
representative stations. Aerial surveys can be repated in Sept.
when all the meltable snow disappear. Aerial photos will reveal
the areas that can be counted for contribution of snow melt to the
Himalayan river system, which can be roughtly estimated. These
photos will also give the line above which no snow melt takes piece
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and it would be possible to estimate the area of such permanent
snow and ice line. Repeated surveys in succeeding years will
indicate whether this line is advancing or receding. By correlating this with the actual observed discharges' in the
Himalayan streams, the flood forecasting techniques can be
improved upon.
This task canbe entrusted to the Deptt. of
Science & Technology with great advantage. An aerial photography Application seminar has recently been sponsored (4-6
October,1978) by Survey of India and Institute of Surveyors.
UNESCO and Indian National Council for IHP sponsored a workshop
on snow, ice and glaciers in March-April,1978 at Manali in
Himachal Pradesh. Indian Photointerpretation Institute,
Dehradun is ie training people in the application of photogrammetry. A centre for survey training and map production
was established with UNDP assistance at Hyderabad. The
NRSA (National Remote Sensing Agency) undertook first aerial
photography during flying season 1976-77 using Dakota borded
wild RC-10 and multispectral photography. The ISRO (Indian
Space Research organisation),Ahmedabad is also actively
engaged in the application aspects of Remote sensing Techniques.
Geological Survey of India's glaciology section bas'undertaken
a few glacial expeditions. Launching of SEO and coordination
of the effects of the above and other various organisations
and the launching of IRC in 1983 would definitely give the
snow and glacier mapping, the long needed emphasis, for
understanding India's water resources. Establishment of an
Asian Regional Remote Sensing Training Centre at AIT, Bangkok
was mooted recently at the 34th Annual session of the UN
Economic Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP).
The centre will provide training to 10 to 12 Asian countries
in the same lines as the NASA was conducting in the U.S.A.
for the use of photographs and other data from U.S. earth
resources satellites. India can take advantage of the
facilities of the training centre to build upthe necessary
expertise in the field of snow and glacial mapping of the
Himalayas.
C O N C L U S I O N
The present paper is exploratory and indicative in
nature and hiahlichted the importance of snow and ice mapping
The authors feel their objective fulfilfoJif this articfcfc creates
an wwarness to the problem and the need for the assessment
of the potential with the application of remote sensing
techniques.
The author* are grateful to Mr.C V Gole,
(Member, Water Resources) for his constant encouragement
and guidance in the exploration of new horizons in the
Water Resources Development in the country.
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SOU, MOISTURE MEASUREMENTS
DISCUSSION PAPER
Kugene L. Peck*

SUMMARY
This paper is to provide background information for
the discussion of the Workshop on soil moisture measurements.
The material is presented in four parts: (1) surface measurements, (2) remote measurements, (3) requirements for support
of snow cover measurements, and (4) usefulness of aerial
gamma radiation surveys. A list of items for discussion is
presented for each of the four topics to be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Soil moisture plays an important role in the land phase of the
hydrological cycle. The amount of water stored as soil moisture is one
of the major components in water balance studies. The amount of water
in the upper layer of the soil often may be a determining factor for the
rate of infiltration that can occur during periods of precipitation and/or
snowmelt and on the evapotranspiration processes.
While the importance of soil moisture is clearly understood
our ability to assess soil moisture conditions over a basin for hydrological analyses is severely limited.
The development of remote sensing techniques to provide a representative value for the average soil moisture conditions over a river
basin would be of considerable value. The use of aerial gamma radiation
surveys for obtaining such areal averages has shown definite promise [1, 2]

*Director, Hydrologic Research Laboratory, NOAA, National Weather Service,
Silver Spring, Maryland.
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The use of gamma radiation surveys to obtain remote measurement
of the water equivalent of the enow cover is the subject of other sessions
of this workshop. The purpose of this session is to provide a forum for
discussion of the technical aspects and the probable usefulness of the
gamma radiation method to obtain average areal measurements of soil moisture and to discuss the need of such measurements as an adjunct to the
snow cover surveying program.
Considerable data on soil moisture have been collected in conjunction with the research on aerial gamma radiation survey techniques
in the United States [3]. Research studies on other remote sensing
methods were occasionally conducted simultaneously with the gamma
radiation field surveys. Most of these surveys were made over a 13.6 km
(8.45 mile) survey line near Luverne, Minnesota. Information on the
research area and on the data collection techniques are available in
the literature [4], For convenience and to provide continuity, research
results based primarily on data collected from this area will be used
for examples in this paper.
The purpose of this paper is to provide background information
for the discussions on problems and factors relating to measurement of
soil moisture and on the value of using gamma radiation surveys for this
purpose.
The discussions for the session on soil moisture measurements
(and the information in this paper) are divided into four areas of interest:
1.

surface measurements,

2.

remote measurement,

3.

requirements for support of snow cover measurements, and

4.

usefulness of aerial gamma radiation surveys.

SURFACE MEASUREMENTS
General
Historically point measurements of soil moisture have been used
as a basis for evaluating areal soil moisture conditions [5]. These
data are used to determine the amount of water in the soil for water
balance or agricultural purposes and as an index to soil characteristics
(infiltration rate, etc.). Soil moisture is usually expressed as a
percentage by weight, SMy,, with respect to the weight of dry soil or as
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a percentage by volume, SMV, with respect to the soil volume. The bulk
density, f'b» °f the soil (dry mass of a known volume of soil expressed
as weight, pur unit volume in grams per cubic centimeter) can be used to
relate the percentage of soil moisture by weight, SMy, to the percentage
ul volume, SMV, by thu equation:

(1)

where p is the density of water and is considered to be equal to unity.
The equivalent depth soil moisture for a specific depth, h, of soil may
be calculated by the equation:

=
Soil Moisture (cm) =

pp

b (h)(SM )

(2)

p

w

For the same soil (constant dry bulk density) percentage changes
in SMy may be directly converted to equivalent depth of water for a
given depth, h, of soil. All further references to percentage of soil
moisture in this paper (and in the discussion of the session) will be
moisture percentage by weight, SMy.
Measuring Techniques
The basic method for soil moisture determination is the gravimetric method [6]. Samples of the soil are weighed and then oven dried
at 105°C until a constant weight is attained. The decrease in weight as
a percentage of the dry weight is the soil moisture by weight,
Other methods use measurements of the electric resistance capacitance or thermal conductivity of the soil, gamma ray attenuation or
neutron scattering. Most of these methods require a permanent installation
or are difficult to use under a snow cover, with or without ice layers.
Because of these problems and since the Luverne, Minnesota research area
is private property that is used for normal dry-land farming, the gravimetric method has been employed for obtaining all ground measurements
of soil moisture for calibration and evaluation of the aerial gamma
radiation survey program in the United States.

ie>o
Ar^al Averages
Soil moisture conditions over a basin are probably one of the
most heterogenous of all hydrometeorological parameters. The variability
is due to the heterogenity of the soil and to many factors which influence the soil moisture at a point. These factors include variability
in surface cover, drainage, microclimate, and chemical and physiological
activity.
It is often stated that the variability of soil moisture is
so large and the number of samples required to define the average conditions for an area so great that it is extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to define accurately the actual distribution or even the
average soil moisture for any area having a large range of soil
conditions [7]. It is not the purpose of this discussion to try and
solve the problems associated with obtaining a representative average
tor an area but to discuss how this difficulty can be handled.
Most areal average values for river basins or other areas have
used random or grid point samplings techniques to arrive at areal values.
Such sampling techniques have created a larger problem than necessary.
There are certain drainage pathways (thalwegs) that persistently maintain
near saturated conditions near the surface of the ground and become
waterways during periods of heavy rainfall. In agricultural lands of
nurth-central United States such areas may be seen as dark areas on
infrared imagery [8]. In computing areal averages the inclusion of
data irom thalwegs areas (often representing a very small fraction of
the total area) generally leads to values which are not representative.
During periods of extreme drought most of these areas have low levels of
soil moisture and for such periods the inclusion of data from these areas
would not materially affect areal averages.
For most of the areas surveyed in the United States by the
gamma radiation method the near surface water table conditions represent
only a small portion of the survey area. Average values using data
from freely draining areas (with slopes of 2% to 3%) appear to yield
representative values. In addition differences in the computer average
values from one survey to another have been found to correlate well
with the measured gamma radiation estimates of soil moisture.
A study by Filippova [9] proposed the same general idea for
excluding data from thalwegs in computing the averaged soil moisture
on experimental catchments.
Field Observations
Ground soil moisture measurements from the Luverne, Minnesota
research line are shown in figures 1, 2 and 3 to illustrate the consistency of data from selected locations. The land in the Luverne area is
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is divided into one square mile sections by a serle6 of roads. Since
the Luverne survey line begins at a road there are eight even sections
in the flight line plus a small portion on the northern end of the line.
For all surveys, with or without snow cover, soil moisture data are
collected at a minimum of two established points in each mile segment.
When surveys are made with snow cover, additional soil moisture data
are generally collected.
Each point in figures 1, 2 and 3 represents
a weighted average of the individual samples within each segment for
surveys conducted during the 1969-1972 seasons. The consistency of
the data for each survey appears to be good even though only one sample
was collected at each of the established points. In addition the
change in the average soil moisture value from one survey to another
is fairly well reflected by individual point changes.
Frozen Ground
Frozen soil conditions introduce many additional problems in
obtaining accurate soil moisture measurements. Not the least of
these is obtaining a sample. The effect of changes in the bulk density
of the soil because of freezing of the water also introduces errors in
the calculation of the soil moisture [10].
Items for Discussion
1. What ground measurement techniques have been used to
collect point soil moisture data for use with gamma radiation survey?
a.

With non-frozen soil?

b.

With frozen soil?

c.

With varying vegetation cover?

2. What methods are used to compute areal averages from
point or other data? How are sample points chosen?
3.
estimates?

What are considered to be the accuracies of soil moisture
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REMOTE MEASUREMENTS
General
For most hydrological purposes there is a need to know the
variation of the soil moisture with depth (vertical profile) as well
as to have a knowledge of the spatial distribution. No single remote
sensing method can provide all of the required information even under
the most ideal of conditions. Blanchard's [11] paper in this section
has introduced a new concept that considers the dynamic depth in the
remote measurement. This paper does not propose to discuss the many
remote techniques used to measure soil moisture.
State of the Art
Many remote measuring methods that have been used are based
on measurements of the reflected solar, emitted thermal infrared or
microwave radiation.
The following statements from a recent soil moisture workshop
held in the United States give some indication of the current state of
the art in remote sensing of soil moisture [12]:
— Very few present and potential users of soil moisture
information can define their data needs in terms of accuracy, resolution,
and frequency of coverage.
— Current reflected-solar and thermal-infrared techniques
are most successful for bare soil and for complete canopy cover, and
are least successful for intermediate canopy cover.
— A relationship exists between near-surface soil moisture
and reflected-solar and emitted-thermal infrared radiation.
— Agrometeorological models supplemented by remote sensing
inputs presently have the greatest potential for predicting soil
moisture and soil moisture profile on a daily basis.
— Theoretical and experimental work should be conducted to
determine the dependence of the sensing depth on frequency and moisture
profile characteristics.
— Visible, reflective IR, thermal IR, active and passive
microwave techniques should be fully considered in a research and
development program. At the present time, no single technique appears
advantageous over others for the total range of applications. For
specific applications one or more of the techniques may be preferred.
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— A research program should investigate sampling depth
sensitivity, soil moisture profile dynamics, and effects of soil type,
surface roughness, and vegetation.
— Use of present meteorological satellites should be more
tully explored, particularly for thermal and reflective applications.
— Major attention should be given to assessing moisture profiles
using modelling techniques that use meteorological data and can be
fine tuned frequently with remote-sensing inputs.
— More multispectral (visible and near infrared, thermal,
microwave) modeling research is required,
— Optimum angles of incidence and frequencies for identifying
and reducing effects of surface roughness and vegetation should be
determined.
— Theoretical models appropriate for soil moisture measurement problems should be developed. Modeling research should be multispectral (visible, IR, active and passive microwave).
— Effects of soil characteristics on the microwave response
to soil moisture should be evaluated.
— The potential of passive and active microwave sensors
should be demonstrated for estimating soil moisture on an operational
basis with aircraft and spacecraft sensors that integrate large areas
of natural, non-idealized terrain.
— Gamma radiation technology should be utilized for calibration and ground truth purposes.
At the present time remote sensing of soil moisture conditions
lrom space vehicles cannot produce measurements of direct practical
value. However, as indicated by the above statements, additional
research does hold promise for development of techniques to provide
useful measurements. A major problem in evaluating the accuracy of
remote measurements is the lack of representative ground truth for
comparison. Aerial gamma radiation measurement is considered by some
to be an accurate method of providing areal measurements that can be
used for this purpose.
Example of Dual Measurements
In June of 1972, simultaneous flights of microwave and gamma
radiation sensors were conducted over the Luverne, Minnesota flight line
[13]. The microwave measurement recorded vertically and horizontally
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polarized radiation at 4.99 and 13.4 GHz (6 and 2.2 cm). Gamma
radiation was measured with Nal scintillation crystals connected to
a multichannel analyzer in the energy range from 0.05 to 3.0 Mev.
Measurements of soil moisture were also obtained by the gravimetric
method along the flight line.
Both ground and aerial measurements were made along this flight
line on June 12, 1972, and again on June 19, 1972. A comparison of
the significant factors influencing radiation on the two flights is
shown in table 1.

TABLE 1. MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS ON
JUNE 12 AND JUNE 19, 1972
Variable

Flight time, LST
Altitude
Sky condition
Mean surface temperature
measured by thermal
scanner
Rain history,
Steen, Minn.

June 12

June 19

Microwave

Gamma

Microwave

Gamma

1450-1612

1441

1045-1155

1241

762 m

91 m

762 m

91 m

Low thick overcast
28 °C

No rain previous
5 days.

Low thick cumulus
24°C

0.8 mm on 16th;
27.2 mm 2 hours a.m.
of 17th; trace 18th.

The gamma flux flights were flown at a nominal altitude of
91 m; and, at this height, the sensor instantaneously sampled a circle
on the ground approximately 610 m in diameter. As the plane moved over
the ground, the readings were integrated for 2 seconds and then recorded,
The number of recordings varied from 6 to 8 per kilometer depending
on the aircraft speed and the position of the timer when a given segment
was entered.
The microwave flights wera flown at altitudes of 152 and 762 m
with a 37° forward look angle. The micrcwave footprints were 21 x 17
and 106 x 82 tn, respectively. Both of the microwave flights tended to
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resolve variations on the ground much more than the gamma flight. The
higher altitude microwave flight sampling area was larger and therefore
more compatible in sampling size with the gamma flight.
There were '34 ground sampling sites along the 13.6 km (8.45
mile) flight line. Samples were taken for 5, 10, and 20 cm depths.
Variation of soil moisture between depths was generally no more than
4 percent.
The microwave data from these flights were published in a
report for NOAA [14]. They reported that a good correlation was
obtained between the vertical and horizontal polarizations and between
the radiation measured at the two different frequencies. In addition,
certain decreases in radiation were collocatable with stream locations.
There was, however, little correlation between the microwave measurements and the soil moisture measurements made on the ground.
Comparison of the microwave (measured at 762 m) with the gamma
radiation for the full flight line resulted in poor correlation. Measurements were then compared on a field-by-field basis for the following
reasons:
1. By taking a relatively large area, the difference resulting
from instantaneous sampling size differences could be smoothed and
uncertainty as to sensor location along the flight lines could be
reduced. Field sizes varied from 0.4 to 0.8 km (h to \ mile) in their
dimension along the flight line.
2. This allowed crops of a single type to be compared, thus,
avoiding variations in measurements that might be due to the type of
vegetative cover.
Uncertainty in the microwave sensor location was corrected
by adjusting distinct valleys on the microwave trace to stream locations
on the map. Field averages were taken by graphically integrating the
microwave trace.
Correlations of the differences measured by the two methods
between June 12 and 19 are show in table 2. Figure 4 shows plots of the
measurements for corn fields. Plots and correlations were best for
comparisons using only corn fields and microwave flights at 762 m.
There were not sufficient data on other crop types to warrant comparison.
Correlation of gamma flux with microwave measurements at an altitude of
150 m was significantly lower. Over wet areas there were large variations
in the passive microwave radiation measurements compared to those from
dry land agricultural areas. This occurred even over areas which had
only minor variation in the gamma radiation.

12.9

Air-soil
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TABLE 2.

CORRELATION OF DIFFERENCES IK MEASURED RADIATION
BETWEEN JUNE 12 AND JUNE 19, 1972

Microwave

Gamma

Crop
Altitude

Polarization

Altitude

Corn only

762 m

Vertical

91 m

0.82

Corn only

762 m

Horizontal

91 m

.84

All crops

762 m

Vertical

91 m

.66

All crops

762 m

Horizontal

91 m

.68

Oats only

762 m

Vertical

91 m

.69

Oats only

762 m

Horizontal

91 m

.72

This particular set of measurements is unusual in that field
and sky conditions were very similar a week apart. Simultaneous areal
measurements by both airborne techniques, as well as ground measurements,
indicated an increase in soil moisture from June 12 to June 19.
If we assume gamma radiation surveys provide an accurate measurement of soil moisture for all conditions experienced on the Luverne,
Minnesota flight line, the following can be inferred from the results
of the comparison measurement study:
1. For a single crop cover microwave techniques can provide
an accurate measurement of soil moisture.
2. For mixed crop areas there is not a linear relation between
measurement data for microwave and gamma radiation.
3. For small drainage areas it was evident the microwave
was reflecting soil moisture variations not observed by the gamma
radiation method.
Items for Discussion
1. Experience of participants in simultaneous measurements
of snow and soil moisture by gamma radiation and other remote sensing
methods.

by the use of observations trom previous years, Tnoy ooservea
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2. Experience of participants in relating remote measurements
u> simulated soil moisture from hydrological or agrometeorological models.
3. Limitat ions imposed by vegetation, recent weather, time
ol day, factors ol soil depth related tc various sensing methods.
4. Advantages and disadvantages of the various techniques
tor estimating areal soil moisture and snow cover for various space
and time scales.
5. Suitability of gamma radiation measurements as "ground
truth" in evaluating and calibrating other remote sensing methods.

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPPORT OF
SNOW COVER MEASUREMENTS

General
4

Most researches have found it necessary to adjust for soil
moisture in using an aerial gamma radiation survey to measure the water
equivalent of the snow cover [2, 4 ] . Unless some knowledge of the soil
moisture conditions for both the non-snow background and snow survey
are known the potential errors are of such magnitude to render the
measurements useless for operational purposes [15].
Data Requirements
The primary requirement is to have a reasonable knowledge of
the change in the areal soil-moisture conditions over the survey line
between the time of the background survey without snow cover and the
snow cover survey. Thus, it is not necessary to know the absolute values
of the average soil moisture but only of the difference in soil moisture
between the two surveys. For the northern plains of the United States
where operational surveys are required, it has been observed that the soil
moisture is generally quite high during the late winter. Thus it is the
standard practice to obtain background surveys during the spring and fall
when soil moisture is near as possible to field capacity. This minimizes
the correction required for the soil moisture condition normally experienced
during the primary operational snow cover surveys. For the clay-loam soils
lound over much of the northern plains the field capacity of the soil
has been established by soil scientists as 30% to 32% soil moisture.

y
river system, which can be roughtly estimated. These
photos will also give the lino above which no snow melt takes place
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Upward Movement of Soil Moisture
It has been observed in the northern areas of the United States
that the soil moisture under the snow cover generally increases during
the winter months if the snow cover or below freezing weather persists
lor a long period of time [16]. This increase often results in soil
moisture as much as 10% to 20% greater than normal field capacity. As
shown by equation 2 even a 10% increase in soil moisture for 20 cm of
soii with a bulk density of 1.3 represents an addition of 2.5 cm of
water.
Many investigators have reported on the upward movement of
moisture in the vapor phase when the surface layer of the soil is
frozen due to the difference in vapor pressure which exists over ice
and water particles [17, 18]. WilliB et al. have reported on the depth
of frost in the northern plains area of the United States and the associated decrease in the free-water table indicating a decided upward movement
of water during the winter period [19].
In addition to the frozen ground effects, two other factors
have been found to be of importance; first, the field capacity of the
soil is a function of temperature (decrease with increase in temperature)
[20J and second, the layer of the soil near the surface can retain
additional moisture above field capacity when subject to the temperature
gradients that are observed under the winter snow cover [21]. Studies
by Taylor and Carry [21] and by Kapotov [10] have indicated that considerably more moisture moves upward than would be indicated only by
consideration of the vapor movement resulting from frozen conditions.
Their conclusion is that a large part of the movement of moisture is
in the liquid phase rather than as vapor. Taylor [22] also has stated
that the force acting to move liquid water in the soil resulting from
temperature gradients sometimes may be many times greater than that due
to gravity.
Examples of Field Data
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the variations in soil moisture conditions observed during the 1969-70, 1970-71, and 1971-72 seasons for
the Luverne, Minnesota flight line. In each of these three diagrams
the top set of data represents the soil moisture conditions found under
the late-season snow cover. The lower two sets of data are for relatively
"wet" periods earlier in the winter or following disappearance of snow
in the spring. In all three of these cases, frost was observed under
the snow cover in the late season.
An aerial reconnaissance snow survey program was conducted
over the Lake Ontario Basin in New York state during 1972-73 in conjunction with the International Field Year for the Great Lakes (IFYGL).
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Figure .*> shows the soil moisture differences, observed by the gravimetric
method, in this area between very wet non-snow periods and February 28,
19/3, just prior to loss of the snow cover. During the previous month
ul January, three unseasonul thaws occurred which had removed the entire
snow cover. Frost was observed on February 28 in the ground beneath the
snow cover that accumulated during February. The soil survey on June 15,
1972 was made only 12 hours after a very heavy rainstorm (64 mm) had
occurred over the area. A survey on March 9, 1973 wa6 taken shortly after
the snow cover had completely melted.
The high soil moisture values on February 28, 1973 could have
resulted from several processes such as earlier melt water and by vapor
and/or liquid transport from lower subsurface layers. Regardless of the
origin of Che excess moisture, the additional moisture was retained in the
upper layer of the soil by virtue of the temperature gradients that existed.
It is interesting to note that the buildup of soil moisture
generally has not been observed to occur during the winter months under
deeper snow cover in the western mountains of the United States. Upward
movement has been observed under snow covers in Chena River Basin in
Alaska [23]. In this case the processes operating to move the soil
moisture upward apparently continues for a sufficiently long period
with the result that the tundra under the soil becomes extremely dry.
The moisture moves upwards into the snow pack and forms hoarfrost.
The overall effect is to increase the water equivalent of the snow cover
with an offsetting decrease in the soil moisture of unfrozen ground above
the lower frozen permafrost zone.
Items for Discussion
1. The experience of the participants as to the magnitude of
error in aerial gamma radiation snow surveys resulting from lack of proper
correction for change in soil moisture.
2. Experience of participants in observing soil moisture changes
under the snow cover.
3. What soil moisture data are required to support the snow
survey program.
4. Physical processes governing the movement of soil moisture
in cold regions.

or
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USEFULNESS OF AERIAL GAMMA RADIATION SURVEYS
Coneral
The gamma radiation technique has many advantages over other
remote sensing techniques for measuring soil moisture since variations
in the emission rate of gamma radiation from the ground varies only with
variation in mass of the soil. It does not vary with the physical
state of water, the roughness of the ground or many of the other causes
tor variation in other radiation measurements.
There are problems, however. Most of the problems associated
with using the method to measure the enow cover also exists for measuring
soil moisture. Of these the most difficult to handle adequately is that
resulting from variations in radon gas in the air.
When the upper layer of the soil has an even distribution
cf soil moisture in the vertical, the measurement can be very accurate.
Problems arise when the'soil is drying and the top portion of the ground
becomes dryer than below; also, when light rains wet the upper portion
of the soil and the lower portion is still very dry. In these two
situations one can postulate two states of the system to have exactly
the same average soil moisture in the top 20 cm of soil. In this
hypothetical case, the measurement with the dryer upper portion of the
soil would indicate much less soil moisture than would a measurement
of the soil with the upper portion wetter than the lower. However,
these problems would be further magnified for a remote measuring system
that reacted only to a thin surface layer of the soil.
Accuracy
Gamma radiation measuring techniques in the field of hydrology
have been developed and used primarily for measurement of the water
equivalent of the snow cover. Measurement of soil moisture occurs
primarily when background radiation surveys are made in support of the
snow surveying program. Consequently there has been limited testing of
the accuracy of the gamma radiation method for measuring soil moisture.
The largest sources of error for measuring soil moisture are
those resulting from the deficient counting statistics and the error
induced because of variations in radon gas. It can be assumed these
errors are similar to those determined for measuring snow. The accuracy
of the gamma measurement technique will be a major subject for discussion
during the session of this conference on snow surveying. Therefore no
attempt to summarize this information will be made in this paper.
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Usctulaesa
The use of soil moisture estimates from ground samples as
"ground truth" to1 evaluate the accuracy of the gamma radiation technique has distinct limitations. From experience in the United States,
soil moisture measurements from aerial gamma radiation surveys over
a well-calibrated flight line are considered to be as reliable, or
more reliable, than estimates based on ground measurements alone.
Analysis of all errors involved in the ground measurement and in the
aerial measurement technique can be used to develop a rational method
to arrive at a best estimate of the true "areal average" for the soil
moisture. Such an approach could be used only for lines where considerable data are available.
The paper by Mullins and Rowse [24] indicates the gamma
monitoring technique has been found useful in the United Kingdom.
Items for discussion
Subjects for discussion pertaining to use of aerial gamma
radiation method for measuring soil moisture are:
1.

Experiences in measuring soil moisture.

2.

Methods to improve accuracy of soil moisture measure-

ments.
a.

Techniques used in evaluating accuracy.

b.

Recommended techniques for evaluating accuracy.

3.

Sharing problems encountered in measuring soil moisture.

4.

Problems in measuring during or after precipitation.

5. Operational plans for measuring soil moisture by aerial
gamma radiation method.
6.

Future research or problems still requiring resolution.
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THK FEASIBILITY OF RF.MOTF.I.Y MONITOIUNC
SNOW AND SOIL MOISTURE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
F. II. Mullins* and A. A. Rowsc/

SUMMARY
The paper describes work carried out in the United Kingdom
to assess the feasibility of monitoring natural gamma radiation for
the estimation of snow water equivalent and soil moisture.
Some of the characteristics peculiar to the United Kingdom
are described, particularly those of weather, topography and
geology. The range of snow depth and soil moisture are also included
and the reasons for the choice of technique are indicated. The major
part of the paper deals with two series of measurements. Firstly that
of gamma ray count rates obtained at various catchment areas and over
widely differing soils. Secondly measurements taken at a fixed site
over a period of time to study the fluctuation of count rate to be
expected.
An interpretation is offered for the variation in count
rates under various weather conditions. The conclusion is drawn
that the gamma monitoring technique is feasible in the United Kingdom.

1.

Introduction

The weather of the United Kingdom is highly variable. This variability makes
it necessary to monitor precipitation, and the other components of the weather, to
obtain regular assessments of the state of soil moisture and the physical characteristics
of snowfall, in order to assess the potential water resources of the country.
Generally the areas which are most productive agriculturally and where urban
areas are most extensive are in the south and east of the country where the precipitation
is least. Because of the high population density, some 630 persons per square kilometre
in the south east, both the land and water resources are intensively utilized. Where
there is such intensive use of farm land and limited water resources, soil moisture
deficit estimations are of commercial value to farmers. Wales-Smith / 1_7 has indicated
how these data can be used to assess the amount of irrigation that is desirable. The
soil moisture deficit, beinq a measure of the ground's ability to soak up water can be
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usv.d in mathematical models of river basins to obtain predictions of storm runoff.
These models take into account the rainfall, the possible storage available in the ground,
the contribution of direct surface runoff and the flow characteristics of the streams and
rivers. Such models are particularly important in areas where land downstream, which may
once have been considered to be part of a flood plain, has been taken over for housing.
In most parts of the United Kingdom, snow has no commercial value, and is
regarded as a nuisance. Only in the Highlands of Scotland, Fig 1 where snow can represent
a resource for hydroelectric power or may be used for winter sports, is it regarded as
valuable. The Flood Studies Report / 2 / and a paper by Johnson and Archer / 3 7
indicate the unpredictable nature of snowfall in the United Kingdom and its even less
predictable effect on river flow. The problem is caused by the temperate climate, with
many lowland areas having a mean January temperature of + 4 C; thus a small change in
temperature is all that is needed to cause precipitation to chanqe from rain to snow.
If snow occurs at all, depths of 100-300 mm are usual in lowlcind rcqions and those
accumulations cr«Ate .i potent i<U for soriou.'; flooding. In except, i OII.I 1 winter;;, i-.urh .is
those of 1947 and 19C3, snow depths of up to faOO mm were commonIv recorded. The
references indicate that about 10-20% of floods contain a significant snowmelt
contribution.
Snow lying on a catchment can affect the river flows in two ways. If the snow
and ground are frozen hard,any rain will fall on to an impervious surface and run off
very rapidly. Alternatively the rain, being warmer, may cause the snow to melt rapidly
perhaps simultaneously over the whole catchment, and thus augment the runoff by perhaps
as much as 8 mm per hour. The Flood Studies Report 'suggests that flood forecasting
requires assessments of snow lying prior to the melt, precipitation on the pack during the
melt and the heat energy input to the pack.
At present soil moisture is estimated from potential evaporation assessments
generated either from meteorological data using the Penman technique / 4 / or from
evaporation pan readings. Limited soil moisture surveys are also carried out using
neutron probes. This technique is described by Bell / 5 /. The existing methods have
difficulty in coping with the different soils, crops, crop states, or vegetation. These
may be unknown, and may change completely from one 100 m square area to the next.
At present snow water equivalent is assessed from depth measurements carried
out mostly by rainfall observers. It may in future be estimated from snowfall measured
by radar. Collier and Larkfi / 6 /. However, often the measurement of snow by observers
in remote areas is too hazardous to carry out routinely. It is therefore desirable that
operational instrumental techniques should be found for directly measuring both soil
moisture content and snow area and depth; from which routine area estimates of soil
moisture deficit and snow water equivalent can be economically obtained.
It was thought that the natural gamma radiation technique offered a possibility
of making both these measurements remotely using the same type of equipment. It was
envisaged that radiation detectors would be carried in slow flying aircraft, which would
survey predetermined strips of land at regular intervals. In this way a data bank of
natural radiation levels emitted from the ground would be built up. From the variation in
these levels and a limited number of ground truth measurements, areal estimates of soil
moisture and, when appropriate, snow water equivalent would be provided. Because the
technique involves mainly remote sensing, problems of access to land, hazards for
observers in remote areas and the technical problems caused by variability in terrain
would be greatly reduced.
Various radar, radiometer and wide-band spectrometer devices were considered.
However, they seemed to be limited to either bare earth, which scarcely ever exists for
long in the United Kingdom, or to rely on detailed knowledge of vegetation and crop
state, and the effects of moisture on them.
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2.

Radiation Levels in the United Kingdom

During the period from June to September in 1976 a programme of measurements
was carried out in representative catchment areas in different parts of the United Kingdom.
The object of the measurement programme was to ascertain whether the natural gamma ray
flux is high enough for a remote gamma monitoring system to be economically viable. The
programme included measurements of gamma radiation from the soils and bedrocks, estimation
of the radon and cosmic ray contribution, together with soil moisture, air temperature
and humidity measurements.
A portable 4-channel spectrometer was used for all the gamma ray measurements
described. This was prototype equipment produced by the Harwell Mining and
Instrumentation department. It consisted of a probe (type 0929) mounted on a tripod and a
spectrometer module (type 0928). The probe contained a 76 mm dia by 76 mm (3 inch by
3 inch) thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal detector with an integral photomultiplier
tube, and EHT power supply and a preamlifier. Signals from the probe were amplified and
processed by the spectrometer module and the resultant gamma ray count rates were
displayed on a rate-meter on the front panel. The spectrometer also contained a H O I L O S of
counters which could accumulate counts over any given time period/ either governed by an
internal timer or set and reset externally. This allowed accurate measurement of count
rates since the statistical errors reduced as the counting time increased. The
spectrometer was checked at each site with a monazite source.
The 4 channels in the spectrometer were as follows:
(1)

A discriminator channel which counted all gamma rays with an energy greater
than a certain threshold. This threshold was adjusted to 0.1 MeV, but could
be varied between 50 KeV and 1 MeV.

(2)

Channel 1 which counted all gamma rays in an energy band. This band was
adjustable between 1 MeV and 2 MeV. For the purposes of the trials it was
centred on the gamma radiation peak of I+OK (ie 1.46 MeV) with an energy bandwidth of 0.2 MeV.

(3)

Channel 2 which had an energy band adjustable between 1.25 MeV and 2.25 MeV.
This was centred on the radiation pe.ik f rom •^'' Bi(ie 1.76 MeV) with an energy
bandwidth of 0.2 MeV.

(4)

Channel 3 which had an energy band adjustable between 2 MeV and 3 MeV. This
was centred on the radiation peak from 2 08^^ (^e 2.62 MeV) with an energy
bandwidth of 0.2 MeV.

The soil moisture was measured using a 'Speedy' chemical soil moisture tester.
Since only 13g of soil could be measured at a time with this equipment, several samples
were obtained at each site. The accuracy of the chemical method was better than 2% when
checked against the standard gravimetric method. The measurements were checked by
retaining soil samples in sealed cans and measuring a selection of these samples
gravimetrically in the laboratory.
The catchment areas surveyed were carefully chosen to represent as comprehensively as possible the widely ranging topography and geology found throughout the United
Kingom. Five sites were chosen, (Fig 1) whose basic features are described below.
The River Rother in East Sussex
The catchment area of the East Sussex Rother contains various types of soil,
consisting mainly of sand, clay and alluvium. The area is mostly flat with a few low hills
and consists mainly of farmland. The width of the River Rother does not exceed 30 metres
until the lower reaches in Kent. The area is noted for its susceptibility to snow.

1

Gamma ray and soil moisture measurements were taken at twenty seven sites in
East Sussex and Kent. It was found that the variation in count caused by differences
between soils was greater than that due to moisture variation.
The total count rate over the soils of the Rother catchment area varied from
6900 to 10800 counts per minute with an average of about 9000 c.p.m. The average counts
for channels 1, 2 and 3 were about 275 c.p.m., 80 c.p.n. and 40 c.p.m. respectively.
Five measurements over water were carried out in an attempt to measure background (cosmic, radon, etc) activity. The only water mass available for making these
measurements was the River Rother. Owing to the narrowness of the river, the high banks
and the need to suspend the spectrometer probe from mainly concrete bridges it w.i:; I el I
that the high counts obtained (up to 4000 c.p.m. for the total count), were badly
affected by the activity of these surrounding objects.
The Bala Catchment Area
The area around Bala and the source of the River Dee consists of a large
variety of different types of rock. These are all old rocks, ranging from pre-Cambrian
around Trawsfynydd to the Ludlow and Wenlock shales in the north-east. Owing to the high
rainfall (2000 mm per annum) and the poor drainage existing in the mountainous regions
around Bala, there is a fairly widespread covering of peat. Gamma ray measurements were
made on seven main rock types. At several sites measurements were also made on the peat
adjacent to the bare rock in order to ascertain the absorptive effect of peat. The count
rates over the rocks are substantially higher than those obtained in East Sussex, the
total count exceeding 20000 c.p.m. in one case. The average count rates were 14000 c.p.m.
(total count), 500 c.p.m. (channel 1 ) , 75 c.p.m. (channel 2) and 25 c.p.m. (channel 3 ) .
The covering of peat IIHI to a substantial reduction in count rates. The
average count rate obtained from measurements over peat was 5344 c.p.m. Much of the peat
was very wet, having a moisture content in excess of 900% dry weight. Even so the count
rates obtained were significantly higher than the background level of 1770 c.p.m. which
was measured from a wooden footbridge over Lake Trawsfynydd. The relatively high count
rates are thought to be due to the presence of active particles throughout the depth of
the peat. Peat samples taken showed significant activity when measured in a lead castle.
The absorptive effect of the peat was measured directly by taking counts over the peat and
at outcrops of bare rock adjacent to the peat. The apparent absorption was found to vary
considerably (from 1.4 to 5.3 m ' ) . This was probably due to the differing levels of
contamination since there was no obvious correlation with moisture content.
The Plynlimon Catchment Area
The Plynlimon catchment area (which contains the sources of the Severn and the
Wye) is similar to tho area around Bala. The rocks consist of highly active shales
giving total count rates in tho region of 16000 c.p.m. The spectral counts were a bio
very similar to those obtained at Bala.
Samples of peat tested were found to contain active dust in the same way as the
peat around Bala. The mean total count rate measured over the peat was 7567 c.p.m.
whereas the background count measured was only 4445 c.p.m. (Since the background
measurement was taken at a stone bridge over the River Severn the result is considered to
he suhst «uit i.il lv higher than H I P ( rue background count r.it.o, for the same reasons as wore
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The Loch Shin Catchment Area
The area around Loch Shin is almost totally peat covered. Much of the peat
encountered during the measurement period was saturated, with water running off the
surface. The peat examined was also found to be far less contaminated than the peat in
Wales. These features were probably the major contributors to the low count rates
measured in this area.
Gamma ray measurements were taken at various sites, several sites being within
100 metres of each other. It was found that the count rate was very variable even over
small distances, owing to the rapid variation from rocky outcropst.o thick peat. Average
measurements were therefore taken while carrying the spectrometer at a speed of about
5 kph over distances of about 600 metres.
In addition to the ground counts, background counts were taken in a boat on
Loch Shin. It was found that, although the boat affected the count rate very little,
there was significant interference from the active rocks on the shores of the loch, even
at a distance of 20 metres. The results showed that gamma ray measurements taken over
rivers are inevitably badly affected by radiation from banks, bridges, etc. It is
considered that a minimum distance of 50 metres from the shore is necessary when the
detector is about 1 metre above the water. This assumes that the ground slopes up
gradually from the water's edge. For an airborne detector, which subtends a much greater
angle, this distance would probably have to be increased.
Pour distinct regions were found to exist in the catchment area:
(1)

The area to the southwest of Loch Shin which is thickly covered with
saturated peat.

(2)

High ground to the north west of Loch Shin and west of Loch Merkland.
consists mainly of peat with some rocky outcrops.

(3)

A ridge running along most of the north east side of Loch Shin consisting of
thin peat with many rocks and outcrops.

(4)

A flat plain around the River Tirry to the far north west containing thick,
saturated peat.

This

Areas 1 and 4 were expected to have low count rates as a result of the thick
peat cover. It was not possible to measure reliably within area 1 since there was
restricted access to this region. Area 3, however, gave an average count rate of about
2700 c.p.m. compared to the background count rate of about 1150 c.p.m. Area 2, although
showing some outcrops, gave an average count of only about 3000 c.p.m. Area 3, on the
north east side showed much higher count rates - in the region of 6000 c.p.m. These high
count rates persisted along the ridge for at least 6 km.
The count rates obtained in areas 1, 2 and 4 are considered to be too low for
an airborne gamma spectrometry survey to be feasible. Along the ridge to the north east
of Loch Shin (region 3 ) , however, airborne surveys should be possible. Assuming
consistent snowfall conditions from year to year it may be possible to use this region
for aerial measurements in order to predict the runoff into the loch. It is not
necessary that this area be representative of the whole catchment; only that its snowfall
characteristics maintain a fixed relationship to the whole area. It should be noted
that, in this catchment area, soil moisture measurement is of little interest since the
ground is virtually saturated all the year.

The North Tyne Catchment Area
The North Tyne catchment covers a large area, from Saughtree in the west to the
confluence of the North and South Tyne rivers in the east, an area of about 500 square km.
The upper reaches of the catchment area are mainly mountainous, the ground consisting of
open grassland drained by many small streams. Much of the middle region is forested,
while the lower regions consist mainly of arable farmland.
Various bedrocks are found within the catchment area. Most of the lower region
contains a mixture of calciferous sandstone and carboniferous limestone. The middle
region consists mainly of calciferous sandstone. The upper region varies between
calciferous sandstone, old red sandstone, Ludlow and Wenlock shales, and even outcrops of
granite. The variety of rock types was reflected in the different count rates obtained
throughout the area.
Parts of the catchment area were found to be peat-covered. The peat found,
however, was very thin (not more than 0.3 metre in depth) and although much of the peatcovered area was inaccessible there is no reason to believe that the depth in general is
much greater. For peat to be produced in any great quantitv the drainage must be very
poor. The peat regions in the North Tyne area were situated on limestone and sandstone,
both of which allow fairly good drainage.
Measurements of gamma ray count rates were taken in all three regions of the
catchment area. The limestone areas showed relatively low count rates, typical of this
type of rock. The mean total count rate obtained for the non-peat limestone areas was
7037 ± 9 c.p.m. Both upper old red sandstone and Scottish calciferous sandstones exist
within the middle region. These gave an average count rate of 9438 + 14 c.p.m. while
measurements of the relativelv active Ludlow and Wenlock shales at the extreme north west
of the catchment area produced an average count rate of 10 286 ± 14 c.p.m.
Peat was found only in small, isolated patches. Most of the peat was only a few
centimetres thick. Moreover, large areas which had probably once been peat covered had
been deeply ploughed, either for arable land or for afforestation. Much ploughing for the
latter was being carried out during the measurement period. Only three areas of substantial peat coverage were found, all on limestone in the lower region of the catchment.
Only one measurement showed any marked reduction in count rate. This measurement was taken
on saturated, marshy ground known as 'Ashy Bog' which covered no more than about three
square kilometres.
As afforestation is being carried out in much of the catchment area, count rates
measured from the air will be affected. An average gamma radiation reduction of 25% has
been reported by Kogan et al / 1J although this is dependent on tree species and density.
3.

Variation in Radiation Level

While measurements were being carried out in the catchment areas, a simultaneous
programme of more detailed measurements was being undertaken at a fixed site. These
measurements were aimed at assessing the variation in gamma ray count over a period of time.
The variation in gamma ray count rate can arise from a number of sources.
Firstly it is hoped that the count rate will vary significantly with the depth and density
of snow lving on the surface of the ground being monitored. Secondly it is also hoped
that soil moisture variation will produce a measurable variation in count rate (thourjh
this can, of course, be a source of error when snow W'lter equivalent values .ire beimj
estimated). Thirdly the count rate has been found to vary as much as 30% owing to changes
in atmospheric radioactivity during the measurement programme. Finally the measured
count rate can be affected by changes in the ground structure (eg by ploughing).
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The main interest during these measurements was the effect of atmospheric
radiation changes on the repeatability of total gamma count/soil moisture correlation.
It is well established that the two sources of interfering atmospheric radioactivity are
cosmic rays and airborne 21** Bismuth,a daughter product of 2 2 2 Radon. The cosmic
radiation varies little over measurement periods which are short compared to the 11-year
sup spot cycle. 2*'t Bismuth levels, however, show rapid fluctuations.
In an attempt to ascertain the variation in radon activity over a period of
time, measurements were taken over a small area of water and over a fixed site on grassland. The water basin used was about 3 metres across and 0.69 metre deep. It was
realised that this would not give an absolute measurement of radon activity, but it was
used to minimise any fluctuations in ground radiation (which would be small anyway).
The outputs from the spectrometer were recorded on a multi-pen recorder, both
spectrometer and recorder being housed in a small shed. Count rates were continuously
recorded over 2 and 3 day periods for about 3 months. It was found that the activity
could fluctuate significantly over a short period of time. Figure 2, for example, shows
a 4% variation over a period of only 5 minutes. Moreover the situation was considerably
worse during rainy conditions. Even light drizzle could result in a 20% increase in
count rate.
Comparative measurements were carried out (iurinq wet and dry conditions using a
lo;>4-(?huiiMol pulse lieiqht analyser. The results showed that the vast majority of the
count rate fluctuation resulted from a variation in airborne 2 1 ^ Bismuth. The fact that
these fluctuations occurred immediately at the onset of rain, even though the
measurements were taken over water about 200 metres from land, indicates that the rise in
activity results from washout of 2^** Bismuth from the atmosphere, not from displacement
of radon from the soil as some workers have suggested / 8 /.
A preliminary investigation into the variation of gamma radiation count rate
with soil moisture has been carried out at a fixed site in West Sussex. Gamma ray count
rates were measured with the spectrometer suspended 0.5 metre above the ground. At this
height 90% of the ground radiation comes from an area of radius approximately 8 metres.
Corrections were made for cosmic and radon radiation, the combination of which was
measured by count rates taken in an inflatable dinghy over an area of water. Owing to
the rapid radon fluctuations this technique is probably unreliable. The soil moisture
was measured using both the chemical technique and a neutron probe. Both methods are
unsatisfactory since they sample a very small area of ground and are therefore subject to
substantial statistical errors. The results shown in Figure 3, reflect these errors. It
is seen, however, that there is definite trend in count rate variation which correlates
fairly well with that predicted by theory.
4.

Discussion of the Results

The measurements made in a series of catchment areas across the United Kingdom
have illustrated the large variation in natural gamma radiation that occurs in a
relatively small country. For the equipment used, it varied from 2700 counts per minute
(c.p.m) over the peaty areas of the Scottish Highlands to 20 000 c.p.m. over the active
rocks of North Wales.
Difficulties were experienced in estimating the contribution to count rate from
atmospheric and cosmic sources. The 20% increase in count rate which can occur at the
onset of. precipitation indicates that measurements should not be taken during rain and
for at least two hours afterwards. It also emphasises that estimates of the background
count need to be made when measuring gamma radiation from the soil. The use of dual
detectors, the recording of counts in several restricted energy bands and the regular
sampling of radiation levels over large areas of water during surveys are all methods
which might be employed to assess the varying contribution from atmospheric sources;
cosmic sources remain to all intents and purposes, constant for the duration of a survey.
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The results from the non mountainous areas show that by using an array of
perhaps five 150 mm by 100 mm sodium iodide crystals, soil moisture can be determined
with ± 10% accuracy, with a resolution of 1 km over an area of 5 km square for a survey
time of 40 minutes. The accuracy could be increased either by increasing the survey
time or by decreasing the resolution. The requirements for measuring snow even of the
shallow depths likely to occur in the United Kingdom, aro less severe than those for
soil moisture, and the accuracy could therefore by expected to he at least comparable.
5.

Conclusions
1.

The study has indicated that both snow and soil moisture can be measured
remotely from a slowly flying aircraft, using a technique involving the
monitoring of natural gamma radiation.

2.

It is essential that accurate assessments of the varying contribution frojn
atmospheric radiation sources such as 21** Bismuth and Radon should be made.

3.

It is considered that the final system, once proved and calibrated, could be
cost effective in the United Kingdom. A morp comprehensive measurement
programme using more refined measurement and calibration techniques would
provide more evidence of the cost effectiveness of the technique.
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A REMOTE SENSING APPROACH TO SOIL MOISTURE MODELING
Bruce J. Blanchard*

ABSTRACT
Remote sensors capable of reacting to changes in the emission
of microwave energy from surface soils are becoming a reality. The
ability of microwave sensors to effectively penetrate a surface and
sense soil moisture to some depth has been established. The so-called
penetration can be more correctly described as a depth from which the
emission originates. This depth increases with wavelength and also
increases with a decrease in soil moisture. A sensor with a specific
wavelength then records emission from a dynamic depth as soil moisture
changes. This characteristic along with a desire for soil moisture
information without benefit of costly ancillary data, makes it difficult
to combine conventional soil moisture profile models and remote sensing
data. Transformation of the information in sensor data to a useful
measurement of soil moisture will require development of new models.
A new concept is now being developed that incorporates consideration
of the dynamic depths involved and the rate of change of time series
sensor measurements. A description of the concept and the on-going
experimental development of the model are discussed.

Introduction
*
Estimates of soil moisture are required for three major areas of interest:
water resources management, meteorological prediction and agricultural yield prediction.
Better estimates of antecedent moisture conditions should significantly improve runoff
predictions in existing water resources management models. Meteorologists must have
some method of estimating soil moisture in order to improve energy budget models
related to climate. In the agricultural sciences, estimates of soil moisture available
for planting and plant growth are needed before crop yield models can be effective on
a large area or global basis.
In order to implement a cost effective and practical system of measurement
of soil moisture for the three applications, a measurement system must be devised for
large areas. Such a system would be used to make frequent repeat measurements which
in turn requires handling of large data volumes. Areal distribution of soil moisture
has always been difficult to estimate from point measurements due to the spatial
variability of the soils and rainfall. Thoughtful consideration of all thesp problems
leads to the conclusion that remote sensors on space platforms orbiting in such a
manner that frequent re-visits are possible seem to offer a possible source of data
that can be related to soil moisture over large areas.

Director, Remote Sensing Center, Texas ARM University, College Station, Texas
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Many problems begin to emerge when wo consider such a system. Amrm«i those,
we need to know what type of sensor or sensors to mount. Wo must, dotormitio how wo can
realistically collect and process the data. We must understand what these data mean and
most important how we can convert them into a useful measurement. This report, will
address the linkage between remote sensor data and the soil moisture measurements that
are required.
Soil Moisture Budgeting Models
Historically the modeling of soil moisture profiles began as a moans of gaining
a better understanding of the physics of the soil, water, air mixture. Most of the early
study of these phenomena was conducted by soil physicists interested in agricultural uses
or in the structural properties of soil. Later studies have led to energy budget models
that have aided the meteorological interests.
Early attempts to model soil moisture profiles were aimed at meeting the needs
of irrigation farmers. A number of these models have been effectively used in scheduling
systems for irrigation water particularly since the development of computers. As a
result, until recent years, most requirements for soil moisture measurements pertained to
small plots or field size areas. The conventional techniques of moisture measurement
(gravimetric and neutron meter) were used to develop the existing models. Common
practice led to assumptions that measurements could be made at discrete intervals of
approximately 15 cm in the profile. In contrast, measurements of surface soil zones by
remote sensors will be sensitive to dynamic depths.
In most instances the previous model development assumed that ancillary
climatic data would be available. When faced with the problem of estimating the crop
yields over large areas like the Great Plains of North America the ancillary data comes
from widespread gauge locations. Distribution of rainfall from average storms in that
region many times completely misses the gauge thus extrapolation of the rainfall data
to outlying locations is not valid. Furthermore, global estimates of crop yields will
require estimates over regions where no ancillary data are available.
In summary, the existing profile models are designed for use of ancillary data
that may not be available and are also designed on a basis of moisture at a discrete
constant depth. These models are, therefore, not useful as a transfer function to relate
sensor return to soil moisture profiles.
Remote Sensing of Soil Moisture
Photo interpreters have long recognized that indications of wot or dry surfaces
could be detected in photographs of hare soil. Ffforts to quantify those indi. ,il ions wore
difficult since broad bands of energy are represented and all wavelengths in the visihle
region merely sense the surface. However, the advent, of lnnds.il mult.ispettr.M data has
brought forth another dimension. The Landsat MSS bandwidths ore relatively n.mow in
comparison to photography and the area in a single frame is large. Over some regions
where agricultural lands predominate, soil moisture conditions are evident in the variance
of the band 5 data from repeated passes over the same area. This effect is duo In the
change in reflectance from the exposed soil surface which in turn is variable ,nnoruj soil
types.
Thermal measurements derived from responses in the thermal infrared portion of
the spectrum have proven more effective than visible light as a measure of soil moisture.
Thermal measurements of vegetation canopy can also serve as an indicator of moisture
available to the root system of a crop as shown by Jackson |1). These wavelengths are
also too short to penetrate the soil but the response from bare soil infers the moisture
i-
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available to the surface for evaporation. In regions where cloud cover is infrequent,
thermal systems may estimate moisture adequately for some applications.
Major efforts have been directed toward measurement, of soil moisture with
microwave sensors. The wavelengths in the microwave region (1.55 cm to 21 cm or greater)
offer some unique capabilities along with some unique problems. Sensors usinq these
wavelengths are sensitive to the differences in dielectric properties of the near surface
material and since dry soil and water have dramatically different dielectric properties
they are sensitive to moisture content of the soil. Microwave sensors also have some
ability to penetrate a surface to a depth proportional to the wavelength and to the
dryness of a soil. The longer wavelengths are capable of penetrating cloud cover and
can also be used in darkness.
Initial microwave soil moisture experiments were attempts to acquire simple
correlation between microwave response and soil moisture at some discrete depth of the
surface. Modeling of the emission of microwave energy from a soil surface by Burke &
Paris [2] and Newton [3] has shown the relative impact of.moisture in different near
surface layers on the resulting emissivity at the soil surface. Newton has also shown
that as soil dries, the depth being measured increases for any one wavelength. The
increase in pseudopenetration with drying becomes more pronounced with long wavelengths.
Microwave energy being emitted from the surface is, therefore, representative of a
dynamic depth under the surface.
Efforts have been made to model out the effects of vegetation and roughness on
microwave response. These efforts have generally led to better understanding of the
problem but have not resulted in a practical application. Reduction of hoth vegetation
and roughness effects for some wavelengths can be accomplished by selecting specific
look angles as illustrated by the work of Ulaby [4,5] and Newton [3]. When the
requirement for large area estimates is considered it may be possible to eliminate
roughness effects by using a time series of measurements over a relatively large
resolution cell. In general, agricultural tillage is relatively constant for any
particular season within a 25 x 25 km area. Major areas of forest and pasture also
exhibit roughness when large area cells are considered. Then variation of the time
series of a microwave measurement from the seasonal norm would only result from changes
in moisture.
Microwave systems then offer opportunity for wavelength dependent penetration,
dynamic moisture dependent penetration, all weather measurement capability and good
sensitivity to soil moisture differences. Effects of vegetation and effects of roughness
are disadvantages that can be overcome. A method of converting the microwave measurement
to a useful soil moisture measurement at depths greater than are being sensed will,
however, be required before needs can be met for some of the original applications.
Soil Moisture Profile Model Concept
Surface soil moisture changes rapidly in comparison to changes in moisturp
at greater depths. Since moisture can be replenished in the surface by small rainfall
events that contribute little or nothing to the subsurface moisture, it is unlikely
that a usable soil moisture profile can be estimated from a single surface measurement.
Two or more measurements representing different depths may, however, provide information
enough to develop a profile estimate. The model used to estimate the soil moisture
profile should also depend only on inputs of remotely sensed data. The model should
accept measurements related to increasing depths with decreasing moisture content such
as the microwave measurements. Finally, the model should be general enough to be
adaptable to large areas. These requirements demand rethinking the normal model building
approach.
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To build a model that requires only remote sensing inputs, one must, envision
some scheme where the losses from the surface zones to the atmosphere and the movement
of moisture into the lower zones can be estimated from the available measurements. If
two passive microwave sensors are selected with a relatively large difference in wavelength the antenna temperature will respond to soil moisture in two zones of the near
surface. Newton [3] determined that the effective depth measured by an X-band (2.2 cm)
radiometer ranged from 1 cm for saturated soils to approximately 2 cm when the soil was
dry. In the same study an L-band (21 cm) radiometer was effective to a depth of 5 cm
when the soil was saturated and was effective to approximately 20 cm when the soil was
dry. For the purpose of illustration, characteristics of the X-band and L-band systems
will be used in this discussion. Examination of the typical soil moisture profiles
during a drying period with the depth of penetration of these two sensor superimposed
gives some understanding of the zones of soil being measured (Figure 1).
We know from studies of the drying characteristics of soil that for the top
centimeter of the soil the drying rate due to evaporation is initially high after a rain
and the rate decreases with time. The rate of change is less dramatic when thicker
layers of soil surface are considered. It is also evident that an input into a surface
from a small rainfall event will result in an increased rate of drying without necessarily
wetting a significant depth below the surface. With ths measurements available from two
microwave frequencies on a time series basis it appears possible to monitor a drying cycle
and provide estimates of two points on the profile at each time of measurement.
The two available measurements taken in a time series provides at least four
parameters that can be used in developing a model.
Ex

Emissivity measured by the X-band system
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Emissivity measured by the L-band system
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Emissivity is used as the measured variable in this discussion since it is the
component of both passive and active microwave measurements that is sensitive to soil
moisture differences. Passive microwave measurements are generally given in terms of
antenna temperature while active microwave measurements are expressed in terms of
scattering coefficients. Techniques are available to isolate the emissivity components
in each of these common measurements.
The two direct measurements (r^ and t. ) can be used to represent moisture in
the two dynamic depths being sensed. The rate of change of each measurement can he used
to provide a measure of the drying rate for each dynamic depth being measured. The two
direct measurements when compared to the previous measurements can also be used to
determine whether an increase in moisture at the surface resulted from a small input, of
water to the surface. When a small input occurs during seasons of normally hi'jh
evaporation it is unlikely.any of the water reaches a significant depth and these vnlumps
are lost back to the atmosphere. When both direct measurements indicate sat.umt.rrl soils
it is likely that significant input to the profile has been made and portions of this
water will subsequently move both upward to the atmosphere and downward to supply the
profile at deeper depths. A continuation of very hi<)h moisture measurement from both
layers of the surface will indicate an increased supply to the lower profiles.
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I l l u s t r a t i o n of the decay of soil moisture through a
16 day drying cycle. Microwave X-<ind L-band systems
measure the composite moisture in the shaded region.
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Estimation of Evaporation
The soil moisture for each effective depth of penetration illustrator! in
Figure 1 is plotted as a time series in Figure 2. The two curves in this figure
illustrate the soil moisture levels that would be sensed by the X-and L-band microwave
systems. When the drying rates of the two depth zones are examined, it becomes evident
that the observation interval required would preferably be one day but in no case
longer than three days. Reduction of the repeat period for observations to a one day
period would allow the monitoring of the rapid initial drying rate. Cumulative losses
from the top eighteen centimeters of soil in this profile were also calculated to
represent an estimate of loss of moisture through evaporation from the surface.
(Figure 3)
Referring to results obtained in past experiments using passive microwave
systems by Schmugge [6] and Newton 13], a straight line approximation can be made
to define the relation of X-and L-band returns to soil moisture. These relations are
illustrated in Figure 4. The insensitive area of the L-band response occurs at very
low soil moisture content and when considering the same moisture region in Figure 2
the lack of sensitivity should have little effect on a practical application. Using
the effective soil moisture measured at each time interval, values of anticipated
emissivity from the two dynamic depths can be selected. The anticipated emissivity
for the profile for the X-band and L-band sensors are plotted in a time scrips (Figure
5).
The plot illustrates the similarity of the L-band return to the plot of
cumulative moisture loss versus time. This indicates that some simple function of Lband emissivity can be used to estimate losses to evaporation.
Estimation of Infiltration
Estimation of infiltration to deeper layers is not as straightforward. We
know that the movement both upward and downward in soils is highly sensitive to clay
content and the physical condition of the surface soils. To some extent the two
measurements available can be used to classify the surface soils. For instance, if a
clay soil rapidly forms a dry crust the measurement in X-band will respond rapidly
while the L-band system will indicate a longer holding capacity and will reepde slowly.
For loam soils or soils with deep drainage the two measurements will recede together.
In a general sense, soils that remain above some high level of wetness in both surface
layers for a long period will experience a higher probability of significant infiltration
than soils under surfaces that are wetted and then dry rapidly.
It is proposed that an algorithm can be developed that will monitor the surface
measurement and when it indicates added moisture the measurement related to fho tloeper
or second depth will be compared with the limit expected from saturation. If the
deeper measurement does not indicate deep wetting of the soil the L-band measure will
merely be modified to account for a wet surface over dry soil. If wetting machos a
high level in both depths it can be assumed adequate moisture has heen added In provide
some level of infiltration to the lower profile. If the time series indicates lhat the
wet surface condition continues for two or more observations in both depths the estimate
of infiltration may then be related to the length of time that high moisturn is indicated.
The infiltration algorithms will likely be related to the limp of yen nml
possibly to general climatic conditions. They will then most likely bo reqicm.il in
their application. Adequate time series measurements are not currently avdil.ihlp to
define the needed infiltration algorithms. A measurement program to establish <i data
base from which the infiltration algorithms can be developed was necessary. The same
data base can be used to verify the contention that an estimate of the evaporation can
be_ made from direct measurement of the surface with a long wavelength microwave system.
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Measurement Program for Model Development
A program is under way at Texas ARM University to collect data representative
of a wide range of moisture conditions necessary for the development of a model based
on this concept. Little is known about the actual spatial variability of soil moisture
profiles and particularly those where the entire profile including the near surface
zones are considered. The current measurement program was begun with the assumption
that a profile consisting of thirty centimeters of fine, sandy loam surface over one
hundred and twenty centimeters of clay loam would be used as a first approximation of
the average soil profile.
A set of twelve lysimeters, approximately .91 meters in diameter and 1.81 meters
deep have been filled with a pre-mixed soil so that each soil profile is as nearly alike
as possible. As the column was being built an effort was made to compact the soil to a .
uniform density within both the clay loam soils in the lower depths and the sandy clay
loam soils in the top 30 centimeters. Two-cm diameter tubes spaced 20.5 cm apart were
fixed in position at the center of each lysimeter prior to filling to provide access for
a dual pole gamma probe. Water is added to the surface with an arrangement of agricultural spray nozzles. A single wide angle full cone nozzle is placed 40 cm above the
center of each lysimeter. The nozzles are calibrated and can apply up to 10 centimeters
of water per hour. The lysimeters are provided with a vacuum evacuation system to
remove moisture that infiltrates through a ceramic filter at the bottom of the soil
column. The array of lysimeters is covered during rainfall events by a shelter mounted
on tracks and activated by an electric motor with a moisture control switch. This same
installation was used by Hiler [7] for experiments concerning drainage and crop water
use and a more detailed description is given in his paper.
The soil moisture measurements in the lysimeters are being made at 1 centimeter
intervals for depths from 1 to 15 cm, at 2 centimeter intervals for depths from 15 to
30 cm, at 5 centimeter intervals to 50 cm and at 10 cm intervals to 140 centimeters.
Water is being applied during the four seasons of the year. Four amounts of water
ranging from 1.25 cm to 5 cm are applied initially to sets of three lysimeters.
Approximately three weeks later a second application is made using amounts ranging
frpm 1.25 to 3.75 cm to sets of four lysimeters. This arrangement is providing twelve
combinations of storm size sequences that simulate profiles that would occur as a
result of rainfall. A total of 48 sequences will be available for development of the
proposed model.
Climatic measurements consist of air temperature, dew point tempera lure, solar
radiation, net radiation, wind speed, pan evaporation and rainfall. Soil temperature
measurements are being made in only three of the soil columns at depth increments of
2 centimeters between 1 and 15 cm depths with additional measurements at 18 and 27. cm
depths. These data with the exception of pan evaporation are recorded at fifteen
minute intervals with a date logging device. The climatic data are being collected to
develop models for estimation of infiltration through the entire 180 cm profile and
as input for existing evaporation models to estimate loss to the atmosphere. Those
models will be used to estimate loss to deep infiltration and evaporation in plot and
field studies where the conceptual soil moisture model will be tested as a follow on
to the lysimeter study.
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AIRBORNE GAMMA-RAY MEASUREMENTS COULD YIELD A PROFIT TO SWEDISH
WATER MANAGEMENT - AND A PILOT PROJECT IS PLANNED
Dlf Karstrom

SUMMARY
The feasibilty for Sweden of snow mapping by remote sensing
techniques was studied by the Swedish Space Corporation. The
results indicated that runoff forecasting could profit from water equivalent determinations of snow cover made by gamma emission measurements from aircrafts. It was proposed that surveys
should be performed in certain basins during the latter part of
the snow accumulation season. Both non-forested high mountain
areas and forested areas should be covered. The technical resources for these measurements already exist in Sweden and the
study is now followed-up by a pilot project. The costs are shared
by the Studsvik Energiteknik AB and the water-power industry.
Measurements and evaluations during 1979-80 will give a basis for
decisions on if ar-d how to go into a routine measuring phase.

1.

Background

1.1

The SSC study
In 1977 the Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) was commissioned by
the Swedish Board for Space Activities to study the fitness of remote
sensing technique for use in Swedish snow mapping. The SSC reported
the results of the study in 1978 C O .
The report contained a rewiew on the state of the art of remote
sensing technique with snow mapping capability. Other objects of the
report were conventional snow storage estimation technique, run-off
forecasting technique and cost/benefit aspects.
It was concluded that
- there is an obvious need of and possibility of improvements
in forecasts of snow-melt run—off
Assistant head of division, Hydrological division, Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHl), NOREKOPING

with roil moisture at point A
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- the precipitation data which are till now the only - and indirect - information on snow magazine can with appreciable
benefit be complemented with direct snow magazine measurements
- it should be favorable to apply remote sensing technique for
these snow magazine measurements
- the most promising technique at present is measurements from
low-flying aircrafts of natural ground gamma"*emission
"* ~
One main result of the study was thus a recommendation that on
a routine basis water equivalent determinations of snow cover should
be made in certain basins during the latter part of the snow accumulation season by use of natural gamma ray measurements from aircrafts.
(Other recommendations were that AVHRR-data from the Tiros-N satellites
should be used for snow coverage determinations in certain high mountain
areas during the latter part of the melt-off seasons and that satellite
transmission should be used for snow precipitation data from hard-toar-oess areas).
Two surveys per season were proposed: one some time during Pebr/
March and another sometime in April/May.
The costs for snow surveys with gamma-ray technique was estimated at about 40 000 US dollar per year - provided that they were made
on a routine basis and on a rather large scale (implying e.g. measurements along 1500 kilometer twice per year) This was compared with the
benefit of 600 000 US dollar per year if only 1$o more of the available
snow magazine in basins~of rivers built out for power production~could"
be~put~to"~best use by better run-off forecasts.
It was proposed that a system study should be started at once
with the aim of specifying an optimal measuring system and optimal
measuring routines. It was further proposed that planning work and
field exploration tours should start at once so that reference measurements over bare ground could be carried through during the fall of
1979 and snow cover measurements on routine basis could start in the
beginning of 1980.
It was foreseen that about 38 basins should be surveyed to start
with but that the preliminary list of basins should be changed during
the planning and reconnoitre work. Local conditions will sometimes
exclude appropiate measuring lines and user aspects on the relative
importance of data for different basins will give other reasons for
changes.
It was stated that experiences from the first years of measurements should undoubtedly give cause to reduction in the initial measuring program.
1.2

Comments on the report
The report mentioned above caused a large number of comments.
Concerning gamma-ray measurements for run-off forecast purposes these
comments indicated that

i-
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- research foundations of different kinds are of the opinion
that any development work should be paid by the water power
industry
- the water power industry is not at all convinced that anything but very limited benefits can be acheived. The water
power industry is therefore at present willing to contribute
only to a rather limited pilot project
- hydrologists (whether active in operational hydrology, research or education) tend on the whole to anticipate very
favourable cost/benefit ratio from routine measurements
- there exists already very good equipment and systems in
Sweden for airborne gamma-ray spectrometry. They have been
procured for mineral prospecting purposes and are most likely
suitable (and even over-qualified) for snow surveys
- Studsvik Energiteknik AB has the best competence when it comes
to techniques of gamma-ray measurements taken all-together and
was willing not only to conduct a pilot project but also to
find the money for part of it
2.

The pilot project

2.1

Objective
Studsvik Energiteknik AB and the water power industry (represented
byt The River Angermanalven Regulating Company, AVP) has now made an
agreement on a pilot project. Objectives of the project are
- to verify that airborne gamma-ray measurements have potential
to give snow information which is of significant benefit in
run-off forecasting
- to get specification of a measuring and data handling system
to be used on a routine basis
- to establish a good estimate of running costs for such measurements

2.2

Implementation
It is obvious that any snow survey result becomes of real value
in run-off forecasting only when it is part of many year series. It
was nevertheless a wish to chose for the project test area in a basin
where additional snow information is of most importance to power production. So, the Kultsjon basin has been chosen (see Figure 1)
(The Kultsjon basin also contains a test area for a project where
snow coverage is estimated from satellite data during the latter part
of the snow-melt season).
The intention is to fly a multichannel gamma-ray spectrometer
with 4 or 16 litre detector volume 75-100 metre above the ground
in a twin-engine aircraft. The speed will be around 250 km/h. The
integration time is proposed to be 0,5 seconds.
The data analysis will be performed after the data collection
campaign. Both total counting and measurements in selected energy intervals will be applied. Unfortunately, no data are available about the
concentration of uranium, thorium and potassium in the rocks and soils
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of the ±est area. From experiences of radioactive measurements in
surrounding areas it is, however, expected that the intensity of the
ground gamma radiation is very low and probably strongly dominated
by radiation from potassium. If this is true, errors due to atmospheric radon (emanateirtg from the ground surface) may be small and
the 4 0 K - line 1,46 Me? should be preferred for selective energy
measurements.
Several flight lines (totally about 150 km) will be flown in
the basin. Reference measurements of the water equivalent of snow
cover will be made on the ground along parts of these lines. Much
attention will be paid on careful planning of the lines and the
planning will be supported by ground surveys in order to find measuring lines which are representative of the snow cover, are safe
to fly and where the ground gamma radiation is sufficiently high.
Competent hydrologists for planning, locating of measuring lines,
executing the ground reference measurements and for evaluation of the
project will be placed at disposal by the SMHI.
The final project design is of course highly dependent upon the
outcome of this Workshop. Guidance is especially needed in data evaluation matters.
2.3

Schedule
A reconnaissance flight will be made during the summer 1979Reference measurements from air will be made in the beginning of the
autumn 1979 • Snow measurements and evaluation will be made during the
first half of 1980.

Reference
(.1/ Karstrdm, U (1978). Snow mapping with remote sensing methods (in
Swedish). Swedish Space Corporation P 18-3.
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